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The work done in this thesis involved the study of negative ion 
formation for the molecules H2 , H2Se, H2Te, PH3, Sbii3  and for SF6. The 
main experimental results for the first group of molecules are listed in 
the table. Although there was no marked trend in appearance potentials 
(A.?.), a strong trend was observed in the low energy dissociative electron 
attachment cross-sections, ar.A.0which increased approximately 100 times 
within a given molecular group. This is explained qualitatively in terms 
of shape resonances. 

Species 	A.P.(ev) aDA(cm3 ) Excess Species A.?.(ev) aDA(cm3) ± 0.2 Energy + 0.2 
Involved 
(ev) 

2.0 4.1x10 20  0.9 

HS 

	

1.6 

PH 2-  2.0 7.1x10 9  

4.9xl0 8  '-.0 6bir 0.9 3.4io 1b 

	

1.5 	9.3xlO 9 	1.3 	EbH2 	0.9 	2.8x10 7  

He 	1.5 	3.9xlO 17 	0.3 

Te 	2.2 	3.9xlO-15  	2.9 

riTe 	1.8 	1.5x10 15 

For 3F0  which is known to form a long-lived negative ion the average 
autodetachinent lifetime of the ion was re-determined to be "50 psecs, but 
was found to be a function of the incident electron energy and the time 
spent in the source. A model is presented in the text which explains both 
the large attachment cross-sections and long lifetimes and to explain how 
these features can vary with electron energy. 

A statistical mode173  was used to evaluate the electron affinity of 
SF, but the very low value of '-.0. (:eV determined experimentally,32' 33  could 
only be reconciled if several of the low frequency deformation vibrational 
modes of the molecular ion were lowered. It would appear therefore that 
the ion does not retain the high symmetry of the neutral molecule and the 
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implications of lowering specific modes are discussed in the text. 
Collisional effects were also studied for the sulphur hexafluoride 

neutral and ionic species with various background molecules in the 
pressure range lO - iO torr. From these experiments it is deduced 
that the ion is attenuated to a greater extent than the neutral, basically 
due to the different interaction forces involved. 

The range of experiments studied in this thesis yielded not only 
physical data but perhaps more significantly provided further insight into 
the basic concepts involved. 
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ABSTRACT 

The work done in this thesis involved the study of 

negative ion formation for the molecules H2 , £i2  e, H2Te, 

PH 30  !bH3  and for 	The main experimental results for 

the first group of molecules are listed in the table. 

Although there was no marked trend in appearance potentials 

(A.P.), a strong trend was observed in the low energy dis-

sociative electron attachment cross-sectios, a, , which 

increased approximately 100 times within a given molecular 

group. This is explained qualitatively in terms of shape 

resonances. 

Species 	A.P(r)  D. A. Excess A.P.(ev) D.A.(cm2) 
Energy 0.2 
Involved 

(ev) 

2.0 4.1x10 20  0.9 	PH2  2.0 7.lxl0 9  

H5 	1.0 4.9xl0 8  e.iO 	SbH7 0.9 3.4xi0 8  

1.5 9.3xlO 9  1.3 SbH2  0.9 2.8xlO 7  

Hbe 	1.5 	3.9x10 17  0.3 

Te 	2.2 3.9xl0 5  2.9 

HTe 	1.8 	1.5c10 15 

For 3F,which is known to form a long-lived negative 

ion, the average autodetachment lifetime of the ion was re-

determined to be ..50 usecs, but was found to be a function 

of the incident electron energy and the time spent in the 

source. 	A model is presented in the text which explains 

both the large attachment cross-sections and long lifetimes 

and to explain how these features can vary with electron 
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energy. 

A statistical rnode1J73  was used to evaluate the 

electron affinity of SF6  but the very low value of 

wO.,eV determined experimentally, 32933  could only be 

reconciled if several of the low frequency deformation 

vibrational modes of the molecular ion were lowered. It 

would appear therefore that the ion does not retain the 

high symmetry of the neutral molecule and the implications 

of lowering specific modes are discussed in the text. 

Collisional effects were also studied for the sulphur 

hexafluoride neutral and ionic specie6 with various back-

ground molecules in the pressure range lO ---?.10-4  torr. 

From these experiments it is deduced that the ion is 

attenuated to a greater extent than the neutral, basically 

due to the different interaction forces involved. 

The range of experiments studied in this thesis 

yielded not only physical data but perhaps more significantly 

provided further insight into the basic concepts involved. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTROEUCTION 

And so we see that the poetry fades out of the 

problem, and by the time the serious application of exact 

science begins, we are left with only pointer readings. 

In most branches of science, advanced technology has 

greatly reduced the time factor and complexity of what would 

otherwise be very lengthy, highly impractical experiments 

and has replaced complicated measurements by a series of such 

pointer readings the interpretation of which is of fundamental 

importance. At present, the study of negative ions is of no 

exception but perhaps in the days of J.J. Thomson who is 

responsible for the pioneering work on both positive and 

negative ions early in the 20th century such pointer readings 

were less readily obtained. Nonetheless, since these early 

days, there has been a growing interest in negative ions. 

Progress in the research of such species was initially slow 

as processes leading to negative ion formation have a cross-

section approximately 1/1000th of that of their positive ion 

counterparts. However with advanced technology, refined 

techniques renewed the interest and permitted more extensive 

research into the formation and behaviour of negative ions. 

Negatively charged molecules or atoms may be detected 

in a variety of ways depending on the measurement being made. 

Electron attachment processes occurring in the gas 

phase are frequently measured by two experimental methods 

namely, a) the electron swarm method, and b) the electron 

beam method. A brief discussion of both methods is given 

below. 



In swarm experiments, the quantity measured is the 

rate of electron removal from the swarm which is drifting 

in a gas (at pressures of several tori') under the influence 

of a uniform electric field* rue to the high pressure of the 

gas, the electrons make many collisions and attain an equili-

brium energy distribution very shortly after formation. 

Several of the main swarm methods include:..'. 

Steady-State Diffusion Method 

Steady-State Electron Filter Method 

Microwave Method 

Pulsed Drift Tube Method 

Pulsed Shape Method 

Avalanche Methods 

Afterglow Methods. 

The experimental details of the above methods differ, but in 

each case, the property measured, i.e. the electron attach.. 

ment rate constant, is the same. 

b) Electron beam method 

This method deals with nearly monoenergetic electrons 

and single collision processes. Because of such require-

ienta, a very iiarrow electron energy distribution is necessary 

and very low gas pressures typically in the range lO" - lO 

torr. In addition, a correct energy scale is a basic quality. 

Energy scales are in most cases relative, and Srg which is 

formed to all intents and purposes at 0.0eV, is frequently 

employed as a calibrant. Although beam experiments are 

relatively easy to interpret compared to swarm experiments, 

they are more difficult to perform and other difficulties 



encountered include: 

Discriminating effects in detection efficiency when the 

negative ions possess large or varied amounts of kinetic 

energy. 

Space charge effects mainly arising from the negative 

potential well created around the filament. 

Further, problems in current and pressure measurements, 

scattered electrons (which may contribute to the negative ion 

current in total ionisation processes) are common difficulties. 

Several techniques are employed in connection with the beam 

method and these include:... 

1) Lozier Tube Method 

Total Ionisation Method 

Mass Spectrometric Methods 

The basis of the above methods is the same: previously 

mentioned criteria must be fulfilled and the measured quantity 

in each case is the negative ion current, 1(c), as a function 

of electron energy, C. 

The electron swarm and electron beam methods can 

however, be successfully combined in such a way as to 

supplement each other. This technique is known as the 

Swarm-Beam Tecbn.iaue. From electron swarm experiments, the 

absolute rate of electron attachment, /P) x w(E/P), is 

obtained where z (E/P) is the attachment rate constant per 

unit distance for a gas at pressure, P. in which the electrons 

are drifting under the influence of a uniform electric field, 

E. and u(E/P) is the ionic drift velocity. The relation of 

the absolute rate of electron attachment to the electron swarm 

energy distribution, f(c , E/P) and the attachment cross-section, 
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CO(C) is given by:. 

e&(E/P) x w(E/P) a  4(2/m)4  S c 	0(c) t(c,E/P)dc... oqn.l.l 

0 

where N is the zuixnber of attaching gas molecules per torr at a 

given temperature and m is the mass of the electron. 

From electron beam experiments, the negative ion 

yields, 1(c), as a function of electron energy, C. are 

obtained in relative units and provided that the ions involved 

in the two experiments are the same, a trial function can be 

constructed as:- 

a K3T31(E) ....•.................... eqn. 1.2. 

where T is an operator which shifts the 1(C) curve along the 

energy axis to correct for any remaining uncertainties in the 

energy calibration, and K3  is a constant for each T which 

transforms the 1(c) curves from relative to absolute cross-

section units. To obtain T and K,9  equation 1.2 is sub-

stituted into equation 1.1  and a double least-squares procedure 

is performed where for each i th  value of /P, the best fit 

between the calculated and experimental rates is obtained 

from:- 

- 	(N(2/m)K3 	' cT3I(c)f(c)dc .- ii)2j1. 

calculated 
	

experi- 
mental 

This equation forms the basis of the swarm-beam technique 

combining 1(C) and aw. The method is very sensitive in deter-

mining the absolute magri-Itude of the cross-section and in 



establishing the correct energy scale. 

Perhaps the most obvious and important quantity 

associated with a negative ion is the minimum energy required 

to detach its extra electron. This quantity of energy is 

known as the electron affinity of the corresponding neutral 

species. Various methods are used to measure electron 

affinities and only a brief summary of the most important 

methods is outlined below. 

1) Photodetachmgnt and photoabsorptionmethod 

These constitute the basis of the most reliable 

methods as yet for obtaining the electron affinities of atoms, 

many molecules and radicals. 

In photodetachmont, the underlying principle involves 

the interaction of electromagnetic radiation and the 

negative ion dipole. At a critical minimum frequency at 

oscillation of the impinging radiation, the electron may be 

released from the ion. The energy corresponding to this 

minimum frequency is equated to the electron affinity, E. A., 
of the species involved i.e. 

AB+hv—+A13+€ 

where hVj]jmum a ESA.(AB). 

This method has been successfully employed in the 

measurement of the electron affinity of atoms such as His  

o2, C30  S4, I and molecules such as Q, OH', SH8, SeH9. 

However with this technique, very high photon fluxes are 

required and in pre-'laser days, this meant very wide optical 

bandwidths which limited the accuracy with which the photo-

electric threshold could be measured. 
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The needed intensity and spectral resolution have 

come along with the laser and have enabled very accurate 

thresholds to be determined. Tunable dye-laser light sources 

employed in the study of energy analysis of detached electrons 
-' 	— from various negative ions such as Cu-p lO , Ag ,10 S11 and  So-'12  

have facilitated measurement of very accurate values for 

electron affinities for these atoms and the high resolution has 

permitted fine structure splitting of various ion states to be 

rnea u 

corn 	 process namely the photoabsorption technique 

involves direct spectroscopic observation on a conventional 

spectrograph and. the electron affinity of Cl, Br, I. F and 0 

to name but a few, have been determined by this 

The process involves observing the absorption or emission of 

electromagnetic radiation in a shock-tube. 

e.g. species A' produced in shock—tube. Emission or 

absorption of electromagnetic radiation monitored: 

+ hv 	A + EK.E. 

The minimum energy, h\minp  corresponds to the electron affinity 

as the € will possess no kinetic energy. In general hv = E.A. 

+ K.E. where K.E. is the kinetic energy of the detached electron. 

For atoms, the photodetachment technique for determining 

the electron affinity is very good but in the case of molecules, 

the spectrum may be further complicated due to the presence of 

rotationally and vibrationally excited ions in the beam. 

2) Latt&ge enerv methods. 

The relationship, E.A.(X) - I.P.(A) + D.E.(AX) + S - U 

where:—' 
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E.A.(X) is the electron affinity of species X 

I.P.(A) is the ionisation potential of species A 

ID.E.(AX) is the dissociation energy of molecule AX 

S is the heat of sublimation per molecule AX 

U is the lattice energy of a crystal consisting of A and X ions, 

can be applied to calculate the electron affinity of various 

species where the other thermodynamic quantities are known. The 

electron affinities of the halogen atoms17  and various molecules 

such as 029 AgCI019  SH °  and H20a have been calculated in 

this manner. However the values derived by this method tend 

to be higher than the most reliable experimental data, the large 

error arising because the electron affinity is generally small 

in magnitude compared to the thermodynamic quantities used in 

its evaluation. 

3) Surface ioisption methods 

The equilibrium constant for the reaction AX + c 

is measured near a hot filament and the E.A. (AX) can be deter- 

mined from the equilibrium 	constant and the temperature 

of the filament. E.A.' e of atoms such as Cl, 22  10, 23  Br22  

and molecules such as OH9 24  NO, 25  NH2 26 are only a few which 

have been estimated by this procedure. 

The 'magnetron' method developed by Page27  is used in 

the E.A. determination of molecules and radicals. However 

surface ionization is an indirect method of determining the 

electron affinity, complicated by the tact that several experi-

mental parameters such as the pressure of the surrounding gas 

and the work function of the filament are difficult to determine 

accurately. Nevertheless, the refined technique developed by 
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Page provides values for the electron affinity of various 

atoms which agree quite well with the most accurate reported 

values. 

Electron i.act methods 

The electron affinity of an atom or radical whose ion 

is produced by a dissociative electron attachment or by an 

ion—pair formation process can be determined if the bond 

dissociation energy of the neutral molecule and the excitation 

energies of the resulting species are known. 

e.g. A.P.(X) a t.E.(AX) E.A.(X) + EQBOAvr 

where A. P. (f) is the minimum electron energy necessary to 

produce species A and f from the neutral AX* 	 repre- 

sents the internal and kinetic energies of A and f. where 

such excitation energies are not accurately known, a lower 

limit of the electron affinity can be obtained. E.A.'s of 

species such as O, 28 02, 29 CC13
0  and NO2 31  are examples 

where this technique has been applied. However difficulty in 

determining the A.P. of the ions formed, uncertainty in the 

energy scale calibration and lack of accurate knowledge of 

the kinetic and internal energies involved, severely limit 

the accuracy of this method especially with regard to molecules 

where the fragments are likely to be rotationally and 

vibrationally excited. 

charetranafer methods 

These methods generally only establish whether the 

electron affinity of the species concerned is greater or 

smaller than the electron affinity of another. However, 

Lifshitz32  has studied various exothermic and endothermic 
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negative-'ion electron transfer reactions of several molecules 

in a tandem mass spectrometer and has derived very consistent 

data. Compton33  has also derived an estimate for the electron 

affinity of various species by a similar technique but it must be 

stressed that values obtained are essentially lower limits. 

6) Ion—pair tormaton methods 

Pkiotodissociative production of ion pairs from molecular 

hydrogen has been observed34  in the wavelength range 

706 —4 71 £ at spectral resolutions of 0.4 and 0.2 1 and from 

the measured thresholds for production of kr from H29  the 

lower limit for E.A.(H) > 0.754 ± 0.002eV was obtained, in very 

good agreement with the theoretical value of 0.75421eV. It is 

suggested that ion—pair formation in the case of H2 occurs by 

predissociation as there is a high density of Rydberg states 

just above the ion-pair limit. The estimated error of 

0.002eV in the value for the electron affinity arises from 

the combined uncertainty in measuring the threshold energy and 

in estimating the position of the lowest predissociated Rydberg 

level. Ions-pair formation experiments performed with a very 

monochromatic mode of excitation may lead to very precise 

estimates for electron affinity values provided a knowledge 

of the excitation of the fragments is obtainable. If the 

fragments are energetically excited by an indeterminate amount, 

then only a lower limit to the electron affinity will be 

obtained. 

It is hoped that the number of different methods 

briefly outlined in the foregoing discussion, will illustrate 

the variety in the techniques involved although the total 
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number of possibilities is by no means exhausted. 

Empirical, semi—empirical, extrapolation and quantum-

mechanical methods have also been employed and the quantum-. 
35 7  mechanical technique applied to oS", sjr, cr'9 36  sir, 36, 

and PH", 36   yields values which are reasonably consistent 

with experimental values for the various electron affinities 

but these calculations depend on the degree of refinement of 

the technique and the number of assumptions made. 

Various negative ions, e.g. NO, HBrj, 302, NO 

2 JCC12  have been isolated in matrices and the electronic 

spectrum of 	has been studied by virtue of this technique. 

The foregoing discussion in one respect serves as an 

illustration of the numerous ways of detecting and studying 

negative ions. All of these techniques, however, have a 

common factor in that the ion is experimentally produced with 

a view to studying a particular intrinsic property. Negative 

ions are 'accidentally' produced by nature and although the 

abundance of such species is small, their importance should 

not be underestimated. 

In the upper atmosphere the most important negative ions 

are those of the major atmospheric constituents, 0 and 02 . 

From direct measurements in the atmosphere from rockets, N021  

NO;. OH' and Na have been shown to be stable entities. For 

the ionosphere, the negative ion forms a convenient way of 

storing the tree electrons created during the day and permitting 

their subsequent release or neutralisation with positive ions 

during the night. D' may be responsible for the increase in 

the ionosphere electron density preceding dawn. This may be 

possible through a photodetecbment mechanism occurring in the 
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infra-red region of the spectrum where the sun has greater 

penetrating power in the atmosphere in the vicinity of dawn 

and twilight. Atomic negative oxygen may also play a part 

in the formation of the atomic emission lines present in the 

night airgiow, e.g. 

07  + 0 - 02 + c (fast) 

o + € (fast) - o('t) + € (slow) 
't' 

excited atomic oxygen 

) then decays to the ground state omitting the character-

istic red radiation. 

In interstellar apace, ki is probably responsible for 

formation by way of the below mechanism: 

H+ c -*H+b 

H+H-4H2  + € 

and H may also be responsible for the presence of heavier 

molecules which have been detected, e.g. 

}r+co-4Hco+ 

Hco+W-4u2co+ le 

07  may be responsible for the formation of OH anc d20 and 

observation of the U.V. absorption of OH and H20 may provide 

a critical assessment of the importance of negative ion 

chemistry in interstellar space. In dense clouds, many 

reactions involving negative ions can occur where the electron 

acts essentially as a catalyst. Quantitative measurements of 

the resulting abundances of neutral molecules in the various 

conditions of interstellar space are needed in order to assess 

the importance of negative ion chemistry. 

Free electrons in the atmosphere are vital for radio 
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and television communications and because of this, much 

attention has been directed to the study of negative ions 

formed by atmospheric gases. Yet another role played by 

free electrons is one of interference with pulsar pulses in 

intergalactic space. At Jodrol]. Bank, B.J. Rickett is 

interested in fine details in the clouds of diffuse gas that 

fill the spaces between stars. From careful measurement of 

the fluctuation in intensity of pulsar pulses over periods 

of several minutes, Rickett deduced that these clouds travel 

at speeds of approximately ten miles per second and are 

typically ten to one hundred million miles in diameter, 

representing turbulence on a scale appropriate for the formation 

of stars. 

The presence of free electrons in the atmosphere, sun's 

corona, interstellar and intergalactic space, makes it 

almost impossible to list all the important processes of 

negative ion formation and their subsequent behaviour, but 

one more very important study should be mentioned. 

The growing interest in radiation and life science 

makes the research into the formation and properties of 

negative ions even more important. Living protoplasm corn-

prises 80% water which can interact with radiation to form 

both negative and positive ions. 	These ions act as inter- 

mediates in the subsequent formation of free radicals, e.g.: 

1120 + h',) .- f 120 	+ 

+ 
- + OFL. 

1120 --jo,  0d 	+ H- 

HO 
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The net process is:- H20 + h - i• + O 	ihich can cross- 

link with or cleave proteins, i.e ,,  enzymes no longer function. 

Radiation also reacts with the bases in nucleic acids 

and if there is large scale damage, then repair enzymes cannot 

cope and the cellz will reproduce faulty cells. Only very low 

levels of radiation are necessary to produce striking changes 

in genetic material. 

Negative ions play an important role in the treatment 
i0 

of carcinogenic cells with radiation. 02  is a relatively 

good electron scavenger and cancer cells lack 02. Treatment 

with radiation produces low-energy electrons and the healthy 

cells being rich in 02  remain unharmed while the cancer cells 

are destroyed. 

Obviously, further research into the role played by 

negative ions is necessary and the justification of negative 

ion study in this thesis was to endeavour to. elucidate the 

electron capture processes involved in certain systems, as 

well as to obtain valuable thermochemical and physical data 

where possible. It is hoped that from this study, a 

clearer understanding of negative ion behaviour and some of 

the basic concepts involved, will emerge. 
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FH I 

F EEGi) 	 F3)LCULES 

Tes of_electron attacmeflt Pnogmsets 

A resonance is defined as a state in which an electron 

is temporarily retained by a molecular system. Such 

resonances are not true bound states (i.e. stationary) but 

are meta-stable states capable of decaying by electron 

ejection or by dissociation into fragrient ions. 
w} cia no- 

In molecules many features, 	vh atomap arise 

in resonances due to the motion of the nuclei. In particular, 

there can be exchange of energy between electronic and nuclear 

motion which can lead to inelastic processes such as vibrational 

excitation. There is also the possibility of the molecular 

resonance complex dissociating and this process will occur in 

competition with autoionisation. Since the ratio of nuclear 

to electronic mass is large, nuclear velocities are slow 

compared to electronic velocities. 

Three types of resonances are important and are 

classified as: 

1) Shape resonances where the projectile is temporarily 

trapped by weak forces in the ground or an excited state of 

the molecule. 

2).le2trox1eXCitOdreOfl31Oe8 where the projectile loses 

all, or part of its energy in electronic excitation of the 

target and is left with insuffioien energy to escape. 

3) In polyatomios, there also exists nucleari.eJQrçeS where 

the electron excites the nuclear degrees of freedom of the 

target. 
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3uch resonances will be described in a later section 

and all three types occur as intermediate states in 

collision processes typical examples being:-. 

1) Elstic or inelastic gcajtgEja& knowr a1 	cocLtve 
resonance cap ure 

	

4. AB 	- AB 	 ) 	+ € 

;i) risociative resonance attachment 

	

€ + .B 	> AJ3 	3.A + B 

There is also a non-resonance process of ion-pair formation, 

i.e. 

.ii) Ton-pair formation 

€ +AB 

This process differs from 1.) and ii) in that the electron is 

ot captured but acts as an energy carrier necessary to 

promote the neutral molecule to 	an unstable state which 

dissociates spontaneously into a positive and negative ion. 

AB represents in all of the above mechanisms not 

necessarily a diatomic molecules  but A or B may be a molecule 

itself and several bonds may be broken in processes ii) and 

Qualitative trgalEgat. 	ect rpc ea8e4 

It is necessary at this stage to identify the two 

fundamental principles involved, namely the born-Oppenheimer 

approximation and theFranck-Condon principle. 

In the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, it is assumed 

that the ground and excited state wave functions can be 

expressed in terms of the electronic wave function wkiith is 

a function of the coordinates of the electrons and the nuclei, 

and a nuclear wave function which is a function of the nuclear 

coordinates only. These two wave functions are independent 



and separable. it is only within this approximation that 

the concept of potential energy curves and vibrational levels 

have any significant meaning. 

firing an electronic transition the electronic motion 

is so much faster compared to the nuclear motion, that the 

nuclei can be regarded as fixed in their initial positions. 

This idea for vertical transitions is known as the Francl*- 

Condon principle. 	The wave function of the ground state 

is of the greatest intensity at the centre point of the two VftarQ 

extremes therefore the most probable transitions are likely 

to start from this point which is the most probable nuclear 

separation. It is on those two principles that the qualita-

tive,  treatment of the following processes is based. 

i) Associttive resonrnce capture 

This generally occurs for an electron of very low 

energy and over a very limited range of electron energies. 

For parent negative ions to be formed to any degree of 

stability, electron capture is usually restricted to the 

ground state of the molecule. For a molecule with a positive 

electron affinity, the process can result in the formation of 

a 'permanent' parent negative ion, a long-lived metastable ion, 

or it may manifest itself as a short-lived negative ion inter-

mediate with as short a lifetime as 10-15 sees in electron-

molecule scattering. 

In the absence of collisional stabilization, ejection 

of the electron (autodetachment) will take place when the 

molecular vibrational energy flows into a suitable mode. 

Often the molecular negative ion state, AB, has a lifetime 
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which lends Itself xieasurable by time-of-flight techniques. 

These techniques essentially limit rnecurernents of lifetimes, 

lOrec. Since the lifetime of a pireñt ion depends on 

the 	obly of the ion to partition the excess energy, 

large po].y..toric molecules will be expected to have longer 

lifetimes than diatomic and triatomic molecules. Therefore 

attachment cross.-sections quoted in Table 2.1 refer to poly-

atomic molecular ions poesing lifetimes long enough for the 

Ions to be observed In time-of-flight mass spectrometer. 

The electron affinity, B.A.,, of the molecule may be 

definec1 	the difference in energy between the neutral molecule 

plu an electron at rest at infinity, and the molecular negative 

ion, when both neutral molecule and negative ion are in their 

ground electronic:, vibrational and rotational states. If 

the energy of the unexcited negative ion lies below that of the 

unexcited neutral lecule, the electron affinity is positive 

and the ion may L• tQbrsd - -I.th respect to electron ejection. 

For a negative elct. 2inity, the negative ion state lies 

above that of the neutral and the negative ion Is metastable 

i.e, very short-lived. 

For a positive electron affinity the electron is 

captured into a long-lived negative Ion state while for a 

negative electron affinity the negative ion state acts as an 

Intermediate for elastic and inelastic electron scattering. 

Considering electron attachment to molecule A13:- 

('V 	- 
€ + AB 

_l. 

where t
o

is the cross section for associative electron attachment, 
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v is the electron velocity and 	is the average auto- 

lifetime. 

. sinple two-dimensional model dealing with two 

different cases is presented in Figs. 2.1(a) and (b). 	In 

Fig. 2.1(a), the electron affinity is negative. Associative 

electron attachment can take place !1-_. A energy range E - L2. 

The Franck-Condon region is defined 	the region between the 

two curves and energies E1  and E3. Autoionisation is 

possible over the region indicated. Because of the negative 

electron affinity, the AB" ion is extremely short-lived and 

will revert to its original neutral state via the autodetach-

ment process or, if it is formed in a state above the dis-

sociation limit, i.e. for an energy greater than E2, it may 

dissociate to produce negative ion fragments. Both of these 

processes will probably be in competition with each other. 

In Fig. 2.1(b), electron attachment may be depicted as 

vibrational excitation of the neutral molecule and subsequent 

capture of the incident electron. A number of molecules 

attach electrons by unimolecular electron capture for times 

> 1 psec. These molecules are large and generally symmetric 

so that the excess energy of the captured electron is shared 

with the many degrees of freedom of the molecule for times 

long enough to permit detection of the ion. Associative 

resonances are narrow in energy as the width of the resonance 

is dependent on the stability of the compounc ion states and 

experimentally, the width of such resonances reflect the 

electron beam energy distribution employed in the investi-

gation of the resonances 40941r42 

cog  is a function of the molecular states involved and 
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the energy of the incoming electron. Its magnitude. can be 

determined by the vibrational overlap integral (the integral 

over the product of the vibrational eigenfunctions of the two 

states). 

Ir
a 

 is determined by the molecular structure and the 

internal energy of the system. 

The cross-section for autodetachinent can be expressed 

as0AIr fyo 
Pkr vtiere P, the autodetachment probability, 

depends upon the extent of dissociative attachment which 

competes with the autodetacbment process. 

ii) Eissociative resoranco capture 

The dissociative electron capture cross-section, c, 

will be dealt with more rigorously in a later section but 

n estimate of the shape of the cross-section can be obtained 

qualitatively. Table 2.11 illustrates typical values for 

various dissociative electron capture cross-sections. 

The basic mechanism is electron capture by a neutral 

molecule, AD, to form an excited negative ion, AL8, which may 

dissociate to produce fragment ions or revert to its original 

state by electron autodetachment, i.e. 

AB+e 	0 

Ir
a  

- -ui 

-4 	-- )A +B 

Using the Franck-Condon principle and the Born-OppenhEimer 

approximation, a simple potential energy diagram can be 

constructed to represent the situation (in two dimensions) 

for molecule AD. 

In Fig. 2.2 the AD-4  potential has a potential minimum 

part of which falls within the Franck-Condon region. Auto- 
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detachment can occur anyihere along the AD curve between 

and R Is A transient negative ic .i forueC from the 

capture of an electron in the enerL;y ranc 1.1 —* 	This 

negative ion state decomposes along the surface to form 

A + r provided it does not auto.ionise. The dissociative 
fragments, assuming they are not internally excited, will 

possess between them kinetic energies in the range Ea  

according to the principle of conservation of momentum. 

i.e. 	.C;)_ MB") where K.E. represents the 
kinetic energies imparted 
to the species A and J3 

The cross-section for dissociative attachment is 

proportional to the cross-section for electron attachment to 

molecule, AD, and also to the probability that dissociation 

will occur in preference to autodetacbment. arAcan there- 

fore be expressed an vrA = voPDA  where P., is the probability ,T 
factor defined by Holstein 43  as being equal to e' 	wnere 

Ir
a 

 is the autodetacbxnent lifetime and T. is the time taken by 

the nuclei to reach the crossing-point of te two potential 

surfaces namely R  in Fig. 2.2. Beyond This point, the mole-

cular ion is stable towards autodetachmec. For the situation 

illustrated, A]3 possesses a potential well and the dissociative 

attachment cross-section which is obtained qualitatively by 

the reflection method has a macimum at the energy onset viiich 

is the mthlmuin electron energy necessary to produce the 

fragments .. aid . 	e reflection method for estimating the 

profile o 	involves l{2  wiicii is the square of the initial 

vibrational wave functn for AD and represents physically 

the probability of the molecule AB having a particular nuclear 

separation. YO  is reflected from the AB curve lying in the 
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Franck-Condon region, onto the energy axis. The molecule 

is assumed to be initially in it ground vibrational state 

and from Fig. 2.39 it is evident that the slope of the 

repulsive part 	te \B potential dictates the 'width of 
fOflC:Ofl, 

the crosa-sect 	ine there is a non.-zero probability 

for internuclo 3epratioua at each side of the Prangk-Condon 

region, the capture cross-section does not fall ekactly to 

zero at these limits but extends slightly beyond. Since 

neither 	nor 31j), in the case under consideration, 

possesses a potential minimum in the Franck-'Condon region, 

the cross-section does not exhibit the same vertical onset 

feature as displayed in Fig. 2.2. 

Dissociative electron capture occurs usually in an 

energy range of 0 - 15eV. The appearance potential of B, 

A.?.(13) 9  is defined as the minimum energy of the electron 

necessary to fragment the molecule AB to produce a negative 

ion, B, plus a neutral species, A, or in general terms, the 

appearance potential is essentially the energy at 'which the 

ion first appears. Energetically#  it can be related to the 

electron affinity of species 39  E.A.(B), and the bond dis-

sociation energy of molecule AB, D.E.(A-.B), by the equation:- 

A.P.(B) a D.E.(A-) - E.A.(I) +E. 	s... +K.iA B' eqn. 2.1. 

where E.A.(B) is positive in tcl-iis case and wheroE..A  is the 

internal (i.e. electronic, vibrational and rotational) 

excitation of 	is -k-le,  .Uiietic energy partitioned to A 

during the dissociation and Similarly for species. 

Since it is difficult to measure these excess energy 

terms, eqn. 2.1. is usually expressed as:- 
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A.?.(B) D.E.(A..B) E.A.(13) 

.nia therefore sets a limit to the quantity being calculated, 

i.e. a lower limit to A.i.U) and L.A.(), and an upper limit 

to L.. (A-). These energy terms can be expressed 

diagrammatically as in Fig. 2.4. where El  is the minimum energy 

for B formation and N represents the sum of the iniernal 
and kinetic energy imparted to A and B. Since B can be 

formed in the energy range .61  —p E3, the fragments will 

possess excess energy ranging from Ea  —) E. 

In the case of the vertical onset shown Li Fig. 2.2* 

the excess energy of the fragments ranges from Cl ---> Lb.  Of 

course a negative parent ion can be formed for energies 

Li -->L but since the electron affinity of the parent ion, 

Ar is negative (Fig. 2.2.) the species will be short-lived 

and in the absence of any stabilising mechanism (e.g. collisional 

stabilisation) it will very quickly revert back to the neutral 

molecular state by spontaneous autodetachment. Vertical 

onsets are not a common phenomena but where they do exist, 

accurate measurements of the electron affinity of a given 

species can be made if the appropriate bond dissociation energy 

is known, 

i.e. A.E>.(B) = D.E.(A..B) - E.A.(B) as at threshold. 

iii) Ion-pair formation 

Ion-pair formation usually occurs for electron energies 

> 10eV as the magnitude of an ionisation potential necessarily 

precludes the process from occurring at low energies. This 

process is different from both associative and dissociative 

electron capture in that ion-pair formation is not a resonance 
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process and can take place over a wide range of energies 

since the scattered electron can effectively remove any 

amount of excess energy in the tonn of kinetic energy, i.e. 

AL +€ 	 + 	+ i.E. 

The appearance potential for species A and B, A.P.(A) and 

A.P. (B'), can be equated to the following energy parameters 

by the equation: - 

A.P.(A) - A.P.(B) 	D.E.(A—B) + I.P.(A) E.A.(B) + 

where I.P.(A) is the ionisation potential of A and IW, now 

includes the kinetic energy of the scattered electron. 

These quantities are diagrammatically expressed in 

Fig. 2.5. 

The cross—section for ion-pair formation does not 

exhibit the narrow resonant nature of associative and dis—

sociative cross-sections, but is essentially a continuous 

function of electron energy. The form of this cross—section 

may be explained by the fact that the scattered electron can 

carry away the excess energy produced in the process. Typical 

cross—section profiles are illustrated in Fig. 2.6* where 

various positive ions formed from PF2NCO 44  are monitored as 

a function of energy. 
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In the discussion of the three types of electron 

capture, it has been assumed that olecu -4 Ion transitions 

are both fully allowed and occur over t 	Franck-'Condon 

region. This may not necessarily be so if the incident 

electron encounters an insurmountable potential barrier which 

prevents its attaching to the molecule. An example of this 

situation win be produced in a later chapter. 
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OUTLINE OF TFAEORETICAL IEVELOPMENTS 

The first theoretical treatment of unimolecular 

electron attachment was discussed by Bloch and Bradbuxsy45  

and later by Massey. 46  The theory presented was a result 

of the break-down in the Born-Oppenheimer approximation in 

that the kinetic energy of the nuclei acted as a perturbing 

force on the wave functions of the electron in such a way as 

to permit electron capture to take place, 3tanton47  and 

Chen 949  modified the approach in their investigation of dis-

sociative electron capture but the most successful description 

of dissociative electron capture is that resulting from 

resonance acattci i.; theories recently developed by Bardsley, 

Herzenberg and J.nd I., 50t5l 01 Malley, 52  Chen, 53' 54   Chen and 

Peacher55   and suLawarised in a review article by Bardsley and 

Lndi.-°  The Kapuri.Peierls formalism is used to account for 

competing autodetachinent and the authors classified the 

resonances according to the means by which the electron is 

trapped. Three different types of resonances have been 

described, namely a) shape resonances, b) electron-excited 

resonances, and c) nuclear-excited resonances. Each of the 

above types will now be outlined in more detail. 

a) .;hag resonances 

These are the molecular equivalent of the atomic 

single particle resonances presented by Taylor57  and used to 

explain the results for diatonic systems such as H21, investi-

gated by 

The shape resonance deals with the simplest trapping 

mechanism namely that of a potential barrier. An electron 
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incident on such a barrier may be able to penetrate the 

barrier and find itself trapped for a abort length of time 

in the region of an attractive field. 

In the simplest shape resonance pp the electronic 

motion of the target is little affected by the presence of the 

incident electron. Parent negative ions formed via shape 

resonances are generally short-lived since the attractive field 

is usually weak and the electron can either be ejected from 

the molecular ion, or the ion can dissociate. Uardaley at al 

have shown that the 3eV resonance of IC 	is a shape resonance 

with a lifetime of s..10 65ec. The potential necessary for 

the existence of shape resonances can be found in both nuclear 

and molecular systems. In nuclear physics the attractive 

potential is due to the short-range nuclear forces and the 

potential barrier is produced by the Coulomb repulsion between 

protons and by the centrifugal force. In atomic and molecular 

systems, the attractive force is due to the long-range forces 

between the incoming electron and the permanent or induced 

dipole of the molecule, while the barrier is caused by the 

centrifugal force. Shape resonances where the target is not 

excited electronically occur typically for electron energies 

between 0eV and 5eV. In order to support a shape resonance, 

molecules must be incapable of forming stable negative ions 

and they must also have the lowest unfilled orbital of non-

zero angular momentum. 

b) Electron-excited resonances 

These are the molecular equivalent of the core-excited 

states described by Taylor57  whose description is basically 
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only useful for electron scattering in atomic systems and 

where electron-molecule interactions are restricted to 

diatonic systems. 

\n electron-excited resonance state occurs when the 

incident electron loses au., or part of its energy in 

promoting an inner electron of the target to a higher electronic 

level. The incident electron is left with insufficient 

enery to escape from the resulting attractive potential 

afforded by the partially criC 	and a negative 

ion is £orie(i or 	or ti::•. 	ucl , Q lx ~ : 	molecular ion 

states usually lead to dissociation. 

c) Nuclear-excited reonnces 

They result from the kinetic energy of the incident 

electron being solely absorbed into nuclear motion of the 

target while the electronic motion is unaffected. When 

attachment of low energy electrons to a polyatomic molecule 

is observed, then a nuclear excited resonance is formed where 

the little amount of kinetic energy of the electron is readily 

distributed over the many quasi-degenerate vibrationally 

excited states of the ion. If these degenerate states are 

the vibrationally excited levels of a stable electronic state, 

then a resonance with a long lifetime (up to lO 3secs) can 

result. In the absence of collisional stabilisation, the 

electron may autodetach. This type of resonance really 

contravenes the Born-Oppenheimer approximation in that nuclear 

motion is essentially competing with detachment of the electron. 
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Di'oc e se . 

In the resonance treatment described, the mechanism 

of dissociative electron attachment ignores non-adiabatic 

terms and deals with excitation to one electronic state only. 

OMalley52  modified the treatment to deal with both direct and 

non-adiabatic transitions. However the presence of the 

higher vibrational levels of the target leading to electron 

attachment only produce a shift and broadening of the cross-

section and structure could be observed only in exceptional 

The resonance scattering theory provides a very 

convenient expression for the dissociative electron attachment 

cross-section, q. Considering for simplicity the diatonic 

molecule AB initially in the vO vibrational level of the 

ground electronic state the cross-section may be expressed 

a :-52 

rexp(.JL ¶9)] exp- p(c).eqn2.2 
(rd) 

where kO 	 in m electron mass, c - electron energy, 

is a statistical factor to take into account the weighting 

factors for rotational n.ci electronic angular momentum as 

well as the relative spin multiplicity, T a is the partial 

autoionisation width, Yaf  the total autoionisation width, 

is the sum of such partial widths which are the widths 

associated with open channels for autodetachinent, rd  is the 
experimentally determined di sociative attachment cross- 

section width, to 	+ ituit C O  is the electron energy at 
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the peak of 	(c), Iliw i the zero point energy of the 

molecule and exp -p(C)  is the survival probability the 

concept of which was introduced by Holatein. 

We to the transient nature of the negative ion, the 

captured electron may be ejected before dissociation occurs, 

the survival probability accounting for the possibility that 

the electron will remain captured while the molecular ion is 

dissociating along the repulsive curve in the autoionisation 

region. Fig. 2.7 illustrates such a situation. 

o(C) in the exponent of eqn 2.2 can be expressed as:-
whero N is the internuclear 

vU) 	separation at which the transition 

at energy, C, takes place. 

is the value of R at the crossing-point beyond iich it is 

assumed autodetachment becomes insignificant, and v(R) io the 

relative velocity of separation of the fragments. 

A simplified form of eqn 2.2 is:- 
T81  

- c70e 	T
a  

where 	is the cross-section for formation of AB, T which 

can be expressed as:- T. ç
c dR 

v(R)' iB the time taken for 

A and B7  to reach R from their point of formation, ra = h/ r 
is the mean autoionisation lifetime, and . is the average 

autoionisation width. Chen and Poacher55  have pointed out 

that this is only an -)proximation vali1 for small p , (where 

- 	and small Fd- 
Although this theory was derived for diatomics, it 

has been pointed out that it the nuclear motion of polyatomics 

is analysed into normal modes, then each normal mode behaves 
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like a diatomic molecule and the theory would probably be 

applicable. 

In spite of the fact that a detailed cnowledge of the 

intermediate negative ion states is necessary to obtain 

absolute magnitudes and energy dependencieb of ,, there 

is a mass dependence for cT LA  resulting in two ways. Firstly, 

cr DA  depends on t, the reduced mass, through the survival 

probability. 	ince the different isotopes have relative 

velocities of separation which are proportional to 4, the 

Eurv:tval time is therefore proportional to p. Consequently, 

p oç 	 This can lead to very large isotope effects, the 

ciL ciative attachment cros-section, arAp being smaller 

for the heavier isotope. 

..)ecofld.ly, 	depends on i through y,  where tzie 

reduced mass enters in two places through the vibrational 

amplitude in the Gaussian of eqn. 2.2. This results in the 

way outlined below:.. 

d 

	

is given by O'Malley52  as, Id 	where 

vt 	force acting to separate A and B atRC 	 I and r 	 )4- 

where V1 is the stiffness of the bond. 	ubstitution of , 

results in d  being proportional to p. This produces 

an isotope effect in the width of IDA and also affects the 

magnitude of 	resulting from a (constant) 1A factor in the 

exponent similar to that of the survival factor. At the peak 

energy the constant is positive leading to a higher dissociative 

cross-section for the heavier isotope. 

For the survival probability, the exponent is negative 

but has an identical mass dependence. The isotope effects 

resulting from the Gaussian are usually small but may become 
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important in the case of a vertical onset. The peak value 

of ffr4  is not very much affected by the mass dependence of 

in the Gaussian but the tail of such a curve is. In the 

case of a vertical onset where the threshold for dissociative 

attachment happens to lie at Ethreshol?60 , then only the 

extreme tail of the Gaussian will be observable as shown in 

Figs. 2.e(a) and (b), and the peak value for the cross-section 

will be larger for the lighter isotope. 

Additionally, the term preceding the Gaussian factor 

in aqn. 2.2 introduces a wi dependence on aw  1! the effect 

of the Gaussian factor is neglected, cDA  may be expressed aE- 

exp (-constant 	) ............. equ. 2.3 

then the survival probability is small, (large 	), auto- 

ionisation iE important, the second term in e. • 3 dominates 

and large isotope effects are observed. 	-.hen the survival 

probability is large, (small ra) utoionisation is less 

important and the 	term may account for isotope effects. 

In general it is difficult to predict which of the 

above mass-dependent factors is the most important. Experi-

mentally, three types of isotopic effects have been observed 

and classified according to their effect on 

1) Large direct - This effect has been observed forH2,HD 
and t 60'61'62  Autolonisation is important here and the 

large isotope effect observed has been explained by the 

dependence of the cross-section on the survival probability 0'6  

ii) Small direct - Isotope effects have been observed for 

h20, t2064   and FIC1, tCl, HBr, Mr, and , 	, varies 

approximately as the inverse of p. Competition between auto- 
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ionisation and dissociation may account for this observation 

but it is not clear which is the main contributing factor, 

iii)maU inverse This smalleffect observed for Ck4,CD4  66 

where 	 0.6 aD(CD4)  may be due to the pre-exponential 

term in eqn. 2.3. 

Lependence of the wnjiu4eof the dispciptive attachment 

cos-sectj.on on the resonance enerv 

Chriatophorou and tockdale67  summarised observations 

on the dissociative attachment cross-section for a number of 

molecules and plotted the cross-section as a function of peak 

energy, C. Their plot demonstrates the large variation of 

a 1 (c) from one species to another, and the dependence of 

on 	a was found to decrease when eMAXlay  at, 

or exceeded, the energy of electronic levels of the neutral 

molecule suggesting increased autoiontsation due to decay of 

the ion state into one of the available channels of the 

neutral molecule. 

The authors distinguished three groups of molecules:- 

those where MAX <, the energy of known electronic 

states of the neutral molecule and where the negative ion state 

is purely repulsive or contains very small minima in the 

Franck-Condon region, 

those where CI4AX 

those for which a vertical onset occurs for dissociative 

attachment. 
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For molecules in group i),cM)  varies almost as 

while for group ii) 	(cM) is a much stronger decreasing 

function of the resonance energy CMW  The effect of auto- 

ionisation on 	is usually small for molecules in 

group 1) and uIA  is mainly determined by c,. 

For group ii) and especially group iii), the effect 

of autoionisation is expected to be large and so therefore 

are the isotope effects. 

Equation 2.2 is not only successful in predicting 

energy dependence and isotppe effects on a DA but may be used 

to explain the temperature effects on the dissociative 

attachment cross-section in 02  found experimentally by 

Fite et a].. 68  A broadening of 	a shift of the peak 

maximum to lower energies and an increase in the magnitude of 

was observed for elevated temperatures. This is illustrated 

in Fig. 2.9(a). 

0'Malley,6  using a semi-empirical approach, explained 

the observation on the sensitivity of 	on the survival 

factor present in eq1. 2.2. Fig. 2.9(b) shows the potential 

energy curves for 02  in its ground state and for the negative 

ion, 0. Dissociative attachment from the vibrational level, 

v - 0 of the ground state and from a level v>  0 is considered. 

The effective threshold energies for dissociative attachment 

from these levels correspond to AA' and BB'. This alone, 

explains the shift to lower energies. The width of cyDA  

increasing with increasing temperatures is obvious from the 

range E3' compared to CA' • These are the internuclear ranges 

over which electron attachment occurs. The time taken T(BR) 

for the nuclei to slide apart from the initial separation at B 
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to the stabilisation distance R0, is shorter for the excited 

vibrational level (v> 0) than 	wnich would be the 

corresponding time resulting from excitation from the v a 0 

level. Hence the survival factor will be smaller for dis-

sociation from the v - 0 level which explains the larger c, DA  

at higher temperatures. The positions of the maximum of the 

cross-section will depend on the shape of the potential states 

involved but in general, they will not alter a great deal. 

This is also illustrated ii, 	2.9(a). 

Theoretical consj4etjpns of assoc1at1yelectron attachment 

Processes 

Information on electron attachment to diatomic and 

triatomic molecules is very limited so the treatment here is 

restricted to the formation of negative ions from polyatomic 

molecules. several molecules have been reported70  to attach 

low energy electrons by unimolecular electron attachment for 

times >10 secs. even in the absence of collisional stabili-

ration. The existence of such a long-lived state was first 

examined by Edelson, Griffiths and McAfee71  who showed that 

was a metastable ion subject to autoionisation with an 

average lifetime of approximately 10 iiseca. 

FLtckam and Fox 40  and Asundi and Craggs72  proposed a 

model whereby the energy of the election incident on the 

complex molecule is shared on a time scale fast cnpared to 

electron ejection, with the many molecular de_ 	freedom. 

An autoionisation lifetime of this magnitude is 

measurable on a conventional mass spectrometer. Compton 



et a.. have presented a semi-theoretical model to explain 

long-lived negative polyatomic ions whereby the incident 

electron passes on its energy to the nuar motion of the 

molecule. The model likens the molecule to an assembly of 

weakly coupled oscillators with several fundamental frequencies 

and many vibrational combinations and overtones. For a 

molecule possessing a positive electron affinity, at the zero-

point energy of the molecule, there will exist for the ion over 

a given energy width, , a large degeneracy of states due to 

vibrational coupling and overtones. The degeneracy here is 

defined as the number of states existing over the same energy 

width but which have resulted through different routes. 

Fig. 2.10 illustrates such a situation where the 

electron affinity of the molecule is positive. 

The tree electron has a continuum of energy states 

the density of which may be expressed as:- 

where m a mass of the electron, 
v a electron velocity 

For a polyatomic molz:cule with many vibrational modes, 

Rabinovitch and 1ien, Marcus and Rice,75  and Marcus T6  have 

shown that the density of states is a rapidly increasing 

function of energy, hence the degeneracy of states for the ion 

at the electron attackmtent energy is very large. Since 

many states are therefore available over this energy range, 

(which is essentially determined by the rate of coupling of 

the initial ion state with the background), the energy of the 

electron can be dissipated over these states until the 

molecular ion resumes a configuration from which electron 

ejection is favourable, 
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By the traflsfer of energy between many states, the 

negative ion possesses a long lifetime towards auto-

detachment. 

From the principle of microscopic reversibility, the 

mean autodetachnient lifetime, 1a' can be expressed as:- 

0 
e VcY0 

where P-  is the density of states of the ion, p0  is the density 

of states of the molecule and free electron, and 	is the 

attachment cross-section. Since it is assumed in a first 

approximation that the neutral molecule is initially irAts ground 

state, and after electron ejection, is returned to such a state, 

p°  is reduced to the density of states for the free electron. 

Therefore p, which equals O.WM where W is the number of 

molecular states involved and equals 1 in this approximation, 

may be written as 0 = 

Rabinovitch and tlesen have formulated the density 

of states for a molecule with vibrational modes of frequencies 

to be: - 

+ Z j  
........•....... eqn. 2.4. 

(i) 

This formula can be applied to a negative Ion provided the 

vibrational frequencies of the ion are known, or where they 

can be assumed to equal those of the neutral molecule. In 

a later chapter, the consequences of this assumption will 

become apparent. 

In eqn. 2* 49  e is the energy of the molecule (or ion) 

in excess of its zero-point energy, E.  For the ion it is 
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the sum of the electron affinity, E.A, the kinetic energy of 

the incident electron, the average vibrational energy of the 

original rnolcular system above LZ namely A.V., and the change 

in rotational energy of the levels of the negative ion and 

neutral. This change is non-zero when the molecule changes 

shape in becoming a negative ion but in general, it is still 

a very small quantity. Fig. 2.11 describes such a situation 

pictorially. 

For case (a), the ion has a different shape from the 

neutral, the rotational spacing is different and hence 

0. Case (b) depicts the situation when the ion has 

the same shape as the neutral. 

Because the rotational angular momentum quantum number, 

J, will probably not alter for the ion, the density of states, 

which is equal to the vibrational density of states multiplied 

by the rotational degeneracy, the latter depending on J. can 

be approximated to the vibrational density of states alone 

since the ratio of p to o 0 is involved. 

The density of states calculation is then equivalent 

to calculating the density of states for J • 0 and v v" where 

v" is the vibrational quantum number at the energy specified 

by this vibrational state. In the two cases illustrated, 

this energy equals E" for case (a) and E' for case (b). When 

the ion retains the shape of the neutral, E', i.e,  the energy 

above the zero-point energy of the ion is equal to E.A. + LE. 

(electron) + AV. However, when the molecular ion changes 

shape, the vibrational frequencies are altered producing a 

change in the vibrational spacing and the vibrational quantum 

number, v" may be different. In such a case, E" is equal to 
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E.A. + K,E.(electron) + i.V. + AEROT. 	A.V. which represents 

the average vibrational energy of the molecule at a given 

temperature can be calculated using the partition function 

formalism77  namely 

= 	tate,i) x 

where 7 is the most probable value of the ç:ntity X and 

P (state, i) is the probability of the system being found in 

a given state i, where the observed quantity is X. If Pi  

and Xi  are known, then the average value of X for the system 

may be evaluated. In the present case, X is the energy of 

a particular vibrational level and P is the probability of the 

system existing in this vibrational level. If the vibrational 

frequencies are known, then for each frequency, P and X can be 

calculated and therefore the average energy of the system may 

be determined. As will be mentioned in a later chapter, this 

procedure was carried out for SF6  and the averre energy 

evaluated to be approximately 0.05eV Qt 

In eqn. 2.4 Y(N) is the gamma tunction o N where N 

is the number of vibrational modes of the molecule and (l-gw) 

is an empirical correction factor defined by Whitten and 

Rabinovitch?8  This factor is calculated for each molecule 

where a knowledge of the vibrations], frequencies exists. Use 

of the modified expression for calculation of density of 

states agrees well with an accurate computation for 

c/Es  > 0.25. For lower energies where C/Er < 0.25, care 

must be employed in the use of the approximation as, when the 

energy in excess of the zero point energy falls below 

NY 	where vmAx  is the maximum vibrational frequency, the 
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magnitude of E.should decrease to such an extent that the 

molecule no longer behaves as a species possessing 

vibrational modes of vMAX  frequency. 	a C/E2  decreases 

further, £ should tend to zero. Whitten and Rabinovitch 

suggest formulae to calculate ai (which is a function of C/EZ) 

in view of decreasing energy, i.e. 

For E' = c1E Z - 0.1 -4 i.U, w - [SE' + 2.73(E905 + 3511-' 
For'C/EZ  - 1.0 —.O, 	.4.0506(E')0' 25  

is known as a modified frequency dispersion parameter. No 

one value of (1- w) at a given energy holds in general for 

all molecules and there is a spread in values particularly at 

low energies. such a spread arises from the difference in 

the characteristic frequency patterns. 

takes account of the different vibrational patterns and is 

calculated for each molecule as is ii. a may be expressed as: 

> 	N-1[(hv1 (h,1)' 
---- 

Nir hV/Nr [ 	hvjJ 

vcr IT 	and if 
0 at can be calculated from ecjn. 

r:i.ttn 

2i1 	rc + (lu)E '  
= 1' 	- ......... 	eqn. 	2.5 

J{ 
"IVi V0 where vo n velocity of outgoing 

eldotron 
Vi - velocity of incident 

electron 
(usually v0 	Vi) 

and where j has been multiplied by two to account for the 

spin degeneracy of the ion. 

From eqn. 259  the parameter C may be evaluated in 

the first approximation where (1 — 	tv) is set equal to 1. 

A better value of 0 and w is then calculated using this value 
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oi & and an iterative caJculatioxL 	is performed until 

is accurate to , 0.002. The computer program which was 

jritten*to Oerioz-w UU6 lengthy calculation is given in 

puenciix I. 

ue limitations of this model are discussed by 

Conipton,73  Klots79  and Collins 80  but a list of the basic 

assumptions is:- 

The molecule is assumed to be in its lowest vibrational. 

level. The inadequacy of this assumption becomes important 

at elevated temperatures as the number of possible states to 

which the ion can decay increases with temperature. Lith 

Increasing number of vibrational levels of the neutral molecule 

becoming important, the density of states would increase 

significantly for the neutral, and explicitly, p  would be 

equal to the sum of the vibrational combinations and over-

tones below the energy of the incident electron. If this 

sum is designated by K, and V0  not necessarily equal to vit  

eqn. 2.5 may be rewritten as:- 

2rca P13t,r + 

Cmv0  F(J)11hi Vjr0 

For a large K, as uuId be the case for an increase in temper-

ature when many vibrational levels of large molecules become 

possible channels for electron decay, a decrease in the auto-

detachment lifetime is predicted. 

Since equilibrium conditions are not exactly met, Klots79  

has pointed out that strictly speaking, j" is a lower limit 

to its thermodynamic value, and since p is an increasing 

function of the electron affinity, the electron affinity 

I am grateful to J.A. Makowski (NSe Logan) for the 
initial formulation of program 1 given in Appendix I. 
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obtained in the way described, will also be the lower 

limit to its true value. 

The vibrational frequencies of the ion are assumed to be 

the same as those of the neutral molecule. However if the 

ion is slightly distorted so that the symmetry differs from 

that of the neutral, the vibrational frequencies may be 

significantly different. This assumption will be dealt 

with again in a later chapter. 

One of the basic assumptions of the model is that the 

compound system does have access to the full complexion of 

background states on a time scale which is faster than any 

other possible mechanism. 

Harland 44  did use the aforementioned relationship 

between the attachment cross-section and negative ion auto-

detachment lifetime to determine the electron affinity for 

various molecules and its lack of success in agreeing with 

literature values in certain cases, was attributed to the 

break-down of the vhitten-Rabinovitch correction for very 

low values of P. 

It should be stressed that eqn. 2.5. will provide 

reliable values for the electron affinity only if the 

vibrational frequencies of the ion are known. it may be 

justified in assuming the ion frequencies equal those of the 

neutral but this is not a generalisation. 
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CHAPTER III 

This study of negative ions was corricd  out using a 

Bendix Model 3015 Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrometer. Since a 

detailed description and discussion of such an instrument 

has already been given81982983  only a brief outline of the 

operating procedure will be presented here. 

The basic assembly consists of three main units, namely: 

the inlet system, the spectrometer itself, and a recording 

system which will, monitor the ions as required. 

The electronics involved in the spectrometer are 

perhaps the most complicated of the three units and a schematic 

diagram is given in Fig. 3.1. The apparatus comprising the 

mass spectrometer are essentially, an electron gun, an 

ionising chamber where the ions are produced, a field-tree 

drift-tube for mass analysis of the products and an electron 

multiplier and associated electronics for ion detection and 

measurement. 

The electrons used to bombard the molecules and form 

ions are obtained by therm.tonic emission from a heated 'wire 

typically a 0.005" diameter tungsten wire. The electrons 

were pulsed (pulse time lasting for 0.25 Vasco.) and 

collimated into the collision chamber containing a gas at 

low pressure (typically 10"6torr). The transmitted electron 

beam is focused on the opposite side of the ion source onto 

an electron trap anode where the resulting trap current is 

measured with a microemmetero turing the burst of electrons, 

the ions formed have insufficient time to move any significant 
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distance and are drawn out of the collision chamber by a 

pulse applied to the first ion grid and are accelerated 

further by a series of grids into the field-free drift-tube 

normally maintained at 3.0 icy. Since the kinetic energy 

attained by the ions in the acceleration region is dependent 

on their charge, ions of the same charge but differing mass 

reach the field-free region with velocities which are dependent 

on their masses. In the field-free region, the velocity of 

the ions remains unperturbed and sheets of ions will strike 

the detector at different times providing a mass analysis of 

the products. As each sheet of ions strikes the detector 

cathode, the ions dislodge secondary electrons which are 

guided into the multiplying region. The electron multiplier 

is of the magnetic resistive-type with a maximum gain of 108  

After multiplication, the secondary electron current is 

directed into the gating region where it is either gated to 

an electrometer or collected on the oscilloscope display. 

The gate can accept electrons associated with a particular 

Ion mass and since the gating pulse is adjustable in time, 

the gate can be used to collect all or part of the mass 

spectrum. Multiplied-electron currents are measured in 

electrometer units covering a range 10'13   -+ lO"A and read 

into and consequently displayed on recorders. A useful 

guide to the abundance and type of ion formed is afforded 

by the visual picture displayed on an oscilloscope. Such a 

read-out is achieved by gating all electron packets through 

an oscilloscope whose horizontal sweep is synchronised with 

the ion-drawout pulse. 
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The operating frequency of the process from ion 

formation to collection is variable from 10 -+ 100 kliz. At 

10 kHz, the repetition cycle is 100 zsecs. about which 98 iseca 

are available for ion drift. A 2 asecs delay in ion-drawot 

is due to the time for which the ion pulse is applied and this 

is approximately the time it takes an ion to enter the 

flight-tube from formation in the ion-source chamber. With 

a flight-tube of 200 cm in length held at a drift potential 

of 3.0 kV, masses up to 1200 a.m.u. may be observed. Mass 

resolution which is defined as that mass m, which, when a 

peak of mass m + 1 of equal height is introduced, suffers an 

increase of 1%, varies since the resolution depends on the 

initial energy of the ions and certain operating conditions 

such as optimisation of ion-optics. In this work, the mass 

range of the instrument was perfectly adequate and since 

manual adjustment of various ion-optics permitted mass 

resolution to one unit, meaningful measurements could in 

theory be obtained. 

The operation of the mass spectrometer has two initial 

requirements: - 

the vacuum must be sufficient to miMmise ion-molecule 

collisions in the drift-tube. 

A sufficiently low background must be obtained so that 

there is little interference with the spectrum being 

investigated. 

Pig. 3.2 is a schematic diagram of the vacuum and 

refrigeration system in the Model 3015 meeting such demands. 



ILG. 32-Vacuum and refrierction systems.. 



The Lou source and flight-tube are evacuated by an Edwards 

E50 mechanical pump backing an Edwards model 6N3A three 

stage, six inch mercury diffusion pump. The forepump is 

isolated from the diffusion pump by a molecular sieve filter. 

The mercury partial pressure in the vacuum system is reduced 

by a mechanical refrigerated chevron baffle maintaining a 

mercury partial pressure of 1 x 10 3torr and cooled to 

Hot mercury vapor condensing on the baffle cannot 

stream to the upper chamber. Supplementing this baffle is a 

liquid nitrogen trap which, with the addition of liquid 

nitrogen reduces the mercury partial pressure to - 10 7toz'r 

without bakeout. The liquid nitrogen trap cooled to -p1960C9  

condenses vapors with a low boiling point and this can reduce 

chamber pressure considerably. In the initial work, pressure 

in the flight-tube was measured with a Veeco nude-filament 

ionisation gauge (io -4 lO °torr), the foreline pressure 

being measured with a Hastings thermo-couple gauge 

(1 -+ l013torr).  Since replacement of the Veeco nude-filament 

was frequently required, time consuming and costly, an 

alternative method was employed whereby the flight-tube 

pressure was measured on an Edwards Penning 8 Ionisation 

gauge (10.12 	10"7torr) and the foreline pressure on an 

Edwards Piran.t 10 gauge (760 .-.Lotorr). Background 

pressures achieved without baking were in the region of 

2 x 	-4 4 x 16'7torr with liquid nitrogen in the trap. 

Fig. 3.3 represents the ion source under normal 

operating conditions for negative ion studies. The electron 

beam is produced by thermionic emission from a filament 

which is heated by a direct current of 3 A. 



'c; 3••3 
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The first, or control electron grid is normally 

biased negative with respect to the filament so that electrons 

are prevented from entering the ionisation region. Electrons 

from the filament which was biased 0 -p -'100 V DC with 

respect to the ionization chamber held at ground potential, 

are thus able to penetrate into the collision chamber only 

at the beginning of each cycle when a large positive pulse 

( 	60 V) lasting for 250 nanosecs overrides the negative bias 

on the control grid. The electron beam is collimated by a 

series of slits and by a transverse magnetic field of about 

150 gauss. 

After initiating ionisation in the low pressure gas 

sample in the collision chamber, the electron beam is 

collected at the trap anode normally biased only slightly 

positive with respect to the ionization chamber in order to 

minimise its effect on the electron energy distribution 

and to constitute as small a perturbing field as possible. 

After electron beam passage, the ions formed are 

pulsed from the collision region by a positive pulse of up 

to 80 V on grid number 1. Ion grid number 2 with a 0 -'-p 400 V 

bias, ion grid number 3 with a 30% drift-tube bias and 

finally ion grid number 4 with the drift-tube bias, accelerate 

the ions into the field-free drift-tube. Experimentally, the 

bias potential of the first ion grid is normally serb in 

order to reduce any spreading of the electron beam energy 

distribution due to perturbing electric fields within the 

ionization region. 

Collimation of the ion-beam in the drift-tube is 

achieved by ion optics and external compensating magnets 
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at each end of the tube. Fig. 3.4 is a schematic diagram 

of the mass spectrometer drift-tube. The ion optics consist 

of; a) horizontal and vertical deflection plates mounted 

close to the source end of the drift..tube, and b) a cylindrical 

ion lens to prevent radial spreading of ions as they traverse 

the flu 	tube. By applying 50% of the liner voltage on 

the lens, the ion trajectories are focused at the cathode of 

the multiplier, A means of dtst1nguiahing neutral molecules 

or fragments which are the result of electron decay from a 

parent ion, is achieved by the time-of-flight stack. Just 

before the tons leave the drift-tube liner and enter the 

multiplier, they pass through the time-of-flight stack which 

is a solid cylindrical tube positioned close to the detector 

and normally operated at the drift-tube potential. 

The electron beam produced by emission from the filament 

is collimated by a magnetic field and to ensure that this field 

does not disturb the electric field round the filament, a 

shield electrode, operated usually at the potential of the 

filament is introduced between the filament and the collimating 

magnet. 

For negative ion detection, the multiplier was operated 

at maximum gain and the collection gate pulses whose height 

and Width are variable were normally operated with the latter 

features at maximum so that the electron packets were fully 

collected. However when lifetime measurements were involved, 

maximum gate width decreased the resolution, and to ensure 

meaningIul results, minimum gate width had to be employed so 

that neutral species were completely separated from the 

corresponding ions. 
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The presence of stray fields in the source region 

resulting in electron beam divergence has been shown by 

Harland and MacNeil84  to be negligible. The trap anode 

shield was insulated from the source block and connected 

to an electrometer. This indicated that less than 1% of 

the electrons in the beam reaching the ionisation chamber 

were being scattered and not collected by the trap. Correct 

orientation of the collimating magnets within the vacuum 

system was achieved by drawing band-held external magnets 

over the source housing, watching the variation in the trap 

current, and tapping the source housing lightly with a mallet 

until a peak trap current was recorded on the micro-ammeter. 

Normal trap currents were in the region of 1 pA but depended 

largely on alignment of the filament and the collimating 

slits, the electron energy employed, and the nature of the 

filament. 

When necessary, the trap current could be maintained 

constant over the energy range employed by means of a feed-

back mechanism. This involves a small fraction of the trap 

current being sampled continuously, and through a loop 

circuit, the filament current is adjusted to maintain a 

constant electron emission. At very low electron energies 

when an unfavourable positive potential well around the 

filament prevents the electron beam from reaching the trap, 

this device would automatically increase the filament current 

to compensate for the decreasing trap current. A maximum 

level of filament current would have to be fixed under such 

conditions and Harland 44 used a technique whereby a mercury 

dry battery was inserted into the filament circuit allowing 
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very low electron energies to be employed without causing 

any noticeable damage to the filament. 

When the necessary source adjustments were complete, 

the gas being studied was admitted into the spectrometer to 

produce a flight-tube pressure of 1 x 10torz' and the 

ion accelerating voltage was switched on. From the negative 

ion mass spectrum displayed on the oscilloscope, the ion-

drawout pulse of the first ion-grid and the bias of the second 

ion-grid were adjusted to produce the maximum signal as were 

the ion optics. The resulting current was read out to the 

recorders and the 5 V EC full-scale output of the electrometers 

was stepped down by potential dividing circuits to match the 

maximum input of the Kent 1 mV potentioinetric recorders. 

The setting-up adjustments are important and when 

conditions are optimized,, minimum trap current and minimum 

source pressures may be used to obtain the desired level of 

ion intensity with little or no risk to the filament and 

thereby introducing as few perturbing factors as possible. 

C) The Inlet system 

Fig. 3.5 is a representation of the Bendix 1072 

Heated Molecular Inlet System. The entire gas-handling 

assembly is of stainless steel and is enclosed in a stainless 

steel oven which can be baked to 2200C. Tube connections 

are of stainless steel and fitted with Swagelok connections. 

Valves 2 to 12 are Hoke bellow valves containing teflon seats 

in stainless steel holders and valve 1 is a Hoke valve with 

teflon packing. 

Pumping of the line is achieved by a Welch rotary-vans 
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mechanical pump (down to 0.01 tori') backed by a Consolidated 

Vacuum two stage, water-cooled, oil diffusion pump (down to 

10torr). Hastings thermocouple gauges are used to measure 

the pressure at I) and E and a more accurate measurement of 

gas pressure in the 5 litre expansion volume can be made 

using the micromanometer at F. This sensor (up to 10 tori') 

feeds a Baratron type 77 meter reading to an accuracy of 

greater than 1 x 10 2torr. The i3aratron' a behaviour is 

unaffected by ionisation, cooling characteristics of gases, 

vapors or mixtures. Partial pressures and total pressures 

can be measured accurately and such a feature is useful when 

partial pressures of gases are required in the measurement 

of cross—sections where the gas under investigation is mixed 

with a calibrant gas and leaked into the spectrometer. 

Gaseous samples were admitted to the system at A. Samples 

may be contained in the sample volume (80 ml) or in the 5 

litre reservoir and transferred to the spectrometer via the 

gold leaks G, H or I. G is essentially a &traight.-tbrough 

valve normally used in admitting air when breaking vacuum. 

However when H2Te was used, the pressure of the gas was very 

low, and it was admitted directly to the spectrometer via 

leak G. I has the emallest diameter (0.001") and was used 

in most cases. When the samples used were plentiful, the 

larger expansion volume was used as a high pressure reservoir 

because of its slower depletion rate. It was found that the 

sample depletion rate was less than 1Q over an entire 

experimental run and valve 11 may be used as a bleed to 

maintain virtually constant pressures in the mass spectrometer. 
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d) Mass calibration 

The kinetic energy attained by an ion of mass a, 

charge e, moving under the influence of a drift voltage V. 

is given by:- 

 - eV where v is the ion drift velocity. 

Since V is very large, (u. 3 kV) the kinetic energy imparted 

to the ion by virtue of this potential is very much greater 

than any initial kinetic energy of the ion resulting from 

formation in the collision chamber and the initial kinetic 

energy may be ignored. The time-of-flight, t, for ions 

travelling in a drift-tube of length d is expressed as:- 

41 
where Kay V 	 er 

a' 

This time is slightly less than the true flight-time as it 

does not take into account the time during which the ion is 

travelling at less than the final velocity in the source, nor 

the time it takes the electrons to travel through the multiplier. 

The best practical method is to observe the flight-time of 

two of three masses and solve simultaneous equations of the 

form:- 

- At + C where A and C are constants. 

Such flight-times can be read directly from an oscilloscope 

whose horizontal sweep is synchronised with the ion"drawout 

pulse. 

A calibration curve provides yet another method for 

mass identification. Such a curve may be constructed for 

known ions (ml.) and tabulating the mass selector 

'W 

(potentiometer) values as a function of ale.  Once the curve 
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In drawn, the approximate m/e value of any unknown can be 

rapidly obtained. However, when any aduatment to the ion 

optics or iondrawout pulse was made, potentiometer values 

were found to differ. Therefore ideally, a calibration 

curve should be redrawn for each experimental run after 

optimisation of source conditions is complete, when this method 

is to be employed to provide accurate mass assignment. 

Assignment of the ion spectrum in this work was 

established by commencing the gate at the start of the 

spectrum, allowing it to scan the entire spectrum and thereby, 

all ions could be recorded on the chart recorders as a function 

of time since there is a linear relationship between flight - 

time and position registered by the chart recorder. If ions 

of known m/e such as 3F and 314 are used to calibrate the 

chart paper in terms of flight-tune, then by noting the 

position (which is proportional to flight-time) on the chart 

paper of an unknown ion, the mass assignment can be readily 

and accurately obtained. As mentioned, this was the method 

adopted in the present work to identify negative ion spectra 

at a particular electron energy, with the use Of suitable 

oalibx'ant ions. 

e) Mass scans 

The multiplier gain is set to maximum for negative ion 

studies, the electron energy set to 70eV and the filament 

current increased to approximately 3A to provide a reasonable 

trap current of ..(l —+ 2)iA. The sample which is contained 

in the inlet system is leak-ad into the spectrometer to a 
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pressure of 1 x lOtorr and the drift-tube voltage 

switched on. In most cases the ions are observable on the 

oscilloscope and the focusing technique may be employed if 

necessary to optimise the signals visible on the oscilloscope 

display. The gate pulses are used to locate the ions and 

the potentiometer values noted. This provides an approximate 

mass assignment but is accurately calibrated according to the 

method already outlined. 

Where the ions are present in small abundance, the 

sensitivity of the gate pulse may have to be increased. A 

complete scan of the spectrum may be obtained with the gate 

pulse set at minimum width and maximum height to achieve 

optimum collection efficiency and resolution. The electro-

meter sensitivity selected is such that the most abundant ion 

is on scale. Increased sensitivities are then employed so 

that the relative abundances of all ions in the spectrum can 

be obtained providing the sensitivity scale is calibrated. 

f) Ion efficiency runs 

The ion under investigation is located with the gate 

pulse, the mass selector 'locked' so that the gate pulse 

remains positioned on this ion, and the electron energy 

altered to the appropriate resonance capture region of the 

energy scale. The regulated mode of the trap current is 

employed and adjusted to the minimum value consistent with a 

measurable Ion current. An initial manual scan over the 

energy range of interest provides an approximate estimation 

of the signal intensity. It necessary, the sensitivity can 

be altered and the electron energy is set at the high energy 
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side of the resonance. Ionization efficiency plots were 

recorded on XY recorders. By means of an electric motor 

the electron energy was automatically externally decreased 

and the ion signal monitored as a function of the electron 

energy by the X-Y recorder where the electron energy con-

stituted the x-axis. Very smooth plots of ion current as a 

function of impinging electron energy could be obtained. The 

electron energy was read on a Solartron 120.620 digital 

voltmeter. The scan rate of the recorder may be altered 

as required. Electrometer sensitivity ranges above 

gave rise to smooth noise-free lines devoid of any structure, 

while ranges less than 10 2A proved too sensitive and the 

spectrum was obscured by the background noise. When electro-

meter range factors are necessary for calibration purposes, 

the ion signal before and after the change of range is 

recorded and the range factors accurately determined. 

Each run, usually performed with a calibrant ion, was 

repeated several times (keeping conditions as constant as 

possible) to ensure that any spurious effects emerged and to 

establish a consistent ionization efficiency trace. U12ere a 

calibrant ion is necessary, the gas from which this ion is 

derived, is usually mixed with the gas under investigation 

according to a partial pressure ratio suitable in providing 

comparable ion intensities. 

g) Relative attachment cMjj-Ejgtiga  

The intensity of the ion current can be related to 

the absolute attachment cross-section through the expression85 
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x(E) 	I(E)p'LscYa(E) 

where ii  is the ion current generated by a single 

electron impact process 

is the current of bombarding electrons of 

energy FAO 

L is the collision path length over which the 

measured ion current is collected 

p is the number density of the target gas in the 

collision region 

and c(E) is the attachment cross-section for electrons 

of energy E. 

To determine the absolute cross-sections requires a 

detailed knowledge of all the instrument dimensions, gas 

pressures, and the current of electron and ion beams. 

Temperature effects, contact potentials, field peak-through 

and electron energy distribution can all alter the path of 

the electron and absolute determination of the cross-section 

is not readily obtained. 

However for a particular trap current, I (E), which 

is broader than the ion resonances in this work, can be 

considered constant over the ion resonance and relative 

cross-sections can be measured where a knowledge of 

p and L is not required. However since I () is broad, 

1 eV wide at half height, cross-sections obtained in this 

work are really the result of the integral of the ion 

current over the resonance width as the measured ion current 

can be expressed as:- 

I(measured) cx 	Ij()dE where the integral is over 

Ithe  resonance width. 
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Only when the resonance width of the ions being compared is 

the same, can the ion current measured in this work give an 

accurate determination of relative cross-sections at a given 

energy. 

Bearing this fact in mind, relative attachment cross-

sections may be calculated from gas mixtures which contain 

the molecule to be investigated and another molecule whose 

cross-section 18 known provided the partial pressures of 

the component gases in the gas mixture are also known. 

The relative attachment cross-section, c, of 

molecule PA can therefore be expressed as follows:- 

where a is the attachment cross-section of the reference ion 

X, P and Pf4  are the respective partial pressures of the 

gases containing species X and m in the mixture, and I and 

are the ion currents of IY7 and )C measured usually at 

their resonance maximum energies under the same conditions 

i.e. L. 10. 

The above expression however assumes that 1) the 

collection efficiencies for both species are the same and 

that 2) attenuation effects are small. 

Assumption 1) will probably be justified if both ions 

being compared are formed with the same amount of kinetic 

energy. Undesirable discriminating effects may result if 

the kinetic energy of the two ions greatly differs. 

Assumption 2) will also be valid at low pressures but 

at higher pressures where collisions of the ions cannot be 



ignored, then attenuation effects are not negligible as will 

be shown in a later chapter. 

In the estimation of i., gas mixtures are used where 

the relative proseuree of the components are accurately known, 

and where the signal sizes of tv7 and X are of approximately 

equal intensity. 

A scan of ion intensity versus electron energy is per-

formed for each ion alternately with the electron energy 

initially set at the high energy side of the resonance. Several 

plots for each ion are obtained with the source conditions 

mtntaiued as constant as possible. 

Mass discrimination of electron multiplier detectors 

has been reviewed by Gingerich and in a later report by 

Pottie et al.87 	The latter authors compare the relative 

multiplier yields for the atomic positive ions determined 

with varying experimental techniques and different operating 

conditions. The values selected were biased in favour of 

the work of these authors but their results did not differ 

significantly from other literature values where the 

operation conditions were comparable. 

The cross-section for formation of ion AA7 can there-

fore be re-written as:- 

', 	I?.mL*.. 
x 

P 
 xtx 

a  

where 	and S .. are the detector sensitivities to ions X 

and Iv7 and I'.. and V,,, are the negative ion currents 

correction being made for the different sensitivity of the 

Penning gauge towards the two species where this gauge is 

being relied upon for accurate values in P. and P.  Usually 
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no correction is necessary if gas mixtures are used where 

the relative pressures of the components have already been 

established, but if components are treated separately and 

the pressure of each read on the Penning gauge, then this 

sensitivity factor ought to be taken into account* 

since the electron multiplier yield for atomic 

positive ions depended on the atomic number of the atom the 

use of such yields for negative ions should introduce very 

little error, but this is itself a further assumption. 

h) utpdetachment Lifetime measuçit 

Fig. 3.6 shows the experimental arrangement for measure-

merit of autodetacbment lifetimes. The flight-tube dimensions 

and potentials involved have already been described* Briefly, 

the process involved is;- 

In the ionization chamber, parent negative ions are 

formed. They are then accelerated into the flight-tube by 

means of a very large positive potential (+3  kit) applied to 

the ion-drawout grids. The flight-tube is maintained at 

this potential and the ions experience a field-free region 

under the influence of which they drift towards the electron 

multiplier. kiowever, electron decay may occur during the 

ion's passage along the tube, but, both neutrals and 

corresponding negative ions remaining, continue to move with 

the same velocity and reach the detector simultaneously to 

register as a single ion packet. If a retarding potential 

Is applied at a suitable time after the ions have entered the 

drift-tube, then the ions will be slowed down and the neutrals 

will remain unaffected. By means of such discrimination, 
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two packets will register at the detector, their separation 

corresponding to the time by which the ions have been delayed. 

The autodetachment lifetimes can then be calculated from a 

series of rims in which the neutral and ion peak are measured. 

The ion flight-time can be obtained directly using an 

oscilloscope triggered on the leading edge of the ion-drawout 

and therefore does not include the average time spent by the 

ion in the source. However, the flight-time as estimated by 

this method does include the time taken to travel from the 

discriminating lens to the multiplier and hence the flight-

time must be m4tiplied by a geometrical factor to correct 

for this. It may be assumed that the time taken for the 

secondary electrons to travel through the multiplier is 

negligible. 73 

All ion optics which could cause discrimination between 

the ion and neutral packets, are switched to the drift-tube 

potential in autodetachment studios. Gating pulses were 

operated at minimum widths to provide maximum resolution. 

Each scan was repeated several times at a slow scan rate, the 

electron energy employed was that corresponding to the 

resonance maximum, and the following first order decay law 

expressed below was used to calculate the average auto-

detachment lifetime, a' 

N; rçexp(t/) 

where N; is the number of ions remaining after time t, N 

is the original number of ions present in the flight-tube 

and is equal to N; + N, where Nt  is the number of neutrals 

formed as a result of autodetachment after time t. 
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Sources of errors which may be present in such a 

study include:- 

Electron detachment by the grids in the path of the ion 

beam. This has been shown" to be negligible in similar 

spectrometers. 

Spontaneous dissociation or collision induced dissociation 

is assumed to be negligible at the very low pressures 

employed. If spontaneous dissociation is occurring, fragment 

peaks displaced from the parent ion peak would appear and 

since such peaks were not obtained, spontaneous dissociation 

can be neglected in the present work. 

Since very low pressures were initially used in 

measuring lifetimes, collisional stabilisation is far too 

infrequent to affect the measurements. However when life-

times are measured as a function of pressure, this feature 

is of prime importance. 

Collisional detachment and charge transfer processes in 

the drift-tube are negligible when low pressures are used 

but like collisional stabilisation, they too become significant 

at high pressures. 

The sensitivity of the detector to charged and neutral 

species of the same kinetic energy should be the same. This 

has been virtually shown to be so by use of single-pulse 

counting techniques-,73  

Various molecules7°  have been used for lifetime 

measurements in a time-of-flight mass spectrometer and a 

list of long-lived polyatomic negative ions is given in 

Table 3.1. There is an indication of an increase in 	with 

increasing number of degrees of freedom. This would be 

expected from consideration of the basic model used to depict 
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the electron attachment mechanism in such polyatomic systems. 

The lifetime ras  quoted in the table, was calculated 

assuming a first order exponential decay as a first approxi-

mation. This was also the method used in the present work. 

i) Resolution lad enerav scale calibration 

One of the problems encountered in analysing the 

experimental data is the broad energy distribution of the 

electrons which are emitted thermally from the filament. 

Ideally, it is desirable to have an electron beam which is 

monoenergetic as any width in the beam will give rise to an 

uncertainty in the appearance potential of the ions under 

observation, and resolution of separate ion formation 

processes which occur within an energy range of less than 

the half-width of the distribution may be lost. The 

electron beams generated from heated filaments possess a 

Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of energies of I -$ 2 eV in 

width. The width of electron energy distribution has 

presented a problem throughout the development of research 

into negative ions and various techniques have been refined 

to deal with just that problem. Two types of velocity 

selectors have been employed and particular attention has been 

given to the 1270  electrostatic selector improved by Marmot 

and Kerwin. 88 Marmet and Morrison 89  applied this technique 

and their difficulties were largely overcome by a refinement 

in design attributed to Brion et  a.90  
Perhaps the most widely used method is the Retarding 

Potential Difference (R.P.t).) technique introduced by Fox 

et $1. 91 An extra grid or slit, namely the retarding 
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electrode is added to the basic electron gun and is biased 

slightly negative with respect to the filament thus producing 

an abrupt low energy cut-off in the beam distribution. The 

retarding electrode is biased more negative (typically by 

0.1 eV) which produces an additional energy slice removal, 

width AV, of the electron beam distribution. The corresponding 

change in the ion current r , may then be attributed to the 

band of electrons which are homogeneous in energy to within 

AV eV. The R.i'. i). method is equivalent to scanning an ion 

resonance with a beam of electrons of narrow energy width, tV, 

of nominal energy V and increasing or decreasing this nominal 

energy until the entire ion resonance has been scanned. 	The 

zero-current difference corresponds to a given V which is 

directly related to the appearance potential of the ion. 

Improvements in the method have been made by Cloutier and 

Schiff92  and later by Stockdsla0 93  Compton and Reinhardt who 

applied a modulated voltage to the retarding slit and the ion 

current was demodulated using a lock-in amplifier thus producing 

a continuous monitor of difference ion current as a function 

of electron energy with an energy resolution of 0.1 eV. 

Fiquet-Fayard94  et e. used a similar technique to measure 

the HS/H2  ionisation efficiency curve. Both A.C. and D.C. 

R.P.D. methods were used. In the A.C. method'
96   the 

retarding voltage is modulated with a sinusOidal potential 

of 50 mV peak to peak amplitude at a frequency of 170 z; 

the modulated component of the ion current is synchronously 

detected with a lock-in amplifier. In the D.C. method, the 

ion current is measured with an SKCO vibrating reed 

electrometer and stored in the 'add' circuit of a multichannel 



analyser; multiple scans of the electron energy are made 

and the multichannel analyser is used as a signal averager. 

The retarding potential is then changed by 80 meV and the 

same procedure is repeated with storing in the 'subtract' 

circuit of the multichannel analyser. The advantages of 

the R.P.D. technique are:- 

A narrow beam of electrons is employed where a typical 

energy width is of the order of 0.1 eV. 

Accurate measurements of appearance potentials of ions 

can be determined end fine structure may be observed. 

Diacontinuitles due to other ion-formation processes can 

be established. 

Lock-in amplifiers allow very small current differences 

to be read directly. 

Such a technique is not however without disadvantages, the 

main ones being:... 

The setting-up procedure is very time consuming. 

Accurate alignment of grids, magnets and focusing elements 

is essential. 

It requires the assumption that contact potentials, space 

charge effects, field peak-through and nominal electron energy 

do not affect the nature of the cut-off. 

Relaxation of the cut-off is possible. 

It assumes the increasing retarding potential does not 

invoke a perturbing electric field around the filament. 

Anomalies and disadvantages are discussed by Gordon, 97 

Heerhoff and Krige. In spite of its advantages, the R.P.D. 

technique suffers from a low signal to noise ratio, and since 

negative ions are frequently of low intensity, there is there-

fore a limit imposed on the negative ion studies. 



Due to the experimental requirements necessary to 

achieve optimum conditions for the R.P.D. method, Analytical 

methods for reducing the electron beam energy width have been 

considered. The success of this approach has been demon—

strated by Horrison °  in applying the technique to positive 

ion formation where the author suggested there was evidence 

for structure in the ionisation efficiency curves of the inert 

gases and oxygen. basically two methods for the deconvolution 

procedure have been considered, namely the iterative method 

of van-Cittert99  and a second method using Fourier transforms. 

both methods possess various advantages and disadvantages but 

when the raw data contained a high level of noise, and in 

cases where the energy onset of the ionisation efficiency 

curve was required accurately, loup and Thomas 100  concluded 

from a detailed comparison of the two methods, that the 

iterative method was preferable. To examine the merits of 

the latter method, MacNeil and Thynne101  carried out tests 

on functions derived from both artificial and real data. 

From such tests, the authors concluded that the results 

provided accurate appearance potentials, resonance peak 

maxima and resonance widths. The results also illustrated 

that the amount of random noise originally present in the data 

could be efficiently dealt with in such a way as to limit its 

interference with the recovered data. 

Since the iterative method had thus been proved reliable 

and superior to the Fourier transform method the former 

technique was adopted in the present work where the computer 

programs written by ?4acNeil 4  were used in the smoothing and 
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deconvolution operations carried out on the raw data. 

The Morrison-van..Cittart iterative method is summarised 

as follows:- 

Thermionically emitted electrons possess an energy 

distribution such that the probability of an electron 

having an energy in the range U - U + U is given by m(U) 

! M(U)AU - 1 ..••••.•.s•..••s (i) 
U-o 

Before impact, the electrons are accelerated by a potential 

difference V, and emerge from the electron gun with an 

energy E such that E - U + V. If the probability for the 

formation of a particular ion by an electron of energy E is 

a function of E. namely 1(E), then the probability for 

formation of the ion by a beam of electrons of nominal energy 

V, is i(v) where: 

i(V) 	i(v+u) m(U)iU ...........(ii) 
U=o 

Experimentally, the procedure involves sampling the ion 

current i(V) at equal intervals of V and finding the corres-

ponding values of 1(E) which satisfy eqn (ii). 

When the electron energy distribution m(U) is known 

at the same intervals of energy and i(V) and m( U) are bounded 

by zero at the upper and lower ends of the energy range, it is 

possible to obtain unique solutions for I(S) at comparable 

intervals in E. 

The method of van-'Cittert is used:- 

I(E)Lc(fl+1)a I(E)cc(fl ) + i(v) II(E)LC(fl)m(U)U....(iii) 
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where the above set of Iterative equations tends to 1(E) as 

n increasei. This method takes a trial function for 1(E), 

convolute with the electron energy distribution and compares 

the result' with the original 1(v). The resulting difference 

is employed as a correction to the trial functions and the 

procedure is repeated. The original trial function used is 

the set of 1(V) where n*O 

ji•• CL0(n) i(v) 

However in practice, this procedure results in the solution 

for 1(E) being almost entirely obscured by noise. Therefore 

the original data must first be smoothed (i.e. the noise 

partially eliminated) before the deconvolution operation is 

performed. The smoothing is achieved by the following 

technique: 

r i(V)0 m(U)U 
Uno 

+ ri(v)OB i(v)C()m(u)AU... 
Liao 

.(iv) 

If 1(E) becomes negative due to any of the operations defined 

in equations (iii) and (iv), then it may be equated to zero, 

Empirical testing on a number of functions necessitated 

about 15 smoothing and 20 unfolding iteratiqns if appearance 

potentials, resonance peak maxima and resonance widths were 

to be recovered accurately from the original eerimental data. 

The resonance width of Sr,has been 

to be extremely narrow and in the present work, the ionisation 

efficiency curve for S'r, was taken as a representation of the 
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electron energy profile. Fig. 3.7 illustrates the effect 

of deconvolution on the initially broad distribution. From 

the figure it can be observed that the deconvolution 

procedure effectively reduces the electron energy distribution 

to a width at half-height of 0.5 i 0.1 eV and a base line 

width of , 1.0 a'!. 

The main advantages of the deconvolution method in 

reducing the electron energy distribution are: 

The width is reduced to 0.5 a'! at half-height. 

The machine set-up does not require any complicated 

adjustment. 

The method is reasonably quick in that the only significant 

time element involved is that due to the computation (the 

latter being hinged on the co-operation of the Operators* 

Union). 

The results have been found to be in good agreement with 

accurate work done using the R.P.D. technique. 

It can be applied for all electron energies. 

It is independent of the nature of the gas under 

investigation. 

The main disadvantages of the method are:- 

Owing to the finite width of the electron beam energy 

distribution, there is an uncertainty,  in the exact position 

of the ion onset. 

E.scontinuities are often smeared by the remaining fairly 

broad distribution. 

Fine structure is often obscuued. 

Apart from these disadvantages, the method involves 

two basic assumptions, namely a) the electron energy 
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distribution remains constant for all electron energies 

and b) the uncertainty in the appearance potential is 

constant for all electron energies. 

The assumption of constant electron energy distri— 

bution may not always hold however. This may be due to 

the fact that the Maxwell—Boltzmann distribution of electron 

energies is dependent on the temperature of the filament and 

for very low electron energies, which are necessary for 

formation, the filament becomes very hot in order to maintain 

reasonable trap currents. For higher electron energies, 

maintaining such trap currents does not require the filament 

to operate at such a high temperature and concoquently, the 

distribution of electron energy may be narrower. However, 

trap currents used in obtaining jonisation efficiency curves 

for F are usually smaller than those used for ions formed 

at higher energies and the two factors may effectively 

produce an approximately constant electron energy distribution. 

Apart from the latter approximation, what is perhaps more 

significant in the present study is that when widths of 

certain ion resonances t:ere compared, all of these ions invest!- 

gated had a similar appearance potential and hence the electron 

ec.y ditrution, 	 different from that at zero 

cnergy, can be asued constant over the energy range under 

investigation. This is equivalent to assuming that the 

filament temperature does not significantly alter the electron 

energy distribution over the energy range involved. 

The deconvolution method discussed above is successful 

In reducing the uncertainty in the determination of the 
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ionisation onset but calibration of the electron energy 

scale is also necessary. The latter is achieved by using 

a suitable gas mixture which contains the molecule being 

investigated and a molecule whose negative ion has a well-

known appearance potential. However, several criteria must 

be satisfied in the choice of a calibrant ion, namely:- 

The calibrant gas must not react with the gas under 

observation. 

The calibrant ion should be of similar intensity as the 

ion in question. 

The appearance potentials of both ions should be of 

comparable energy so that a constant energy shift may be 

assumed in both cases. 

The pressure of the calibrant gas necessary to produce an 

ion of sufficient intensity should not be so high as to 

produce unwanted ion-'molecule reactions with the gas under 

observation. 

The requirement for a calibrant Ion is the result of 

non-'ideal conditions in the ionisation region in the sense 

that a field-'free ionisation region is virtually impossible 

to achieve in practice. There Is therefore a discrepancy 

between the electron beam energy registered on the digital 

voltmeter and the true energy of the beam. Such a dis-

crepancy results from several factors the main ones being:. 

A contact potential exists around the filament by virtue 

of the nature of the gas or gas mixture in the ionisation 

region. 

A potential well also exists in the region of the filament 

due to electron emission. This is known as 'Space charge 
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potential' and an extra positive potential must be applied 

to overcome this effect. 

If the shielding is inadequate, there may be stray electric 

field penetration in the source due to peak—through from the 

positive potentials applied to the ion-drawout grids and 

the electron trap. 

Due to the effect of the collimating magnets, the electric 

field around the filament may be disturbed. A shield is 

actually employed to minimise this effect. 

The digital voltmeter effectively displays the potential 

applied to the electron grids and is equal to the electron 

energy only in the absence of the above effects. Since ideal 

conditions are not achieved in the source, account of these 

factors must be taken and therefore a calibrant ion is 

necessary to establish the electron energy scale. 

Various ions 44  have been successfully used as energy 

calibx'ants on this machine but 	wals used in the present 

work as it appeared at an energy not too distant from that 

of the ions under investigation, and it had the added 

advantage of not reacting chemically with any of these ions. 

Ricicam and Fox,40   using the R.P.D. technique, showed 

the Sr,ion to onset at virtually zero energy, maximise at 

0.03 eV and the zero onset energy has been confirmed by 

several workers739102'103  using differentchniques. 

Using this ion as calibrarit by equating its onset 

after deconvolution to zero electron energy, the onset of 

the ion being investigated may be estimated accordingly. 

Schulz3'04  points out that the energy scale calibrated 
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with the Sr-ion nay be in error if zero energy electrons 

cannot be produced as a result of positive peak-.through. 

If this were so, then the complete resonance for 	could 

not be obtained and hence calibration would be in error. 

However in the present work where Sr,was employed, the 

complete resonance for the ion was observed and it therefore 

seemed reasonable to calibrate the electron energy scale 

with little or no danger of involving additional errors of 

the type described by Schulz. 
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Originally, the object of observing negative ion 

formation in H23e and H9Te was to deduce from the appearance 

potential of a given ion, bond energies which were not accu-

rately known. 

A given bond energy I). E. (}i..XR) may be deduced from the 

following equation: - 

T 	 L.A.(a) + 	........ eqn. 4.1 

where A.P.(Hf) is the appearance potential or energy onset 

of the species Hf, 

D..(H...XH) is the energy required to cleave the bond 

XE and E • A. (HX) is the electron 

affinity of DC. For a positive electron affinity, this 

implies a release of energy in negative ion formation. 

I  WI  is the stun of the internal plus kinetic energy 

of fragments I. Pictorially eqn. 4.1 may be illustrated 

as in Fig. 4.1. 

If the electron affinity of radical HX is known, then by 

measuring experimentally the energy at which ion Inc appears, 

the particular bond energy can be estimated provided t . 
is known or equals zero. 	as shown in Fig. 4.1 need 

not necessarily be zero or even very small, and if I Vi  Is 

01 the order of magnitude of P.E.(H-XH) or E.A.(HX) themselves, 

then it is impossible to estimate with any accuracy the 

quantity ID.E(H-XH) without an exact knowledge of 

As it happens, this excess energy involved in the 
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negative ion formation for 	and kiTe was not negligible 

and therefore prevented accurate measurement of bond energies. 

Liowever, almost by way of an aside motive, the dissociative 

electron capture cross-sections for formation of various ions 

were measured and a distinct trend was observed for the ioxla 

produced at low energies. 

The total dissociative, or, to all intent 	d purposes, 

the total electron capture cross-section, at low energies 

increased quite significantly for the molecules 	d2 e and 

The molecule 	and molecular ion 	have been 

studied10'106  and a theoretical interpretation given by the 

authors of reference l to the negative ions formed. io low 

energy (i.e. less than 4eV)9  ions were observed by the authors 

of both references IU5 and lQó, although the species OS may 

be present but formed with a very low cross.-sectioz2)06  

btates of the products have been correlated with states of 

the parent negative ion and it has been suggested105  that the 

lowest negative ion state of d20 is a weekly bound state over 

the Franck—Condon region thereby explaining the absence of 

any ions formed at very low energies. 

Ions 	 and A.Te were observed in our 

experiments at low energy and it was on such low energy 

species that our attention was focused. For these molecules, 

it may be that the lowest ion state is unbound with respect 

to the neutral molecule in that it is purely repulsive over 

the 'ranck—Condon region. Formation of fragment ions at low 
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energies may therefore result from such a channel. 

This brief discussion is by way of explaining why dis-

sociative electron capture cross-sections associated with 

"260 kLe and kiTe are not compared with those associated 

with U20 where the ions formed probably arise via a 

different parent-'ion at.ate. The correlation diagram shown 

in Fig. 4.4 is based on the H20 molecule and its molecular ion 

because various neutral and ion state energies have been 

computed for this system* 105 where the authors estimate 

that the calculated states are too high in energy to give 

agreement with experimental evidence, the states concerned 

have been given their respective energy shirts in the figure. 

Jixperimental evidence on the energy of the triplet states of 

is lacking and the calculated energies 105  are tentative, 

Because the correlation between resulting products and 

initially formed species is to be extended to the H2  Q hi ' H2e 

and A2T9 systems, spin-orbit coupling is considered when such 

coupling becomes important. When this spin-orbit interaction 

is smell, the spin function of the electronic eigenCunction 

related to the molecule in a given electronic-spin state, is 

unaffected by any of the symmetry operations permitted by the 

point group of the molecule. However, when large or inter-

mediate coupling is preoent, certain symmetry operations will 

alter the spin functions and in order to apply the corres-

ponding correlation as for small spin-orbit coupling, the 

species concerned must be treated in accordance with extended 

point groups (double groups). Details involved in the 

application of double group tkxeory107  are not presented as 

it is sufficient to realise that non-negligible spin-orbit 
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coupling has been considered in the construction of the 

diagram. For the ions 0, S, Se and Te, the spin-orbit 

splitting is 0.03eV,16  0.060V,ll   0.281eV12  and 0.61eV12  

respectively. Therefore for Ti' we might expect to observe 

if not two separate resonances at low energy, then at least 

one very broad peak. Experimentally, this was not evident, 

and we therefore concluded that 1) Te is being formed almost 

exclusively at low energy in a particular spin—orbit state 

probably determined by the details of the HTe dissociative 

curve over the Franck—Condon region or 2) since we do not 

know details of such H9Te dissociative curves over the Franck.. 

Condon region, Te could in fact be formed in both spin—orbit 

states but we are unable to distinguish separate states. By 

analogy, the previous statement could apply equally to e also. 

Energetic of processes involved 

Before discussing the actual experimental work, it is 

worthwhile at this stage to look at the bond energies involved 

in dissociation of the molecule R2X (where X represents S, Se 

or Ta) into differing fragments. Such bond energies were 

calculated using the most recent thermodynamic data availab1è os 

as tabulated in Table 4.1. 
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TABLE 4. 1* 

COMPOUND 	AHf0 (kcal 	1 0(iccai 	(H2 -.H 
- 298 mole 1) 	mole-') 	

98 ° 

S(g) 	66.7 	 1.6 

Se(g) 	56.3 	 1.5 

Th(g) 50.6 3.5 

H2S(g) -4.9 173.2 2.4 

HS(g) 33.2 84.2 2.2 

H25e(g) 7.0 151.3 2.4 

HSe(g) 34.3 73.6 
M2Te(g) 	23.8 	129.8 	2.4 

The calculation procedure was performed according tO:-

H2S —4 -HS +H 

Energetically:-. H: (H28) + B1 - H°(HS) + 0 	 0 %~ 

where H: in the standard beat (enthalpy) of formation at 00K. 
fo 

and B1 is the energy required to break the H-.SH bond. 

For H28, B1 turns out to be .3.9eV 	 - 51.63 
kcal mole 

Similarly, US —4 S + H 

1 R 0 	+ fo 	B2 * H(s) + 4(H) 

where B2 is the S-H bond energy and is equal to .3.7ev 

i.e. D.E.(S-H), 

: B 	1.05 
For R25e and H2T•, only the sum of B3. and B2 can be evaluated 

directly. 



i.e. R2be 	) 2K + Se 

Energetically:- Hf: (H25e) + B + B2  - 2Hf:oi) + 

H 2  To may be dealt with in a similar fashion. 

If the ratio of B1:B2  a 1.05 is assumed, then B.1  and B2  

may be evaluated. Assuming this ratio is perhaps not too un-

reasonable, as in the case of 1120, B4O2  1.16. Therefore 

under this assumption, for 1125e where B1  + B2  is known to equal 

6.65eV, B1  may be deduced to equal 3. 4eV and B2  -.3. 3eV. 

Likewise, for H2Te, 'i  may be set equal to .2.9eV and B-..2.8eV. 

In the estimation of the amount of excess energy 

involved in the various negative ion formation processes, the 

magnitude of the electron affinity of the relevant species is 

also required. These where known, are given in Table 4.11. 

TABLE4.II 

SPECIES E. A. (eV) REFERENCE 

3 2.08 11 

511 2.32 8 

Se 2.02 12 

SeH 2.21 9 

To 1.9 12 

The electron affinity of EITe has not been experimentally 

measured but in this work it is assumed to be ..2.0eV which 

is in keeping with values for similar species. 

The experimental work done on a series of molecules will 

now be discussed and a tentative explanation of the results 

observed will be presented. 
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Ne&atjve ion formation in .421 

Negative ion formation for the molecule H2S Vag investi-

gated as the dissociative electron capture croaa"secton for 

Hr formation was used as a calibrant for relative cross-

section measurements and the experimental work on H25 was 

primarily undertaken to check on the reliability of the machine 

:'U. • t.o wovide, any ne,$. luf or%dtion' 

A given gas ixtur'e of SF6  and M28 was leaked into the 

spectrometer and the negative ions produced at low energy 

were observed. Very low total pressures (of the order of 

1076 tori') were employed so that the importance of ion-molecule 

reactions could be neglected. 

From H250  both R8 and 5' were observed at approximately 

the same energy, the 	ion being around two orders of 

magnitude 	intense i I.,an the 5 ion. Sr,is known to be 

formed at an energy approximately equal to 0.OøV and to reach 

its maximum intensity virtually at the energy onset. This 

ion was used as an energy calibrant and, as the associative 

electron capture cross-section is .1.17 x 10-14  cm', only a 

small amount of SF6  gas isrequired to provide very good 

signals. 

A scan of ion signal versus electron energy was per-

formed for Sre and H5. After the raw data had been decon-

voluted, the electron energy scale was calibrated in accord-

ance with the known A • P. (sF) and it was concluded that the 

A.P.(HS) a 1.6 ± 0.2eV. The latter result is in good 

agreement with previous work done on H2S. 94 

Fig. 4.3 shows the three peaks that were observed for 

S formation, the relative intensities being 1s2z2. The 





S ion i,,nas scanned in energy using HEr as energy calibrent, 

several runs being performed so that an average could be 

obtained. The lowest energy onset occurred at 2.00 with 

the higher resonances at 5.1ev and 7.7ev. The HS cross-

section was employed to evaluate the dissociative electron 

capture cross-sections for S' formation in accordance with 

the procedure outlined in Chapter III. 

Of all the ions formed from f 2S using low energy 

electrons, HC was the most intense and this is reflected in 

the dissociative electron capture cross-section evaluated 

for each species and shown in Table 4.111. 

!M3L 4111 

3P1Cl2S A.P.(eV)+0.2DA(cm) 

HS 1.6 1.7 x Urla  

2.0 1.4 x 10 20  

5.1 3.2 x 10420  

S 7.7 5.1 x 10 19 

Any one value quoted for 	is the average of several 

runs and cross-checked internally. The consistency of 

the values quoted for the dissociative attachient cross-

sections is illustrated by Table 4.XV in Appendix II. 

Each ion, including that same ion but formed at different 

energies, was investigated as a function of gas pressure. It 

was observed that the intensity of each species increased 

linearly with pressure and therefore MS(low energy), 3(low 

energy) and 8(higber energies) can be classified as primary 
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ions, i.e, they result from a collision between an electron 

and a single gas molecule and not via a process such as:. 

R2x +El -4 	+ CE  

H2X+SE 2 —p }DC+H 

where El  and E2  denote the energy of the electron involved, or 

H2X+e 

Ir+H2x-W Wr +h12 

The latter example is known as an Lon-molecule reaction and 

in order for it to become important, higher gas pressures are 

usually required. 

From the appearance potentials of the ions formed from 

H2S, the amount of excess energy associated with the fragments 

can be estimated in each case. The magnitude of this energy 

is accurate only within the error limits defined by the 

appearance potential where the error is approximately 0.2eV. 

The excess energy may appear as internal (i.e, 

rotational, vibrational or electronic) energy of the species, 

or it may be manifest as kinetic energy. 

When a molecule involving hydrogen atoms dissociates, 

the hydrogen atom by virtue of its email mass, is capable of 

absorbing a great deal of the excess energy in the toxin of 

kinetic energy. If the molecule H2X dissociates into Hf + H 

under electron impact, the kinetic energy associated with the 

H atom (assuming no internal excitation of either species) may 

be expressed aazs. 

(flHf 	

I i  ......... eqn. 4.2 
H 



ETA 

Eqn. 4.2 arises by merely considering momentum and energy 

conservation and assuming the momentum before the electron-' 

molecule collision to be zero. This is a reasonable 

approximation because of the electron's small mass in  relation 

to the molecule's mass. 

From eqn. 4.2 it can be observed that as X increases in 

and the eqn. reduces to:-. 

r w 
ii 

Therefore for the heavier species such as those formed from 

H2Te, the hydrogen atom is capable of carrying off an 

increasing amount of kinetic energy. 

	

For HS + C 	) HS" + H, 97% of the excess energy 

(assuming all kinetic) is associated with the H atom while 

for the same process for H28 and H2Te, the H atom can account 

for 98% and ii,99% of the energy provided no internal excitation 

is involved. 

Considering the process: 

	

H2S+ 	1iS+H 

where A. P. (Hr) is found to equal 1.6eV, B1 - 3.9eV and 

E. A. (Hs) - 2.32eV then if the above values are substituted 

into the eqn;-. 

A.P. (Hx*) - 	- E.A. (Hx) + 

results in being equal to OeV, while for S formation, 

for the three processes, namely those where r appears at 

2.0eV9  5.1eV and 7.7.V, f W equals 0.9ev, 4.0eV and 6.6eV 

respectively. The process occurring at 7.7eV may result in 

dissociation of the H2  molecule as the excess energy equal to 

6.6eV is more than sufficient to dissociate the H2  molecule. 

(flissociation of H2  into 2H atoms involves 4.5eV). 



The process occurring at 7.7eV may therefore be as 

expressed below:' 

r S+2H 

Since the energies of the electronic states of the S' ion are 

not known, it is difficult to assess the amount of internal 

excitation that may be associated with this species. A first 

approximation leading to the magnitude of the electronic 

excitation energy can be obtained from the energies of the 

electronic states of the isoolectronic Cl 109 atom. The energy 

separation of the first excited (4p)  and the ground state (2) 

of the Cl atom is 9eV. Therefore, on this basis, it would 

appear that the C" ion, which can possess at most ..6.6eV 

excess energy, is not electronically excited in any of the 

processes observed in this work. 



Negative jon formation in 

Ji2S gas alone Was leaked into the spectrometer (low 

pressures always being employed) and the negative ions formed 

at low energies were observed. Assignment of fragment ions 

to the various peaks observed, was in each case, confirmed by 

noting the ions formed from a gas mixture of SF6 and 

Since the velocity of each species is inversely proportional 

to the square root of its mass (i.e. v " 	4)9 the time 

taken to reach the electron multiplier will be longer for a 

heavier ion, and as already mentioned, there is a linear 

relationship between flight-time and corresponding position 

on the chart paper, the displacement along the chart paper 

may therefore be regarded as a time axis. It two ions, e.g. 

and Sr,are identified, their respective displacements 

can be measured along the chart paper. The reference point 

from which the displacement is measured, is usually that 

corresponding to time equal to zero i.e. at the time origin 

of the gating pulse and oscilloscope sweep. This method of 

spectrum assignment has been outlined in Chapter Ill where 

it was found experimentally that the displacement along the 

chart paper was linearly related to 	where M is the masts 

of the ion the position of rhich is being noted. 

For H23e ion peeks were observed at:' 

rn/s (-N) 
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Ions were formed using electrons of nominal energy .70eV. 

By using such a high electron energy, many electrons will 

lose part of their energy and attain the energy appropriate 

for a given ion formation. 

The peak at rn/s a 81 was the most intense and according 

to the method described above, this ion was assigned to the 

species 8 SeH" where 80 represents the atomic mass of this 

particular Se isotope. 

Assignment to the other peaks was as follows:-' 

a.a.u) 

83 82SeiC' 

81 803.}C' (most intense) 

80 so So(very little) 

79 

78 

77 

a species assignment was confirmed by considering the 

naturally occurring isotopes of Se, i.e.:- 

rnle(a.m.u) 	Natur4y occurring abundaxzce (4) 

74 	 0.87 

76 	 9.02 

77 	 7.58 

78 	 23.52 

79 

80 	 49,82 

82 	 9.19 

From the above values, the ratio of isotope rn/s - 78 to 

isotope rn/s - 77 is 3.10  that of 80 to 78 2.10  and 

similarly that of 82 to 77 1.2. In the following text 



these ratios are referred to as literature values. 

Assuming the spectrum and species assignment are 

correct, and that resolution to 1 a.ni.ue is achieved (this 

is a valid approximation as the peaks were well separated and 

no over-lapping was observed even for maximum gate width), 

the spectrum was slowly scanned, peak heights for various 

ions were measured over a series of similar runs and certain 

peak height ratios evaluated. 

Fig. 4.4 shows a typical sample of the negative ion 

spectrum of H23e. Taking the peak at rn/a a 79 as being due 

to 78 .kC and that at We • 78 due to 77SoIry the ratio of 

the heights is found to be .3.7 (cf. literature value 3.1). 

Similarly the ratio of the peak height at rn/a - 81 

(due to so  Self") to that at rn/a * 79 (due to 78S&fl is found 

to be .2.0 (of* literature value .2.1), and peak height at 

rn/a a 83 (due to 82 .t) to that at rn/a n 78 (due to 77Se) 

Is found experimentally to be .1.0 (cf. literature value ..1.2). 

This procedure provides confirmation of the spectrum 

assignment. 

Since 80So  is the most abundant naturally occurring 

isotope, and Se formation is practically negligible in 

comparison to SeH formation (almost a factor of 50 less in 

magnitude), the contribution at the ion peak corresponding to 

''1Se (isotope rn/a • i+l) to that of i}(h1 can virtually be 

ignored. 





H2Se gas with no added calibrant was initially used to 

ascertain primarily the number of Ce and HSC (written before 

as 1SeH for clarity) ions formed at energies less than 20eV. 

Fig. 4.5 shows the 'three peaks that were observed for S970  

formation while Fig. 4.6 shows the one peak mhIch was observed 

for HS97  formation. No higher energy peaks were observed for 

formation of HSe'. 

The lowest energy $e ion resonance maximised at the 

same energy as did the HSe ion resonance but the intensity 

of the kLSe peak to the Zepeak was approximately 50:11. 

From the raw data shown in Fig. 4.5 it is evident that 

the highest energy Se resonance is approximately 5 times more 

intense than the lowest energy resonance. 

The S peak lying intermediate in energy had a low 

intensity around one halt that of the lowest energy resonance 

and the ion signal was so small that accurate measurements 

of its intensity could not be made from the raw data such as 

shown in the figure. 

Meagmmsal  09, 
A gas mixture of H2S and He where the relative amount 

of each gaseous component is known, was used to determine the 

dissociative electron capture cross-'section for HSe formation 

using the cross-section for HS formation as calibrent., 

Several ionisation efficiency runs for each ion were obtained 

by a method previously described and the cross—section for 

HSe7 formation evaluated. The experiment was repeated using 

a gas mixture where the relative amount of each gaseous 
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component was different, and the value obtained for the dis-

sociative cross-section for HSe formation was in good agree-

ment with the first result. 

As was mentioned in a previous chapter, the electron 

multiplier may exhibit different sensitivitee to different 

species by way of mass discrimination. Electron multiplier 

sensitivities towards positively charged atoms have been 

discussed87  and used directly in this study for calculation 

of relative cross-sections when two very different ion masses 

were involved (e.g. HS' and HSe) • By adopting the quoted 

sensitivites in this particular work, several assumptions 

are being made:- 

The electron multiplier used here behaves in a conventional 

wanner, i.e. analogous to that used by other workers. 

The sensitivity of that same multiplier with respect to 

a negatively charged species is the same or very nearly the 

same, as to its positively charged counterpart, e.ge S7 as 

opposed to S. 

The sensitivity towards molecular species where the mass 

of the molecule exceeds that of the atom by one atomic mass 

unit and where the atomic number of the molecule exceeds that 

of the atom by one unit, does not vary to any great extent. 

This statement is equivalent to assuming that the electron 

multiplier sensitivity is the same for FITe and Ti' or RSe 

and Se. In the light of these assumptions, cross-sections 

when evaluated, are quoted for both cases, namely, including 

and excluding the multiplier sensitivity factor. 

It must be stressed at this point that as well as the 

possibility of a mass discrimination being present, there 
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may be two other factors affecting the collection efficiency 

and hence leading to erroneous estimations of negative ion 

intensities. 

The first of these factors is the possibility of a dis-

criminating effect of the ton optics with respect to ions of 

different kinetic energies. However in spite of the large 

amounts of excess energy released in several of the negative 

ion formation processes it has been shown that the resulting 

fragment hydrogen atom or molecule will carry off most of this 

energy and hence the kinetic energy of the heavy negative 

ions being studied will not differ greatly from one species 

to another. 

The second factor is that of a signal attenuation due 

to gas pressures used in the experiments. As Will be shown 

in a later chapter, above a certain gas pressure, the negative 

ion signal begins to decrease due to background gas molecules 

colliding with the negative ions being studied and in doing so, 

effectively 'knocking' the negative ions off course so that 

an attentuated signal is monitored. 

The combination of these effects is probably the under-

lying reason why intensities of the seine species but measured 

under different conditions vary by approximately a factor of 

4 which in view of the marked trends observed and quoted 

later is not a serious error. 

It should also be noted that in using the dissociative 

electron capture crosa'aection for RS formation as a calibrant 

from which relative cross-'eectiona could be measured, 

- 1.7 x 10 8  cme is in fact the value quoted for a 

very monoenez'getic beam of electrons at the peak energy. 
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Since ion intensities obtained in the present work are 

essentially the summation of intensities over the resonance 

energy as described in Chapter III, use of the literature 

value for 	will lead to calculated values of total 

cross-sections which are slightly less than the true values. 

Once the cross-section for He formation had been 

established, it was in turn used to calculate the relative 

cross-sections for the 5e resonances. However the cross—

section for formation of lowest energy e resonance was used 

as an internal calibrant for the intermediate energy Se" 

resonance (i.3ev higher in energy) as this resonance was of 

very low intensity. In all cases several ionisation 

efficiency runs were performed. 

Appearance potentials for all of the ions concerned were 

obtained by using both the SF ion and the HS7  ion as 

calibrants. All of the resonances were narrow compared to 

that of the HS" ion, actual widths being tabulated in 

Table 4.XI which is presented towards the end of this chapter. 

Appearance potentials obtained using both calibranta were 

very consistent and the average value for each ion was taken 

as the 'true' value. This average value was reproducible 

to within 0.2eV. 
OM 

A table of the results obtained for the ions formed at 

low energy from R2Se is given below (Table 4.IV). 
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TABLE 4.IV 

SPECIE"-. 	P.(eV)+O.2 	C1DA(cm2) 	D.A.(cm2 ) 
Including multiplier 
sensitivity factor 
(relative to 

Se 	1.5 	3.1 x10 19 	4.3 x 10-19.  

4.5 0.9 x 	-19  1.2 x 10-19  

7.8 1.3 x 10-18 1.8 x 10 18  

HSe 	1.5 13 1017 -17 1.8 x lO 

Assuming bond energies to be those already estimated for 

H23e -+ i-iSe + H and HSe 	) H + So, the excess energy 

involved in each ion formation process can be calculated 

from a knowledge of the appearance potential and the 

electron affinity, 

e.g. AP(HSe) 	D.E.(H-.SeH) - E.A.(}lSe) + 

For the HSe ion formed at 1.5ev.  77, W. amounts to 0.3eV 1 1  
while for the Se ions formed at 1.5,  4.5 and 7.8eV, 

amounts to 1.39  4.3 and 7.ceV respectively. In the 

latter two cases, there is sufficient energy to dissociate 

the hydrogen molecule. 

If all of the excess energy is involved in kinetic 

energy of the fragments then it has already been indicated 

that the hydrogen atom and molecule are very efficient in 
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removing the major part of any kinetic energy so that the 

kinetic energy associated with the heavy ion is virtually 

zero. 

At the low pressures employed, it was found that all 

of the ions formed from H28e were primary ions. 
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&tjve ior oritiQ iXJ 

triatouic io1ecule of the fourth member of the 

Group VI elements namely 112Th, proved much more diCticult 

to handle as it was toxic, very unstable with respect to d.—

compoait.tou, and, as we were later to discover, very obnoxious 

to both the filament and electron and ion drawout grids. 

In the present work, il2Te was kept trapped down by a 

slush of n.'prcpyl alcohol and liquid nitrogen, end, at this 

low temperature, a small pressure of the gas wider study could 

e obtained and leaked directly into the  spectrometer* 6Uch 

a flow system was necessary as i 2Te readily decomposes at room 

temperature and this would have led to false results. 

Pure H2  To gas was leaked into the spectrometer to 

register a very low pressure (".8 x 10 torr) • The negative 

ions Lormed at "'5eV are shown in Fig. 4.7. The assignment 

of the spectrum using SF and SF as calibrants was identical 

In method to that of the kI2Se negative ion spectrum and was 

also confirmed by considering the naturally occurring isotopes 

of To i.e.:— 

(a,m.u) tura 	ccwrin &=.99M.6 () 

120 	 0.09 

122 	 2.43 

123 0.85 

124 4.59 

125 6.97 

126 	 18.71 

128 	 31.85 

130 	 34.51 





Calibration of the spectrum with Srf and 3F allowed various 

rn/s values to be calculated and actual ion assignment was 

established by comparing experimental peak height ratios 

with literature isotope ratios. The spectrum assignment 

was concluded to be:- 

(a.m.u.) AggijMedjpecieg 

131 l3O.. 

130 

129 128TeIc 

128 128Te 

127 126'r&r 
126 126Te' (+ 125TeFC) 

From the raw data, it is obvious that the intensity of the 

Te ion is approximately three times as great as that of 

the HTe ion. 

Measurement of relative cross-seQtionp 

The dissociative electron capture cross-section deter-

mined for Me" formation was used as a calibrant for 

estimating relative cross-sections for To and HTe'ft  formation. 

However a gas mixture of H2Te and ff23e was not made in the 

usual manner. The technique applied, involved monitoring 

the HTe" ion as a function of energy without any calibrant 

gas present and then admitting H2Se to register the same 

pressure as H2Te on the Penning gauge (this assumes the 

Petrn4 rig gauge exhibits similar eensitivis to both gases 

but using the same pressure for both, corrects for any error 

in pressure reading due to non-linearity in the Penning scale). 
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An ionisation efficiency run was then performed for H3e. 

everal runs were obtained for each ion and an average 

obtained from which the dissociative electron capture cross-

section for kiTe formation could be evaluated. 

In a similar fashion this same cross-section was 

evaluated using the HS ion as calibrant. The results 

obtained were very consistent varying no more then by a factor 

of two. 

The cross-section for e formation was obtained from a 

direct comparison with the HSe ion intensity in the same way 

as described for iTe and also from the measured TeHTe peak 

ratio. 

Only one ion peak for Te7 was observed as a function of 

energy compared with three for S97  and 3. Also, in the 

case of H21e, the Te7 ion is more intense than the HTe ion 

while the reverse is true for H2Se and H2S. 

was used to calibrate the electron energy scale and 

thereby allow the appearance potentials of Te' and HTe7 to be 

accurately measured. SF6  gas, (<1 torr) was stored in the 

eitpsnsion reservoir, li2Te was externally leaked into the 

system, the expansion reservoir opened slightly and the 

resulting gas mixture admitted to the spectrometer. By using 

initially less than 1 tori' SF6  and txpandfiig, meant that very 

low total pressures of the gas mixture could be obtained. 

A run of ion intensity as a function of energy was obtained 

for ions HTe, To**  and SOrg. Bach run was repeated several 

times to obtain an average plot which was then deconvoluted 

according to the method already described. Figs. 4.8 - 4,13 
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illustrate typical observations and it is obvious how decon-

volution partially reduces the electron energy distribution. 

The energy scale may be established by taking the 	ion 

onset at 0eV, and calibrating with respect to this onset. 

The peak widths of both Te and HTe resonances were 

of the same order as the 6FZresonance peak width itself. 

As the latter merely reflects the electron energy distribution 

remaining after deconvolution, it is apparent that both the 

Te and HTe resonances do likewise. 

In the same sway as Se7  and He ions, both To-  and HTe 

were observed to be primary ions over the low pressure 

range employed. 

Table 4.V lists the results obtained for low energy 

negative ion formation in Me. 

ABLE 4.V 

LPECIE: 	A.P.(eV) +0.2 	
17D.A, (ciii') 	(cm') l.A. 

including multi-
plier sensitivity 
factor (relative 

to s ) 

2 • 2 	1.3 x 10 	1 • 6 x 

MTe 	1.8 	5.1 x 1616 	6.1 x 10 6  

If an electron affinity of 2.OeV is assumed for UTo, the 

excess energy can be calculated for the processes leading to 

Te and tiTer formation since the electron affinity of To is 

known, bond energies may be estimated from thermodynamic data 

and the appearance potentials are what we have experimentally 

measured. 



e.g. A.P.(Te) a B1 +B2  - E.A.(Te) - D.E.(HiH) + 

where the notations used in the above equation have their 

usual meaning. 	ubstitution of the various values involved, 

leads to an excess energy of approximately 0.9eV in the 

case of kiTe formation and 2.9eV in the case of T*7  formation, 

Since the excess energy for those low energy processes 

resulting in formation of Te, }iTe, 6er and MSe is larger 

than that for S7 and HS', it can be assumed that H2Te7  and 

A269 - are initially formed at an energy which is as much as 

eV above the dissociation limit. The significance of such 

a conclusion will perhaps be realised when mechanisms are 

presented in order to explain the observed results* 

j5r of preliminary worrn 

Before proceeding with the discussion of any further 

experiments, it is worthwhile at this stage to briefly 

consider the results already established from the present 

studies on 	d2 e and A2T9 as it was these results that 

initiated investigation in negative ion formation for other 

molecules. Only the lowest energy resonances will be considered 

here, as formation of S and 1-47 at higher energies are almost 

certainly via electron-excited states of the neutral molecule. 

The latter type of mechanism has already been described in 

principle, and in the present study, ions formed at these 

high energies invoked such a large amount of excess energy 

that assignment of the mode or degree of excitation of the 

products was purely speculative. 



However the low energy negative ion resonances for 

all the molecules studied may be assumed to be of the same 

type as they all occur at approximately the seine electron 

energy. Mechanisms for the initial formation and subsequent 

dissociation of the parent negative ion 411 be presented at 

a later stage. 

Table 4.VI lists the dissociative electron capture 

cross—section for formation of the various species at low 

energy. 

T;WLL 4, VI 

CIE3 A.P.(eV)±Q.2 ODA(ca) 
including multiplier 
sensitivity factor 
(relative to S, ) 

ir 20 1.4 x 10720  

HS7 1.6 1.7 x 10718  

Se7 1.5 4.3 x 10 -19 

Hse7 1.5 1.8 x 10 

Te 2.2 1.6 x 10-15  

1.8 6.1 x 1016 

Assuming that the W ion formation is negligible 110  at low 

energies, the total electron capture cross—section at these 

energies may be estimated approximately from the two 

individual dissociative electron capture cross—sections, i.e. 

1.7 x 10 8cm' 

GCAPTURO) 	1.8 x 10 7cm 

crui(H2Te) 	2.2 x 105cm 
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It it; evident from the above values that 

CF2 	is 'i.00O:lO:l. 

The increase in the dissociative cross-section for f 

follows a similar trend, i.e. crD.A.  (Te): i.A.  (e):o A.(s) 

is ,105:3xlO:l. 	4milar1y D ,.A. (HTe): 7D.4 . (HSe):c, 	(HS) 

is 3 x 102:10:1. 

In brief, (T increases from H2S -k 	. Se - HTe and the 

actual resonance widths themselves become very narrow until 

as in the case of To and HTe7 formation at low energy, the 

widths are comparable to that of SF and exhibit similar 

vertical onsets. 

It is interesting to note also the relative cross-.sections 

for the negative ion fragments formed for each molecule namely 

where X represents the S, Se or To atom. 

For X equal to S. this ratio is = 1:100, for X equal to Se 

the ratio is = 1:40 while for X equal to To. the ratio is 

is 1:4 x 10. Here again is a noticeable trend in that 

once the parent ion is formed, dissociation via the potential 

surface leading to f' + H2  becomes increasingly more 

favourable. 

In each case, dissociation via the most favourable 

route infers an increasing amount of excess energy e.g. for 

}iS' formation, j W I = 0.0eV, for MSe formation 	0,36V 

while for the preferred TWO  formation, 	2.9eV. 

The contours of the potential surfaces for a negative 

triatontic molecular ion allowing for dissociation via all 

possible channels may be quite complex and will invariably 

differ for different molecular ions, but over the Franck-

Condon region, H2Te dissociation into Te + H2  is preferable 
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to dissociation into HTe + He  

An increase in the dissociative electron capture cross—

section for HCl, HBr and HI has been obserred and 

attributed basically to the energy dependence of the cross— 

section, 94 

roas

section.94  All of the halide ions are formed at <1 eV (1 

virtually at 0eV) and are almost certainly examples of L"wsve 

resonances, since the angular momentum quantum number 

associated with an S-wave electron is zero, the magnitude 

of the electron capture cross—section will be very sensitive 

to the velocity of the electron as is the case for the hydrogen 

halides. 
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Negative ion formation in the isoelectronic group V 

polyatomic molecules namely H.X where X is N, P or As has 

been etudiedhluulZ  and NH3  is analogous to H20 in that ions 

are not formed at low energies. The authors of reference 112 

observed both PFF and PH ions from PH3  at low energy and AsW 

and Asfr, from AsH3. According to these authors, k7 D.A. was  
slightly greater for AsH3  than for PH 3*  As the next sot of 

experiments in the present study involved use of the dis-

sociative electron capture cross-.section for formation of 

PIC as calibrant, negative ion formation in PH3  gas was 

studied on the present spectrometer so that a comparison 

with the literature results could be made. 

A gas mixture of PH and SF()  was made and the negative 

ion spectrum at Low energy was assigned in the usual manner. 

PFC was the most abundant ion formed from PH3  with PH being 

weaker. After the spectrum had been assigned, the Sre ion 

was employed as an energy calibrant and the appearance 

potential of the PIC ion was determined. Experimentally 

this involved monitoring the negative ion signal as a 

function of electron energy. For both Sre and PH, such a 

scan was repeated several times and an average scan obtained 

which was consequently deconvoluted in accordance with the 

usual procedure. 

Taking the Sr,onset as '0.00, the appearance potential 

for PIC was found to be 2.OeV with the ion signal maximising 

at ''2. 3eV 	This is in good agreement with the literature 

value of 2.3eV for the appearance potential of PH. 

was also observed e erimentally at an energy "3eV 
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higher than the lowest energy onset but had a Cross—section 

for formation that was about a factor of two less than that 

of lowest energy resonance. These observations served as 

a further chock on the reliability of the present set—up as 

they are in accordance with literature observations.112 
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Iegativp ion Ionnation in bki3  

ince a small increase in the dissociative electron 

capture cross-section has been observed 1  fromPa 3 	30  —+ 

negative ion formation in the polyatomic molecule 3bH3  seemed 

the next logical study to be undertaken. The same problems 

in handling SbH3  were encountered as for H2Te and the ion source 

as subject to considerable contamination and filament erosion. 

bH was externally trapped down by a slush of npentane 

The vapour pressure of this liquid 

SbFi allowed low pressure studies to be carried out before 

decomposition rendered the results meaningless. A negative 

ion spectrum of the pure gas (i.e. with no added calibrent) 

was obtained for an electron energy -70eV. At this energy, 

four ion peaks were observed. The first and third peaks 

exhibited maxima at nominal electron energies 1V6.0eV and 

1.7eV while the second and fourth reached maximum intensity 

for an electron energy #1.7eV. For the same ion, the ratio 

of the peak intensities at 6.0eV and 1.7eV was approximately 

2;1. 

Assignment of the negative ion spectrum was achieved 

in the usual manner using sF6  which in this case, was 

admitted (to a very low pressure) from the isolation reservoir 

in the inlet system, while SbH3  Was leaked directly into the 

spectrometer. 

Fig. 4.14 shows part of the typical spectrum measured 

from an arbitrary time with ion species assigned to various 

m/e values the latter established by use of the SF Bnd SF 

ions as calibrants. 

Table 4. VII below quotes the results obtained from the 
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preliminary experiments. 

TLE 4.1(11 
- 

	
-- 

(eV) 
(uncorrected) FOR I(4 	m/e(a.m.u.) 

-6.0O and 1.7 	 12 	 12l. 

1.7 123 

6.0 	and 	1.7 124 1233bIi 

1.7 125 123SbH 

The isotopic ratio (referred to as literature ratio in text) 

of 1 Sb:1'3Sb in naturally occurring Sb is 57.2:42.7 i.e. 

.1.4:1. From the low energy negative ion spectrum assuming 

the above assignment, this same ratio should be obtained by 

observing the intensity of the 121sb1C resonance and the 

13SbS resonance. Comparing these intensities, yields a 

ratio of 12I 1.6:1. Similarly; 121.SbIC intensity: 

3SbH intensity yields a ratio l.8:1. Such agreement 

with the literature ratio, confirms the species assignment of 

the spectrum. 

Since the rez data of the preliminary experiments showed 

that SbH3  formed negative ions at low energies, the consequent 

aim was to investigate the ma=ltude of the dissociative 

electron capture cross-section for formation of the various 

ions. 

The dissociative cross-section for PH formation quoted112 
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to be .4 x 10 -16  cmII at low energy was used as calibrant from 

which relative cross-sections could be estimated. However a 

negative ion spectrum obtained from a gas mixture of PH3  

and SF6  (pressure ratio "'lOO:l) was necessary so that 

identification of the relevant calibrant ion formed from PH5  

could be readily established using theion as both in/a 

and energy calibrant. Coe the low energy PH ion had thus 

been located, the PH ion signal was monitored as a function 

of electron energy. From Fig. 4.15(c) which .showa the raw 

data obtained from such an experiment, it is virtually self-

explanatory why Sr--was required to identify the correct (i.e. 

lowest-energy) PFC ion since both PIC ion peaks have a die-. 

sociative cross-section for formation of the same order of 

magnitude. As already mentioned this is in good agreement 

with independently quoted results. 2  

Noesurement of relative cross-sections 

SbH3  was externally trapped down by a slush of npentane 

and admitted to the spectrometer in the 

usual manner. Both SbH and the two peaks for Sb}C were 

monitored as functions of energy as shown in Figs. 4.1(a) 

and (b). (From these rune on the SbIC and 3bH ions 

relative appearance potentials were obtained which would serve 

as an internal check when  accurate measurements were later 

taken). The technique adopted here is the same as that for 

the experiment which allowed cross-sections in N2Te to be 

calculated using the cross-section for HSe' as calibrant. 

In estimating the dissociative electron capture cross-section 

for formation of SbH and SbIC from this experiment where the 
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cross-section for PIC formation was employed as calibrant, it 

was necessary to assume the Penning gauge sensitivity was not 

substantially different for the species concerned. such 

an assumption is unlikely to cause an error greater than a 

factor of 4 in determination of the cross-section and from 

the previous work done on the H2X series, such a factor is 

basically the limit of our experimental reproducibility. 

The dissociative cross-section for formation of Sb 

in the experiment outlined was calculated from the usual 

formulaz - 

'b 	PH-. 	I.A.(3 P) 
Is 	 X;;7

':b) 	_) 	x CYDOAO 

where 	is the intensity of the ion signal due to X, P XH 3 
is the pressure of gas iJi 3 s I.A.(ZX) is the isotopic abundance 

of X with atomic mass Z. and I.S.(Xki) is the integrator 

sensitivity towards species XH. 

The above expression omits the differing electron 

multiplier sensitivities towards the different species. From 

the quoted87  values for these sensitivities, the cross-section 

obtained from the above formula must be multiplied by a 

factor of awl. 9 to account for this discrimination, 

Included in Table 4.VIII are the dissociative electron 

capture cross-sections determined in the usual manners 

Leconvolution of the data obtained for -;)' biC and 5biC yielded 

relative appearance potentials and peak maximum energies which 

are listed respectively in columns 4 and 5 of the table given 

below. 



JLI 4.YII 

A.P.(eV)±0.2 ENERGY OF 'i A 	OF (00)  
(uncorrected) 	 'D.A. including multi- 

(cm*)  (cm') plier en'itivty 
(relative to P") 

SbEI 	1.5 	2.0 1.6x1O6 3lQ16 

SbH 	1.5 	2.0 	1.9  '107 3.6x107 

	

5.6 	6.1 3.7xlO 7  7.lx1O 7  

The widths at half-height of the negative ion resonances for 

SbH, SbH (low energy) and SbIr (high energy) were a 0.5eV, 

0,5eV and 0.7eV respectively. Again, these resonances are 

very narrow and resemble those of HTe7 and Te. 

A determination of the accurate appearance potentials 

of the bkr2  and SbH ions was achieved using the 2;',FF60  ion 

from SF6  as an energy calibrant. SF5  gas was stored in the 

isolation reservoir and a very small pressure allowed to mix 

with the SbH3  gas flowing continuously into the system from 

its external trap. The total pressure of the resulting gas 

mixture was kept low and recorded on the Penning gauge. 

Several runs of the relevant ion intensity as a function of 

electron energy were performed and an average plot obtained 

in each case. Figs. 4.16 and 4.17 illustrate samples of the 

raw data and the average plots obtained before deconvolution. 

Alter deconvolution, and electron energy calibration 

using the SF onset to be 0.0eV, bH (low energy) was found 

to have an appearance potential of 0.9eV, maximising at 

3eV and having a resonance width of .0. 5eV at half-height. 

Following similar treatment, SbH2  had an appearance potential 
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Of awQ•  9eV, maximising at -1,30V  and having a resonance width 

of O. 5eV at half-height. The 	resonance itself after 

deconvolution had a width of -0.5eV at half-height so that 

it may be concluded that the low energy resonances for Sb1 

and SWC have energy onsets .0.9eV maximising at -1-30V with 

widths comparable to that of the SF resonance. SbH exhibits 

another resonance at -5.0eV maximising at -5,,50V with a width 

at half height -0.7eV. The cross-section for formation for 

this high energy species is approximately twice that of the 

lower energy. 

As with the h2X series, cross-sections for dissociative 

electron capture portrayed a marked increase of approximately 

two orders of magnitude for PH3  - bH3. 

Before presenting a final tabulation of the results 

established in the investigation, a check on the literature 

values for the dissociative cross-sections for formation of 

and PH was carried out. The latter two ions were used 

as calibrants in relative cross-section determinations and to 

provide a Lair comparison of the recently established results, 

it was essential that the cross-section for the calibrent 

ions should be measured on this apparatus. The dissociative 

cross-sections used in the calibration were:- 

17 x lO"18  cm' 

40 x io-.18 

giving a ratio of aDA(PH);aflA (Hs ) = 2.4:1 (Ion inten-

sities being measured at the peak energy). 

The Crion formed from CO at 9.6eV with a cross-section 

as 2.2 x 10719  cm' is well astabUshe °and if this value for 
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the cross-section is assumed, theoretically it should be 

possible to measure the dissociative cross-sections for HS 

and PFç In relation to that for 0 formation. 

inattQr of CrQ 	ectjo for 	ar4 PIT- jeaed 

relatLve to that for 0 formation 

A gas mixture of r12  and CO was prepared and the HS 

and 0 ions were monitored as a function of energy as shown 

in Fig. 4.18(b). The dissociative electron capture croaz' 

section for HS was calculated in the usual manner. Two 

different gas mixtures were employed and several runs for 

each ion were obtained. Over the series of runs, cT  (HS) 

calculated from aDA (0') ranged in magnitude from 

.3.0 x 10 8  cni3  to -7.0 x lO 	cm3  in the extremes, giving 

an average value of -4.9 x 1071'a cm. Accounting for the 

electron multiplier sensitivity, upgraded this value to 

^00*6 x lO 	cni • (Cf. literature value of 1.7 x 10 18  cmi ). 

A similar set of experiments was carried out for a gas 

mixture of PH3  and CC), the PH and O ions being monitored 

as functions of electron energy. A typical run is illustrated 

In Fig. 4.13(a). In a similar fashion as for the H2S/CO 

mixture, different gas pressures were employed and several 

runs for each ion were obtained.aD.A.(P)  calculated in 

this way ranged from 5.0 x io19 cm to 9.0 x 10719  cm3  in 

the extremes giving an average value of '7.1 x io1hh19  cm and 

-9.4 x io' 	cm3  when the electron multiplier sensitivity is 

taken into account. (of. literature value of -4 x 10 	cm?). 

4 
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From the two foregoing sets of experiments, it would 

appear that the dissociative cross-section for formation of 

He" is larger than that reported in the literature while the 

dissociative cross-section for formation of PIç is less than 

the literature value. It should perhaps be noted that the 

cross-section for Hr measured on this apparatus would be 

expected to be larger than the quoted value of dw1.7x108cm 

since the quantity measured here is essentially 	(total) 

over the resonance width. 

A further check on the magnitude of the relative 

cross-sections for the two ions, PIC and H8, was achieved 

using pure PH3  and pure H28 gas (i • a. no added calibrent). 

The pressure of each gas dealt with separately, was read on 

the Penning gauge assuming the latter displayed equal 

sensitivity to each species. By measuring the intensity 

of the ion peak and noting the gas pressure over a series of 

rrnz, the ratio aDA(HS)sc,A(PIc)  could be estimated. 

Three runs were in fact performed for each ion and ffD.A,  (1) 

was calculated to be a factor of 10 greater than 	(PHi). 

This is in good agreement with the ratio 

7:1 obtained from independent 

measurements involving Q/C0. 

Although there is a slight discrepancy between the 

values of the dissociative electron capture cross-section 

for H8 and P11 determined in the present work and those 

reported in the literature, the magnitude of the discrepancy 

existing for each (being approximately a factor of 4)9  my 

well define the accuracy with which cross-sections can be 

evaluated. 
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The cross-sections which are included in Table 4. IX 

have been corrected in accordance with the measured a 	(H8) 

and aDA  (Piç). However the trend of a increasing both 

aCrOSS and down this part of the periodic table, is only 

strengthened by making this correction. 

TABLE 4.IX 

in[uding 
SPECIES A. P. (eV )j0. 2 	a A (cm) 	A (cm' )multiplier 

sensitivity 
where 

Pr 2.1 3.6 x: 10 19  4.7 x 10715  
P}r 2.0 7.1 , 9.4 x: 10719 

AaS' 2.0 3.0 x 10718  
Asic 2.0 6.0 x 1018 
SbH 0.9 3. 4. x 10" 5 x 
SbH 0.9 x 10""' '5  13  x 10-17 

S" 2.0 4.1 x 107 
PO 54 x 1020 

1.6 4.9 x x 10-111  
Se 1.5 1O"19  x 1O 
HSe 1.5 31 x 10 17  a.2..  -17  10 
To"  2.2 3.9 10' x 
HTO 1.8 15 
Cr 

 10 15 1.9 x 10-15 

0.63 1.95 x io17 

Br"' 0.11 2.70 x 10716 

0.0 230 x 10 -14 

(For completion, the dissociative cross-section for PIC as 

determined previously112  was corrected in accordance with 

the cross-section measured experimentally in this work for 

Assuming the ions formed (and quoted in Table 4.IX) 

from their corresponding neutral molecules are the most 

abundant, the total electron capture cross-section at low 

energies can be approximately estimated. 
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Table 4.X shows this total electron capture cross-

section, the multiplier sensitivity being considered 

where relevant. 

TABLE 4.X am 

MOLECULAR C?CAP(CD1)  MOLECULAR  aCAP)  MOLECULAR crC  TON 	 ION 	 ION  

PH 	1.4 x lO1 	H2S 	6.6 x 10 8  HCl- 1.95 x 1017 

ASH 	9.0 x 10718  H23e 	x 	HBr 

Sb1r 	e.o x io 	H2Te 	x 10 15  

What is immediately Obvious from the above tabulation, is 

the tact that the total electron capture cross-section at low 

energies increases both down and across the fraction of the 

periodic table under study. 

The increase is especially marked in the heaviest ion 

species, i.e. 3bH, H2Te and H1. 

Table 4. XI is basically a tabulation of several 

features associated with the lowest energy ions monitored 

in the present work. These features include the appearance 

potential for ion formation, the dissociative electron 

capture cross-section and the excess energy involved in the 

process. The latter is calculated only where the electron 

affinity of the species is known and its accuracy is essentially 

Limited by that of the appearance potential. Resonance 

widths at half-height are also quoted in the final column of 

the table. 

2.70 x 1616 

2.30 x io14 
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TABLE L.  XI 

jPECIES A.P.eV, 

- 

0 D.A. 

-- 

'D.A. W (eV) 
Resonance 
width at 

(cm) (cm') half—height 
including (eV) 
multiplier 
sensitivity 

2.0 4.lxlO'20 54020 0.9 0.71,0.2 

1.6  4. 9xlO'8 içl8 1 • 10. 1 

S07  1.5 3xOt O.0.1 

HSe7 1.5 WLO :-icr 0.3 0.7+0.1 

To 2.2 3 >i0 15  SdO 5  2.9 0.5±0.1 

MTe 1.8 x1O,15   t:d0 15  0.9 0.5±0.1 

PH 2.0 7.ixlO 9  ).4x].0 9  0.5±0.1 
SbIr 0.9 jixl0" 5Q18 0.510.1 

SbH 0.9 2xl07 53017 0.50.1 

The width of the Sr6  resonance was ..0.5±0,leV measured 

at half-height and this is essentially the electron energy 

distribution remaining after deconvolution. As is evident 

from the above table, several of the negative ion resonances 

exhibit such a width, and in general, resonance widths 

determined experimentally decrease with increasing ion mass. 
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pIcjIONQ, .?QBLE 	INS INVOLVED IN, QiE 1çTRQN. 

çAPTWE PROCESS AT LOW 1ERGY 

Basically three limiting models will be considered in 

an attempt to explain the trend observed in the magnitude of 

the cross-section going down the series. 

1. Mechanism based 	ekectrion-excited state resonance 

A two-dimensional model for molecule H2  will be 

considered and for simplicity H2X is assumed to be in the 

v o vibrational level of the ground electronic state which 

is a singlet state. 

An electron of energy B1  (which is equivalent to the 

appearance potential of the ion) may excite an inner electron 

to an outer orbital and lose sufficient energy itself to 

remain trapped to the parent neutral for a very short length 

of time. Such a situation may be pictorially described in 

Fig. 4.19 where a low energy triplet state of the neutral 

lies not far above the ground state. 

Evidence for a low-lying triplet state of H20 has been 

suggested113  and discussed but it is still a matter of some 

doubt.114  Evidence on the triplet states of the other 

molecules studied in this work is not available and it is 

perhaps this lack of substantiating evidence which constitutes 

the main weakness of this mechanism. 

If low-lying triplet states do exist for the molecules 

in question then a transition frcnn ® -+® on the figure may 

be possible. 

Spectroscopically, singlet 19 triplet transitions are 
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'forbidden' for light molecules but become more 'allowed' for 

heavier molecules. Since electrons and not photons, provide 

the excitation mode here, the selection rules are somewhat 

different, and singlet '-+ triplet transitions have been 

obserrod. 3  If such transitions follow a trend similar to 

optical transitions, then it would be reasonable to assume 

that for the heavier R2Te molecule for example, if a low-lying 

triplet state did exist, then a singlet - triplet transition 

would be readily 'allowed'. 

It is interesting to note that the H ions formed from 

electron impact with 1120  at "5.5eV and "7.4eV and similarly 

Crions from 1120  onsetting at "5' 0EV, '7.5eV and "9 • 6ev 

coincide energetically with oaloulated105  triplet states of 

1120, namely the ¼, 3A2  and the 3A1  or 3B2. 

When the impinging electron of energy E-1  promotes an 

electron from the lb1  orbital of 1120  for example to the 

orbital, and in doing so excites the first triplet state of 

11200 the impinging electron 'sees' a net attractive force due 

to less electron screening of the nucleus. In this way the 

extra electron can bind temporarily to the neutral triplet 

state (point () on the diagram) to form H2X which can auto- 

detach by the reverse mechanism or if 	exists for a 

length of time on the same time scale as a nuclear vibration, 

then nuclear rearrangement may take place. If, for example 

a purely dissociating state of the parent negative ion 

crosses the pseudo-.triplet state at point 4 then, when the 

nuclei plus loosely attached electron are adjusting in the 

direction of increasing bond length a potential surface makes 

itself available beyond the cross-over point, so that the 

species breakart forming a negative ion plus neutral fragment 
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with an excess of energy shared between the species. 

Essentially, the triplet state is acting as an 

intermediate in the negative ion formation and the low energy 

route for break-up of the ion requires a 'non-adiabatic' 

transition from the 'pseudo-triplet-plus-electron' state 

to a pure H2( state. 

The width of the negative ion resonance would depend on 

the details of the }12X triplet potential and H2f potential. 

Indeed, it may be that if dissociation is to be the predominant 

process, the H2f curve must lie in the Franck-Condon region 

itself. Such a potential surface is indicated by the dashed 

curve on the diagram. 

The essential features of this mechanism which would 

render it possible for explaining the experimental results 

are:- 

Low-lying triplet states of the neutral molecule do exist 

at energies near to the observed negative ion resonances* 

This is probably the biggest assuuiption. 

Singlet -+ triplet transitions become increasingly allowed 

as the molecule increases in mass. This trend applies to 

optical spectroscopy and seems a reasonable assumption when 

dealing with electron-impact spectroscopy but it need not 

necessarily hold true. 

The electron must remain loosely bound to the pseudo.. 

triplet state for a time long enough to allow a 'non-adiabatic' 

transition to occur. If this were not the case, then auto-

detachment would dominate completely and no ions would be 

observed. 
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All of the higher energy resonances for the various 

ions studied will presumably proceed via an electron-excited 

type of mechanism but the lowest energy resonances may be 

interpreted in accordance with two other, slightly different 

mechanisms. 

2. M,cianism based on Dotentia]. barriers (shape resonances) 

In the interpretation of both this mechanism and the 

following, it is necessary to consider the dual nature of the 

electron, Both particle and wave-like properties are 

exhibited by an electron and a free electron may be represented 

by a plane wave which in turn can be decomposed into a set of 

partial waves each associated with the orbital angular 

momentum, /14 L +1) ti, where L is the orbital angular momentum 

quantum number. A detailed account of partial wave analysis 

can be found in most standard text books dealing with collision 

theory a relatively simple explanation being presented by 

Eisberg 5, therefore it is sufficient to state here that in 

certain cases which will be discussed, higher L values 

associated with the electron's angular momentum may become 

important and lead to the observed results. 

An electron incident on a neutral molecule will 

experience a long—range attractive potential resulting from 

induction forces, and as the electron molecule separation 

decreases a short-range repulsive potential is encountered. 

For H2X where XM S, Se or To a typical potential may 

be expressed as  i -where D and C are constants and R is 
R R 
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the electron molecule separation. The - term represents 

a typical repulsive potential for point centres of repulsion 

and becomes important for small R. while 	represents the 
Ft 

long-'range attractive potential resulting from the interaction 

between the charge of the electron, the polarisability of 

the molecule and the electron molecule separation. 

Since the total energy of the system will be conserved, 

the initial energy, which essentially equals the sum of the 

kinetic energy of the electron at infinity and the energy of 

the molecule assumed stationary at the centre of mass, may be 

expressed as:- 

ET
2 ~L(L+1) 	+ Ø(R)+V(R) ....eqn 4.3 

where p is the reduced mass of the system, g is the initial 

relative velocity of the particles, R is the distance between 

the particles and L is the orbital angular momentum quantum 

number. 

PFv- 
	represents the centrifugal potential energy 

asaocated with the orbital angular momentum and (R) is 

equivalent to 4 
Ft 

The tern, V(R), in eqn. 4.3 does not usually appear in 

a similar equation derived for an elastic atom-atom collision 

but since a reactive electron-molecule collision is being 

considered here, V(R) need not necessarily be zero. If V(R) 

is non-zero, then physically it represents the remaining 

energy (absorbed by the system) resulting from the residual 

angular momentum associated initially with the incident 



electron. This residual angular momentum arises because 

not all of the initial angular momentum need be absorbed by 

orbital angular momentum of the molecule. 

Let j L(L+l)ti + 0(a) 	Ø'(a), andtie -mv5  
3LR 	 C 

initial kinetic energy of the electron as the molecule is 

assumed stationary at the centre of mass. 

As R decreases, the kinetic energy of the incident 

electron at a given a is expressed as:-. 

iVR - 	ga - 0'(R).-v(R) .........*quo 4.4 

From eqn. 4.4, electron tunnelling is possible when Ø'(a) + 

v(R) >  g5. 

This is illustrated diagrammatically in Fig. 4.20. 

A computer program, details of which are given in the 

Appendix, was written so that for a given value of L, the 

centrifugal potential energy was evaluated as a function 

of R. 0 (a) was also calculated as a function of R, and 

the two terms added to produce the effective potential, 01 (R) 9  

experienced by the incident electron. 

The constants C and 1) were evaluated as follows:- 

At a certain value of R. namely Re', 0 (a) in the 

first approximation is virtually equal to the electron 

affinity of the molecule F 2X. It is assumed that this is 

the maximum attraction experienced by the electron. C and 

I) can therefore be expressed in terms of R and E.A.(H2X) 

the latter two quantities having values which are arbitrarily 

chosen. 

Figs. 4.22. illustrate typical potential barriers in 

0 1 (R) which ware produced for certain values of R and 
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E.A. (ii2x). Table 4. XII essentially tabulates the results 

obtained for the computation over a range of values for R" 

and E,A. The latter quantity was chosen never to exceed 

3eV as E.As of this magnitude are among the highest yet 

reported and the .A.(H2X) is probt1y less than this value. 

From the given table or intuitively and experimentally 

from the plots obtained, it is evident that there are optimum 

values of R, optimum in the sense that a) a potential barrier 

does exist, and b) the barrier is as high as possible. 

For Ft R )  no barriers were produced and the 

effective potential was purely repulsive while for 

Ft 	toptimum)' barrier heights gradually decreased 

asymptotically to zero. 

From Table 4.XII, maximum barrier heights were in the 

region of 1eV which is '0.5eV less than *ig5  (i.e. the 

observed ion appearance potential), This would imply that 

V(R) in eqn. 4.3 must be > 0.5eV. 

Physically, such a quantity of energy could be absorbed 

into vibrational energy of the molecule as the frequencies 

are such that only two quanta of vibrational energy are 

sufficient to absorb '0.5eV. 

The initial orbital angular momentum of the electron 

is transferred mainly into electronic orbital angular 

momentum of the molecule with any residual most likely going 

into rotational angular momentum of the molecule. 

When g3  V(R)  <0' (R), electron tunnelling may take 

place for suitable values of lipp,2 1 and 01(R), If the 

potential barrier is not too broad, the incident electron 

may penetrate into the attractive region where it becomes 
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TABLE 4.XII 
R(A°) E.A.(eV) E.E.(eV) BARRIER HEIGHT (eV) 

LO L1 L2 L3 L1 L*2 L=3 

1.30 1.52 2.67 3.75 2.0 	1.5 NO NO NO 
BARRIER BARRIER BARRIER 

1.30 1.56 2.70 3.78 2.0 	1.5 0.735 0.738 .0.77 

140 1.70 2.80 3.90 2.0 	1.5 0.500 0.623 0.667 

1.30 1.50 2.60 3.70 2.1 1.5 NO NO NO 
BARRIER BARRIER BARRIER 

1.30 1.52 2.68 3.76 2.1 1.5 NO 0.714 0.741 
1.30 1.53 2.67 3.75 2.1 1.5 BARRIER 

0.753 0.727 0.751 
1.30 1.53 2.69 3.77 2.1 1.5 0.753 0.702 0.732 
1.30 1.54 2.70 3.78 2.1 1.5 0.730 0.690 0.723 
1.30 165 2.75 3.85 2.1 1.5 0.537 0.635 0.665 

BARRIER BARRIER BARRIER 
1.20 1.44 2.48 3.60 2.3 1.5 NO NO 

BARRIER BARRIER 
1.20 1.45 2.53 3.59 2.3 1.5 NO 

BARRIER 0.828 

1.20 1.46 2.58 3.68 2.3 1.5 0.830 0.756 0.727 
1.20 1.50 2.70 3.75 2.3 1.5 0.732 0.618 0.669 
1.19 1.43 2.50 3.56 2.4 1.5 0.864 0.827 0.801 
1.19 1.44 2.49 3.54 2.4 1.5 0.836 0.842 0.822 
1.20 1.45 2.52 3.58 2.4 1.5 0.809 0.797 0.781 
1.18 1.31 2.37 3.37 2.8 1.5 NO 

B 0.866 0.845 
1.18 1.32 2.35 3.35 2.8 1.5 BiJMER 0.900 0.868 
1.18 1.33 2.28 3.27 2.8 1.5 0.986 No 

BARRIER 0.968 
1.18 1.33 2.29 3.29 2.8 1.5 0.986 1.015 0.942 
1.18 1.33 2.30 3.30 2.8 1.5 0.986 0.994 0.929 
1.18 1.33 2.31 3.31 2.8 1.5 0.986 0.973 0.916 
1.18 1.33 2.33 3.33 2.8 1.5 0.986 0.935 0.891 
1.18 1.33 2.34 3.34 2.8 1.5 0.986 0.917 0.880 
1.18 1.33 2.39 3.39 2.8 1.5 0.986 0.834 0.823 
1.18 1.33 2.39 3.39 2.9 1.5 0.941 0.800 0.790 
1.15 1.27 2.24 3.00 3.0 1.5 NO 

BARRIER 1.024 NO 
BARER 

1.15 1.28 2.23 3.17 NO 1.5 1.076 1.047 1.021 
1.18 1.29 2.26 3.20 3.0 1.5 1.037 0.984 0.978 
1.18 1931 2.28 3.24 3.0 1.5 0.965 0.946 0.925 
1.18 1.32 2.37 3.37 NO 1.5 0.934 0.797 0.779 
1.18 1.33 2.39 3.39 3.0 1.5 0.903 0.769 0.760 
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partially attached to the molecule FI2X and causes the 

molecular-ion to dissociate to produce the experimentally 

observed fragments. 

The large attachment cross-section observed for the 

heavy H2X species may be interpreted in the following ways- 

The addition of an extra electron to the ground state of 

the H2X molecule probably involves predominantly S -wave 

scattering where the electron encounters no potential barrier 

due to electronic orbital angular momentum, but the resulting 

shape resonance must arise from higher partial waves 

associated with the incident electron. 

For X increasing in size, more atomic orbitals of higher 

L values become available for accommodating the extra electron. 

The ease with which the electron penetrates the barrier 

depends on the width of the barrier, i.e. if the barrier is 

narrow, the attachment cross-section is large but auto-

detachment is equally fast. However dissociation competes 

with autodetacbment and fragment ions will be observed if 

dissociation is more rapid than, or does at least compete 

significantly with autodetacbment. 

The very narrow widths of the TC and HTe7  resonances 

may be the direct consequence of electron penetration being 

possible over a very limited energy range probably centred 

around the top of the barrier. From the computations, the 

d(L.i2) and f(L3) wave barriers were fairly broad and 

electron penetration may be significant only over a narrow 

energy band. Once through the barrier, the electron becomes 

weakly bound to the H2X molecule probably in a high 

vibrational level and the molecular ion dissociates. 
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A schematic diagram of this process is illustrated by 

Fig. 4.22, and along with the computations several of which 

are represented by Figs. 4.21, it is not unreasonable to 

presume electron penetration being possible in the case of 

high angular momentum barriers. 

However several basic assumptions have been made and 

are listed below:— 

The electronic orbitals associated with H 2 are actually 

molecular orbitals but in the case of a heavy central atom X, 

the vacant orbitals for H 2 may be considered to be virtually 

the same as the vacant atomic orbitals for the atom X. For 

X representing Teo  these orbitals are the 6s, 6p, 5d and 4f. 

The H2X'-electron potential as a function of R (as 

illustrated in Fig. 4.22) is represented in two dimensions 

analogous to that of an electron-atom interaction. By such 

a representation, it is assumed that for the heavier species, 

the hydrogen atoms act as satellites and do not greatly 

influence 	the central atom. 

The various atomic orbitals of the X atom may overlap 

and produce a 'combination' orbital. The model described 

in the text however treats such atomic orbitals as being 

Independent of any near-degenerate orbitals. 

If the availability of higher electronic angular momentum 

orbitals is the reason for the observed increase in the cross—

section, then V(R) mentioned previously must be approximately 

constant for the molecules investigated. 

The brief discussion which follows below is by way of 

justifying constant or near—constant V(R). 

The rotational constants107  and vibrational frequencies107 
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for the various H2X molecules are:- 

TABLE 4.XIII 

SPECIES B0(cm) A0(cm) C0(cm) v1(cm) 2(cm") v3(cm71) 

8.991 10.37 4.732 2614 1183 2628 

M23e 7.7272 8.170 3.901 2345 1034 238 

H2Te 6.097 6.248 3.036 2000 	861 2000 

The initial angular momentum, I, of the system, 

relative to the centre of mass may be expressed as 

INITIAL 	g b 

where w is the reduced mass(= mass of the electron), g is the 

initial relative velocity of the particles and if the molecule 

is assumed stationary at the centre of mass, g - initial 

velocity of the electron. (For an A.?. 1.5eV, g = 5x10 

m's) b - impact parameter and since b c< 4A' a typical 

value for h is lOre 

ubstitution of these values yield UIT1L  4 x 10 *34 J.s. 

Therefore even if all the initial angular momentum were to 

be absorbed purely by rotational angular momentum of the 

molecule, only 4 quanta of angular momentum would be 

involved. This is essentially stating that the rotational 

quantum number, J, of the molecule will not increase by more 

than 4. 

Pursuing the treatment of the molecule as a diatomic 

species for simplicity, the rotational energy may be 

expressed as E 0.1  a J(J+l)B0  and since it can be seen from 

Table 4.XIII, that the rotational constants are not 

significantly different for the various species H2X, even 
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although J varies slightly from 1125  —4 H2Te, AEROT  for 
J -.9  J +4 is very small, a typical value being of the order 

of several hundred cm7l  which is less than 0.1eV. A small 

variation in the rotational energy will therefore not alter 

V(R) significantly. 

On electron impact or when the electron is temporarily 

associated with the 112X molecule the kinetic energy of the 

molecular ion is essentially zero. Since rotation cannot 

absorb the difference between the initial kinetic energy and 

the effective potential energy, Ø'(R), at a given value of R, 

the minimum energy difference being '.0.5eV, this energy must 

go into vibrational motion of the molecule. Since the 

vibrational frequencies of those molecules shown in Table 

4.XIII are not significantly different and are of the 

magnitude where only two vibrational quanta would suffice to 

absorb the energy, it does not seem unreasonable to assume 

11(R) approximately the same for each molecule. 

The electron affinities of H2Se and H2Te are unknown but 

since positive electron affinities for H20 and .H2S have been 

reported,, 1160117  positive electron affinities are more 

probable for molecules such as 11230  and H2Te through the 

availability of higher angular momentum orbitals. 

The potential energy diagrams shown in Figs. 4.21 and 

the results tabulated in Table 4.XII were derived for H2Te 

assuming values for E.A.(H2Te). 

It is assumed that the electron affinity is the same for 

each value of L but R where Ø(R) E.A.(FI2X) increases with 

L. 
The maximum potential well depth may not actually equal 
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the electron affinity of the molecule but it is a good 

first approximation. 

C i.e. Ø(R) - -'I)- --a 	E.A.(H2x) 

viii) Taking assumption vii) to be valid, the electron 

affinity referred to in this context is probably a lower limit 

to the true electron affinity as this model is based on 

fixed internuclear distances and in fact, when a negative 

ion is formed, the nuclei will invariably readjust to 

establish the most stable configuration. 

In view of the assumptions made, the computations cannot 

be expected to produce the exact experimental observations 

but they do illustrate that electron penetration is possible 

even for large L values. Indeed, dissociative electron 

capture in 	has been interpreted 8  as resulting from the 

shape resonance invoked for 	by way of higher partial 

waves in the spherical harmonic expansion of the incident 

electron wave function. Zince, for the heavier molecules of 

the species }f2X, higher L orbitals are more redd.tly availible 

for electron accommodation, this model may with a little 

refinement, explain the trend in cross-sections observed. 

If such a modal were relevant to UX, it is hoped that 

a similar model could be construed for }13X where the situation 

is probably more complex. 
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3. Mechanism based onS v!lectron capture but Xncreae 

In p2iarts4bi1itY f iolecule considered 

The final mechanism considered here assumes that 

electron capture involves S—wave electrons only, but the 

increase in cross—section is attributed to the longer lived 

parent negative ions formed by virtue of an increase in 

polarisability of the neutral species. 

The induction, or long-range attractive force between 

the molecule and incident electron, results in an attractive 

potential of the form 	where oc is the polarisability 
2R 

of the neutral molecule, e is the charge of the electron 

and R is the electron-molecule separation. 

-,cis proportional to the volume of the molecule and 

was estimated for H 23 and R2Te as illustrated in Table 4.XIV 

TABLE 4.XIV 

Species (1Ocm) r3(lO24cm) Ratj of (lo
119 	243/ Ratio 

molecule) of  

MCi 	1.275 	2.07 	 2.561 
1.35 1.36 

HBr 1.413 2.80 3.492 
1.47 1.49 

MI 1.604 4.10 5.199 
M20 0.96 0.89 1.444 

2.60 2.54 
1.33 2.32 3.642 

1.34 l.34 
H2Se 1.46 3.10 

1.45 l.45 
H2Te 1.65 4.50 7.10 

assumed ratios 	 predicted values 
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Such values of 	were predicted by assuming the ratio of 

-ii 	 to equal the ratio of3 	r3 
,, 	

and 

similarly, C)C T 	was equated to r T  :r 	• This 
2 	2 e 	 2 e 

relationship is evident in the reported values given in the 

above table and results in values of 4.85 and 7.10 in the 

appropriate units for the polarisability of H2  Seand M2Te 

respectively. 

If the polariaabilities of the heavier members of the 

species H 2 do increase, then the potential which weakly 

binds the electron to the molecule will increase and a 

parent negative ion may be formed with a sufficiently long 

lifetime to allow dissociation to compete with autodetachmont. 

e.g, consider the negative ion Af autodetaching -3 X + c 

with a rate constant ka  and in competition, dissociating -4 

A + X with a rate constant kd  as outlined below:- 
Ic  a 

\1t 

A + 

The rate of disappearance of A)C may be expressed as:- 

- drA)n 	karAX] + kd1AX) 

.• f"tt 	rAx- t0  exp(-(1c5+k4)t) 

The rate of autodetachrnent i.e. the rate of formation of AX 

may be written as:- 

dIAXI
dt 
	

karAX1t = katAXi&. oOXP(_(ka+kd)t) 

.•. fAx1 	k5IAX:ltO (1 - OXP(u(ka+kd)t)) 
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Similarly the rate of dissociation i.e. the rate of formation 

of X' may be written as:- 

d1X1 
at * ICdfAXIt kdjtao9XP((ka+kd)t) 

kdrAx1l,O  
.. - 	+ 	- (1 exp((ka+k tat d)t))  

.. the ratio of autodetachment to dissociation 

is equal to 

Therefore, if the lifetime of the parent ion, Af, is long, 

Ica  is smallq  rAXItut  Is also snall, and rrit, can be large 

or in other words, dissociation can compete with auto-

detachment, whereas if ka is large implying a short lifetime 

of Af, then almost all of Af will autodetach and very few 

negative ions will be detected. 

ince the dissociative electron capture cross-section 

may be written as 	- 	 if 	increases, 

CrDeAe will increase for constant crCAp  where rCAp  is the 

associative electron capture cross-section. If only S-wave 

electrons are being considered, aCAp  may be assumed constant 

for the species Involved and it would therefore appear that 

the observed results could be interpreted on the basis of 

the increasing importance of dissociation. 

According to this model, the widths of the resonance may 

be directly related to the lifetime widths i.e* the longer-

lived species giving rise to narrower resonances. 
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hatever mechanism Is applicable to the 112h series it 

is assumed that a similar mechanism will explain the results 

observed for the H3X series where essentially the same trend 

is portrayed. 

Although only three models have been outlined as a 

way of explaining the experimental observations, there may 

exist other possibilities involving schemes which have not 

yet become manifest. 

Indeed, it has not been possible to directly eliminate 

any of the three mechanisms considered for reasons which are 

briefly outlined as follows:- 

The existence of an electron-excited state resonance based 

on low-lying triplet states of the n3utra2. cannot at present 

be confirmed or ignored as there is no evidence of such 

triplet states for the molecules considered other than for 

r120. Future experiments may establish where the triplet 

states of the neutral lie in energy and consequently this 

would affect the probability of mechanisms leading to 

electron excited state resonances providing the reason for 

the observed trend. 

Most work has been hinged around mechanism 2 where potential 

barriers were believed to be involved in the electron capture 

scheme. If the model developed is to be sutdesaful in 

interpretation of the experimental results, then it must be 
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concluded that maximum well depths, (which have been related 

to the electron affinity of species F12x) of the order of 3eV 

are necessary to produce potential barriers "leV in height. 

Since this barrier height is '.0.5eV less than the observed 

appearance potential for the ions produced, it mast also be 

concluded that vibrational excitation of the H2X molecule 

absorbs this extra amount of energy. 

In the light of the assumptions and simplifications 

made, this model at least demonstrates that electron 

penetration may be possible for higher angular momentum 

orbitals, and with refinement, may indeed explain the 

experimental results. 

Mechanism 3 which basically leads to a longer-lived parent 

negative ion due to an increase in the polarisability of the 

molecule, may by itself explain the observations or it may 

be incorporated with mechanism 2 in such a way that both 

increases due to the participation of higher angular 

momentum orbitals, and r increases due to the increase in 

polarisability. The combination of these two effects would 

lead to an increase in the dissociative electron capture 

cross-section and qualitatively this mechanism may be 

responsible for the observations. 

At least in view of the experimental evidence available 

at present, interpretation of the results derived in this 

work, is probably best made in terms of shape resonances, 

typically of the kind described in the text. 
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3' fi 2 and ki2be were kindly supplied by J. Savage, 

Ph.D student at this university1  while obh, and H2Te were 

provided by courtesy of Dr. R.J. Donovan, lecturer in the 

Chemistry department. 
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IATER V 

'9TI0M AND DECAY OF 

PART I 

Variation of the atoionisatjon lifeti#ieof 

The SF6  neutral molecule captures electrons of virtually 

zero energy to form the metastable Sr," ion, i.e. 

5F6(E...E°..E1) + 	 5F' (E) 

where E is the internal energy of the ion, B0  is the electron 

o f  tne neutral molecule and B1  is the electron energy. 
'Taking the vibrational frequencies of SF6  to be:— 

"i. 	773.5 (cm) 	aig  
"2 641.7 

V3 939.0 

614.0 

V5 	525,0 	t 2 
"6 347.0 

and the temperature in our ion source to be 2880K, the 

average energy above the zero point for the neutral species 

can be estimated from calculations involving partition 

functions77  already outlined in a previous chapter. The 

assumption in the actual calculation for a non—linear poly'.. 

atomic molecule necessitates that each mode behaves in a way 

analogous to a harmonic oscillator. To a certain extent, 

all modes are nharmonic but little error will be introduced 

by assuming harmonic vibrations since the molecule in question 

will not be present under normal conditions in a high 

vibrational level. When the calculation was performed, it 

was deduced that SF6  at the stated temperature possesses 
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'wO.QSeV vibrational energy in excess of its zero point energy. 

Applying microscopic reversibility, the autoion.taation 

rate constant ka p and the electron attachment cross-section o, 

are related at equilibrium by the following equationT 

P. - 
	. . . . . S • I I S I S S • eqn. 50 1. 

where v is the electron velocity and p0  and p are the 

density of states of the neutral molecule plus e1ectron and 

the density of states of the resulting ion respectively. 

According to equation 5.1, p can be calculated and 

ultimately its dominant parameter, namely the electron 

affinity. However iaots79  has pointed out that autoionisation 

experiments are not performed under exact equilibrium 

conditions and therefore only lower limits to the electron 

affinity may be established. In calculating the density of 

states, the rotational density of states is not included since 

the rotational quantum number for both ion and neutral 

molecule cannot change considerably. This follows from 

application of the principle of conservation of angular 

momentum for each species considered separately, i.e. SF 

plus free electron and bF. 

For the neutral molecule, the angular momentum is due 

to the nuclear and electronic motion plus the angular 

momentum due to the vibrational bending modes. The free 

electron possesses spin angular momentum plus angular 

momentum arising from its impact parameter and velocity 

relative-to the neutral molecule with which it is colliding. 

Finally the ion has angular momentum resulting from the same 
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contributing factors as involved in the case of the neutral 

species. 

Since the relative angular momentum of the electron, 

velocity— 1 x 105m'6 and impact parameter 10m is of 

the order of lO 34kg.m s", and if the rot'.,tioua1 angular 

momentum of the neutral and ion can be expressed as a 

function such as (J(J+1))*h where such a quantity is really 

the angular momentum associated with a diatomic molecule or a 

perfectly symmetrical top, it is obvious that since 

Am lOkg.ms, the rotational quantum number J, cannot be 

very different for the ion and the neutral. This is equiva-

lent to saying that thermal energy electrons attaching to SF6 

molecules where the electron attachment cross-section is 

approximately 10 6m, do not possess enough angul t!x1  momentum 

to produce significant changes in the rotational angular 

momentum quantum number of the two species. Therefore, 

only vibrational density of states need be considered in the 

calculation of p and p0. 

As mentioned previously, the density of states of the 

negative ion mgy be calculated74  providing values of various 

parameters concerned are obtalnabe and conversely, if the 

density of states is known, parameters such as the electron 

affinity of the molecule for example, may be deduced. 

- re + aEZ1' where C is the energy in excess 

	

¶'(N) ff hv. 	Of E ( E.A.) and 	are 

	

i1 ' 	the vibrational frequencies 
of the Lou. 

(In the above expression, the constant 'a' is equivalent to 

- 	) used in a previous chapter). 

-- 
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Since p - ovvpo, if the parameters on the R.}i.So of 

this equation are known, p and consequently £ may be 

evaluated (assuming the spin degeneracy of the negative ion 

to be 2) 	A computer program used for performing this 

calculation is included in 	Appendix.I. 

The quantity C is comprised of the average energy, A.V., 

of the molecule above its zero point energy, the K.E.(electron) 

and AE. All of these quantities have been discussed 

previously, and if it is assumed that AE ROTis  very small, 

then E.A.- (c 0.05 0.05)ev since the average energy of 

the molecule above its zero point energy is approximately 

0.05eV and the kinetic energy of thermally emitted electrons 

from a hot filament is 0.05eV. 

The electron attachment cross-section is energy 

dependent,110122  probably exhibiting a 16  relationship if 

autolonisation channels afford the only decay route open to 

the ion. Such a relationship results from considering only 

S-wave electrons and applying the Kapur-Peier1a theory123  

of resonance reactions. At an electron energy of 0.05eV, 

this cross-section is estimatedl2l  to be '1.17 x 10 4cma 0  

It the neutral molecule exists in its ground state, 

then only the translational density of states of the electron 

make a contribution to p0, (the degeneracy of the molecular 

state being 1) PO electron is the n 	where in and v are 

the electron mass and velocity respectively. 

Using equation 5.1, if it were possible to produce a 

purely inonoenergetic beam of electrons, then k5  would provide 

the autoionisatjon lifetime of the 3F state involved. 

Various widths for the Sr--resonance have been 
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estijnatedl24429102 but even for the narrowest width 

estimated i.e —0.002eV, 02  .huko concludes that the 

actual resonance may be less than 0.002eV as the limit of the 

resolution of the monochromator was —0.007eV. The technique 

involved phototonising krypton atoms and at the threshold 

for the first excited state (2P*), zero energy electrons were 

produced. Higher energy electrons were produced when the 

photon energy exceeded the threshold energy. A small amount 

of SF6  gas was introduced and the SF signal was monitored as 

a function of electron energy. Schematically the processes 

involved are:— 

) 	Kr +(2p * )  + c(-zero energy) 

€ (wzero energy) + SF6  -$ 

The maximum for the Sr__peak occurred at virtually 0.0eV and 

exhibited a resonance width approximately equal to the photon 

band-width, L.e. '0.007eV. The author estimated that the 

'true' SF7 resonance width would be 0 002eV. 

A typical electron energy width for thermally emitted 

electrons as used in mass spectrometers ia of the order of 

1eV which is very broad in comparison with the SF resonance. 

This ion is something of an enigma in that its resonance 

width has not yet been accurately established, it exhibits a 

long autoioniaation life—time while the neutral molecule 

possesses a very large electron attachment cross—section. 

It might be expected that if the electron attaches very 

readily to the molecule, then by the principle of microscopic 

reversibility, the electron ought to autodetach rapidly 

unless some other processes were responsible for increasing 
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the life-time of the ion state. 

Large cross-sections and long life-times may be 

reconciled however by allowing the initial state of the Sr,  

ion to couple weakly with the many quasi-degenerate back-

ground states. The energy of the additional electron may be 

partitioned over these background states until it eventually 

flows into a mode from which autodetachment is favourable. 

Such background states may be thought of as having a 

diluting effect on the initial state and thereby increasing 

the lifetime. 

Fig. 5.1 describes pictorially a very simple model 

where the transition to 	is strongly allowed, being 

reflected in the attacbznent cross-section having a large 

value. 5F (1)  then couples weakly with the background states 

on a time scale faster than autodetachment and because the 

rate constant k for this coupling is fast, many background 

states are involved. I)ae to this coupling, the amplitude 

of the original Sre state present in the quasi-degenerate 

state 'mix', will vary with time as the energy flows 

over the various modes. 

Eventually the initial configuration will be reachieved 

and autodetachment will ensue. 

Since SY is formed with much excitation (vibrational) 
6 

energy, unless there was this, or a similar type of nuclear 

stabilisation, the electron would be automatically ejected. 

Fig. 5.2 serves as an illustration of this concept. 

Mathematically, the processes depicted in Fig. 5.1, may be 

written as:— 
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k1 	 Ic1  f SF1 (1) 

but 	ki [ sF61 	- kif sç (non..electron'..emitting 
background configurations) 

It it is assumed that the entire background of states 

participate equally in this coupling, then 

r 	(non.u'electron-emitting background 
configurations) 

Ic 
which equals IC is a very large quantity since the negative 

ion density of states 	states per cm71  

go .. k1f 5F61 f 3 - Iç1X 	(non-electron-emitting background 
configurations) 

This is the actual autodetachment rate 
constant which is much less than k 1  and which 
also determines the measured 3F auto 
detachment life-time. 

Since the electron attachment cross-section is a function of 

energy, the lifetime should also be likewise. Both p'  and po  

increase with energy since the ion states tend to a continuum 

at high electron energies, and the neutral states also 

increase as many more decay channels (i.e. autodetacbment via 

higher vibrational levels of the neutral) make themselves 

available. 

A lifetime variation with electron energy has in fact 

been predicted103  and observed123  and the SI resonance has 

been concluded not to be characterised by a single, or rather 

unique, autoioniaation lifetime but rather by one which is 

dependent on the electron energy. This is equivalent to 
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saying that there is more than one state of the ion 

responsible for electron attachment and the lifetimes of 

such states are necessarily different. The foregoing 

conclusion would essentially reconcile the apparent 

discrepancy in the Sr,-autoionisation lifetimes measured 

using various techniques as, in each technique, the Sre states 

suitable for resulting electron attachment, will presumably 

be produced in different relative amounts. 

Ezpermpntal eganzymtIon o 	proosd ZARMItUal M212 1,  

Two experiments done on the present study of SF 

justified the previous conclusion that the Sr--resonance 

comprises more than one ion state. These experiments are 

each outlined below. 

1) UIttin. 	 tEan 

This experiment involved measuring the autoionisation 

lifetime of the Sre ion with varying nominal electron 

energy (bearing in mind that the electron energy distribution 

had a width at half height of evleV). The time-of--flight 

adjust was switched on and the ion-drawout pulse adjusted if 

necessary so that both neutral and ion species were adequately 

resolved. With the time-of-flight adjust switched off, the 

flight.-time for an ion to travel down the flight—tube and hit 

the electron multiplier was measured directly from the 

oscilloscope display when the zero position of the time—base 

was not on the 'start' of the negative ion spectrum. The 

Keithley amplifiers were kept switched off in this procedure 
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so that the gate was essentially a very narrow 'spike' and 

the resulting error incorporated in the positioning of this 

'spike' to zero time on the oscilloscope display was 

negligible. The flight-time derived in this manner must 

be multiplied by a geometrical factor since the time taken 

to reach the ion time-of-flight adjust is really the quantity 

required. This is less than the time taken to reach the 

electron niultiplier,and the flight-time, as read via the 

oscilloscope must be multiplied by a factor of 188.5:199.25 

which is determined merely from the geometry of the flight—

tube. Electvon energies in the vicinity of the negative ion 

peak maximum were employed and the variation in lifetime 

measured is illustrated in Fig. 5.3. 

At the resonance maximum energy and for electron 

energies only slightly greater than the resonance maximum 

energy, there is not a great deal of lifetime variation and 

it is only when the electron energy is nmins'lly LeV off 

the resonance maximum that a considerable lifetime variation 

is observed. In view of the broad electron beam energy 

compared with the narrow 	resonance being in the ratio 

lOOO:l, it would initially seem rather unlikely that the 

resolution would be sufficient to discriminate between 

various negative ion states comprising the resonance. How'. 

ever, since the Sr,resonance occurs virtually at zero energy, 

it is assumed that the electron energy distribution cut—off 

at zero energy is very sensitive to partial relaxation and, 

by means of this relaxation, a 'probe' for scanning the ion 

resonance is in effect produced. The profile of the electron 

energy cut—off or partial relaxation will be significantly 
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different for a nominal electron energy off resonance than 

for an electron energy nominally at the resonance maximum. 

Figs. 5.4(a) and 5.4(b) are crude attempts of illustrating 

the possible situation briefly described above. 

Quantitatively, the actual electron energy distribution 

including the partial relaxation cannot be expressed uniquely 

as the electron energy distribution is probably a function 

of the filament material, the filament temperature, the 

geometry of the source and the electron trap current the latter 

four representing only a few influencing factors. Qualitatively, 

it is not too difficult to visualise a change in the profile 

of the relaxation and if there are several ion states of 

different lifetimes present in the "-:re resonance, such a 

variation in the relaxation will produce different weightings 

of certain states and hence different average lifetimes will 

be measured. 

This experiment was repeated several times under different 

source conditions and Fig. 5.3 illustrates the typical trend 

observed. 

The method adopted for calculating lifetimes was 

described in a previous chapter where an exponential decay 

was assumed. This is only true as a first approximation 

since there is more than one ion state involved. 

Mathematically the assumption of a first order decay 

may be expressed as:- 
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Sr.41  kSr) F6+t 

i.e. 	dli 

:.rsr641t- lSFittexP(kati) 

where [sr' )_0 -isr6*it + t 	and where 	is 

the flight time for the ion. 

Because there are several states of 3F produced each 

decaying with a different rate, the above expression is only 

strictly correct as a first approximation. 

Experimentally, the ion and neutral peaks at time tst1  
are measured and the ratio rsFj 	itt determined 

1 	0 
assuming there is no discrimination made by the electron 

multiplier in detecting the two species. For each value of 

the electron energy, several runs performed at a slow scan 

rate were obtained for the ion-neutral pair and the average 

value of the peak heights taken as an indication of the ion 

and neutral currents. 

2) Lietjme vaFiponqithvayingei4pnce JAMI Ila jbg ion 

This second experiment which proved relevant in a some-

what different sense in later work, also suggested that the 

5F resonance comprised several states of different lifetimes. 

The actual experiment was based on delaying the negative 

ion formed in the source by varying the time lag focus control. 

By imposing a long delay before application of the ion-drawout 
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pulse, many of the short-lived species will be eqected to 

have substantially decayed, and such observations were in 

fact experimentally obtained. 

Normally, the 	ion takes approximately 2 psecs to 

travel from the back of the ionisation chamber to the first 

ion grid where a positive potential of 80eV Is applied. Ions 

formed in the centre of the collision region take l isec to 

reach the first ion grid but in both cases, if the positive 

drawout pulse isplied immediately after the electron burst, 

then the ions, regardless of their formation position will be 

accelerated from the formation point before they have had 

sufficient time to allow electron autodetacbment. However, 

the drawout pulse can be delayed in time by employment of the 

time lag Locus control and thereby various delay times can be 

applied. 

If the oscilloscope display is calibrated in time along 

its x—axis, then the drawout pulse, which is viewed on the 

display can be positioned at varying delay times. Otherwise, 

the procedure for measuring the ion autoioniaation lifetime 

is quite standard. For each delay time however, the 

particular lifetime was measured at the electron energy 

corresponding to the resonance maximum and in each case, the 

electron energy was checked and adjusted if necessary to 

ensure that lifetime variation was due to the time delay 

effect rather than due to the nominal electron energy being 

substantially removed from the peak maximum. Gas pressures 
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involved in the lifetime measurements in this pert of the 

study were kept very low (<1 x 106  torr) so reducing the 

possibility of any ion-molecule reaction which might affect 

the ion lifetime. 

The effect of increasing the time lag resulted in very 

long lifetimes being obtained for the Sr,ion. For a time 

lag exceeding 4 isecs, accurate lifetime measurements were 

precluded as resolution deteriorated. This was largely due 

to the velocity distribution of the ion and neutral increasing 

as the species were trapped longer in the source region and 

such distributions for time lags> 4 psees eventually overlap. 

In spite of this, from Fig. 5.5 it would appear that for 

increasing time lag, progressively more of the short-lived 

species decay until the rate of lifetime increase ceases 

and a plateau region is reached. At this critical time lag, 

the majority of the short-lived species have decayed leaving 

only very long-lived ions so that the average lifetime remains 

basically unaffected by further increases in time lag. 

uinmary' 0! foa'exoi,ng experiments 

With these two former experiments borne in mind, a 

slightly more sophisticated model may be presented to explain 

the results obaerred and to provide a building block on 

which more complex models may be based. 

The true Sr,resonance may thus be considered as 

a series of sub-resonances embedded in the quasi-'continuum 

of background states. Further, these resonances are spaced 
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with energy differences greater than their non-'emitting life- 

time width, i.e. k17in the initial simplified version. Each 
i 

sub-resonance has its own specific electron attachment cross- 

section and lifetime which are dependent on the extent of 

background state coupling, the number of possible decay 

routes, and perhaps even rn certain selection rules of which 

we are not yet aware. 	This latter proposition is not so 

improbable since photon absorption is governed by many such 

rules and the electron may be characterised by wave-like 

properties. Indeed, for the case of Sr,formed virtually in 

a high vibrational level, it is easier to imagine the 

electron not as a particle trapped in a given potential 

well, but rather as a wave packet which has a large probability 

of being atsociated in a given region in apace. This is 

envisaged in the following way; SF6  has a positive electron 
cc 

affinityAtherefore must exhibit some kind of potential well 

the bottom of which may be associated with SF in its ground 

state. Since electron capture proceeds via an 	molecular 
19 

orbital which is overall symmetrical, and the energy of the 

attaching electrons is essentially zer 5  only S-wave electrons 

need be considered. There are therefor-  no potential 

barriers formed by higher angular momentum partial waves 

favouring long-lived ions but even so, the incident electron 

can still eqerience the attraction of the SF6  molecule. The 

neutral molecule exhibiting a potential well is depicted in 

Fig. 5.6(a). Since E, the total energy of the electron is 

>0, the electron is not bound in the well but in each of the 

regions (1), (1) and (j the eigenfunctions associated with the 

electron are sinusoidal standing waves. In the region () 
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(-.I <'x, the momentum of the electron is 

p1  (2m(E + V0 )), so that its associated wavelength 

X 
1 (2m(E+V0))* 

In the other two regions namely () and( the momentum 

of the electron is pIj'  •- (2=(J)) and X11- 

is less than A11, but if E is such than 
(2rn(E)) 
an Integral 

number of wavelengths Lit in the region 	then the amplitude 

of the wave in all three regions is the same.uch a 

situation is illustrated in Fig. 5,,6(b). 

The probability, P, of finding the electron in the 

interior region (j is given by:.. 

Probability, P(x) 	 (x)Y(x)dx 

This is a quantum mechanical expression where (x) is the 

wave function for the particle as a function of its position. 

When 	 - 	 the particle, in this 

case the electron, is not 'accelerated.' over the well, but it 

is equally probable to be found in the interior region as in 

an exterior region of the same length. In the case of 

it is while the 3-wave electron is temporarily associated 

with the molecule in this way, that coupling of the initial 

state with the background states competes with spontaneous 

autodetachnient and thereby gives rise to long lifetimes. 

S-wave resonances are best viewed with this picture in mind 

as it facilitates an easier understanding of the situation 

and processes involving both large attachment cross-sections 

and long lifetimes are not at all enigmatic. 
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The 5F resonance, on the, basis of the previous 

experiments, is assumed to comprise several sub-resonances 

as illustrated in Figs. 5.7(a) and 5.7(b). Essentially, over 

an electron energy range (which is equal in width to the SF 

resonance) various ion states may be formed. Only three 

are shown in rig. 5.7(a) but many more may be involved. The 

transition for an 11,76  molecule plus electron of a particular 

energy lying in the specified range to the corresponding meta-

stable state ((i), (2) or (3) depending on the electron' is energy) 

is strongly allowed, the rate constant being k1  for example. 

This rate constant may be equated to alvl  where a, is the 

electron-attachment cross-section leading to formation of 

the ion in state (i), and v1  is the electron velocity. This 

initial state is weakly coupled with the background states 

which having a diluting effect, produce the long lifetime 

for state (4. Each of the other states may be treated 

similarly but their attachment cross-sections and lifetimes 

will of course be different. Since the electron energy 

distribution for thermally emitted electrons is broad, 

whenever a lifetime measurement is made, the lifetime itself 

will assume some average value depending on the weighting 

of the particular states. 

Fig. 5.7(b) can be regarded as a representation of 

the entire resonance on a magnified scale. Each of the 

sub-resonances shown is coupled to its own background density 

of states. Also the electron attachment cross-section 

and lifetime 	where 1-1,2,3 etc. are particular to a 

given state (i), whose width AE, is determined by the rate 

constant k1. 
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Again it must be emphasised that this model is 

expressed in its most elementary form, the true situation 

probably being more complex, but it is at least an attempt 

to establish a foundation on which the experimental results 

may be explained. The Lre ion is by no means unique in 

displaying such qualities, but is probably typical of all 

&wave resonances. Other molecules such as C.I.C4F6, C4F60  

C4F89, all 44  of which exhibit large electron attachment crose-

sections at approximately 0.0eV and have long-lived parent 

negative ions were investigated by observing a lifetime 

change, if such a change existed, resulting from delaying 

the ion-..drawout pulse. The behaviour of these ion state 

lifetimes is illustrated in Figs. .8(a), (b) and. (C). It 

is evident that for these molecules too, there is no unique 

lifetime but the actual ion resonance in each case probably 

consists of a series of separate sub-resonances in an 

analogous way to the 	resonance. 
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usioxz .coaoer;Uru the vibrational freuwerki:4-e-a -OX t' 

The study undertaken here was invoked by virtue of 

the recent values quoted for the electron affinity of the 

neutral molecule 

Previously, the electron affinity of this molecule was 

measured to be -1.499V126  which agreed well with the value  
79 

evaluated from the Rabinovitch and Diesen formula namely:.. 

P0 v1 	re + (i-a ) E lN_I.1/ r (N) 	1i, 
z 

7 
where the notation used has its usual meaning. 

However, several assumptions were made in deriving 

the electron affinity from such a formula, the main ones 

being: 

Equilibrium conditions are established* Autoionisation 

experiments are not performed under perfect equilibrium 

conditions and only lower limits to the electron affinity 

may be evaluated.79  However since a further assumption is 

that the compound system can sample the full complexion of 

background states available to it at a rate which is fast 

compared with any other system reaction, then equilibrium 

conditions are virtually established. 

The molecule is initially in its ground vibrational 

state and after the ion autoionises, the molecule is returned 

to that original state. This is an implication of the 

principle of microscopic reversibility. 

All of the degrees of freedom of the molecule are made 

available to the ion in such a way that they may participate 
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to the same extent in the coupling process with the initial 

ion state. 

iv) The vibrational frequencies of the neutral molecule 

are the same as those of the ion. If the force field 

associated with the extra electron acts as a perturbation, 

it may sufficiently weaken specific bond strengths and even 

produce a slight deviation from the expected symmetry to 

such an extent that certain, or all of the vibrational 

frequencies are altered. 

Recently the electron affinity of 76  has been deter-

mined more accurately and was found to be less than the 

value previously quoted. 

Two of the most recent measurements yield values of 

0.6eV32  and 0.54ev?3 	The method used by the authors 

quoting a value of > 0.6 0.1eV, involved measuring the 

:3F signal as a function of the centre of mass energy for 

the process 3 + SF6 	Sr.-+ 3 and assuming that the 

products formed by such a charge-transfer process, possessed 

no internal energy. The latter assumption restricted the 

electron affinity being quoted accurately and only a lower 

limit could be set. Since the minimum energy for the 

above process was measured experimentally32  and the electron 

affinity of the S atom was taken to be 2.077eV9  the lower 

limit to the electron affinity of SF6  i.e. 0.6eV, was deduced. 

Another method which produced a value of 0.54ev for 

the electron affinity involved collision of 1"F6  molecules 

with Cs atoms. The cross-section for iF formation was 

monitored as a function of the collision energy. The 
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proceE occurri wo 

Cs()i-SF 6  --4 Cs 

-- - -,------ 

Measurement of the minimum collisional energy necessary for 

the above reaction and taking the ionisation potential of 

Ca to be 3.893eV, yielded a lower limit to the electron 

affinity of SF 6, namely 0.54ev with an uncertainty of 

+0.1eV resulting from both the onset determination and energy 

scale calibration and —0.17eV if account is taken of the 

average internal energy of the SF6  molecule prior to electron 

attachment. 

Since the electron affinity derived from the 

Rabinovitch and tiesen formula was found to be '4.37 eV, 

various factors (used in the formula) which would influence 

this value were investigated on the assumption that the true 

value was approximately 0.6eV. 

From the previous formula, the electron affinity is 

calculated when the negative ion density of states is known. 

This latter quantity may be estimated from:— 

p 

where p is the negative ion density of states having units 

of states per energy and p°  is the density of states 

associated with the neutral molecule and free electron and 

is equal to Wp where 14. - 1 since the ground state 

degeneracy of the neutral molecule is 1. 	P6 =  
TTi 

Is the density of states of the free electron having units 

of states per energy per unit volume, a is the electron 

capture cross—section and t is the average lifetime of the 



negative ion. Al]. of the above parameters are functions 

of energy and substitution of the most recent and most 

reliable values yield a value for . 

i.e. a(0.QSeV) 1.17 x 10 4cm.121  This is the electron 
attachment cross—section 
determined at an electron 
energy of 0.05eV. 

v - 1.3 x 10ni s. This is the electron velocity 
resulting from an electron energy 
of 0.05eV. 

-'1 
p°(0.05eV) 1.6 x 1017   states (Om  7l) cm73  

and taking 	- 50 x 1 10 s, results in p being equal 

6 to ]. x 10 itate8 (cm
1 

 

Further substitution of p in the formula namely:— 

- 	+ (l 	)E/F(i) j Vj 

allows C to be calculated (assuming vi(ION) - vi(MOLECULE) 

in the first instance). As previously mentioned the quantity 

C is comprised of the average energy, A.V., of the molecule 

above its zero point energy (at 2880K this excess energy 

was calculated to be ,wO. 05ev), the energy of the attaching 

electron (in this case 0.05eV) and the dominant parameter 

namely the electron affinity of the molecule. 

As already stated, the electron dffinity derived in this 

manner equals 1. 7eV. Essentially this value is too large 

to agree with the most recently quoted values and various 

other estimates for the measured quantities (initially only 

, and ) used in the calculation for o were substituted and 

the corresponding values of the electron affinity evaluated. 

If a(0.050) is assumed to be 1.17 x 1O 4cm, t was then 
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varied arbitrarily from 0.01 -- :00 i.isecs and the resulting 

electron affinities were those which are quoted below in 

Table 5.1. 

TAsLL 5.1 

r(;sees) 	c(cm) 	E.A.(eV) 

0.01 	1.17 x -14 	0.49 

1.0 0.93. 

10.0 1.18 

25.0 1.27 

32.0 1.31 

50.0 1.37 

68.0 " 	 1.41 

500.0 	 ti 1.73 

The average lifetime measured does vary according to 

different experimental techniques, the actual range in the 

reported lifetime being 10 	r  500 psecs. As the above 

table illustrates a lifetime of only iv0.01 isecs would 

reconcile the low value experimentally measured for the 

electron affinity and such a lifetime is too short to be 

rpecontativ of the average lifetime of 3F'. 

Various values of the attachment cross-section at 

thermal or near thermal energies have been quoted and 

several are listed below. 
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fcrn) 	 Method 

	

1.3 x 10 -15 	Total ionlsation72  

	

3.6 x 10-15  	Swarm beam73  

	

2.6 x 10 	Microwave 127 

"2 x 10' 	Flowing afterglow128  

	

1.17x10 14 	Swarm beani 12-1 

Using an average value of 50 tisecs for the auto-

detachment lifetime and values for the attce cross- 

section varying over the range 1.3 x 10 	;, x lO 14crn2 , 

the electron affinities resulting are listed elow in 

Table 5.11. 

TABLE 5.11 

a(cm9 ) 	 ¶( secs) 

1.30 x 10 0 	50 	 0.85 

1.30 x 1071.5 It 1.08 

3.60 x 10-15   1.20 

1.17 x10714 1.37 

2.00 x 16 14 	 fl 1.45 

2.36 x 10.M14 1.47 

2.60 x 10 14   1.49 

Clearly a very sniafl electron attachment cross-section, 

1.3 x 1016cma,  is necessary to produce the desired value 

for the electron affinity and as such a cross-section is two 

orders of magnitude less than the most likely values reported, 

it seems highly suspect. 

As the limiting values for neither i nor a measured 
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experimentally account for the small value of the reported 

electron affinity, it was therefore concluded that the 

error lay not in calculating p from p°rrVt, but in the 

estimation of the electron affinity from this specific value 

of p. A possible source of error would be if the 

vibrational frequencies of the 5417  ion were different from 

those of the neutral SF6  molecule. For a given density of 

states, if the vibrational frequencies are lowered, the 

electron affinity adopts a lower value. Assuming 

1.17 x 10 4cm and r 50 psecs, each frequency was 

arbitrarily lowered until an appropriate value was obtained 

for the electron affinity. Table 5.111 illustrates this 

effect. 

Since each £'equency had to be empirically altered by 

—501,'4 in order to account for the small electron affinity, 

an attempt was consequently made to explain the reason why 

the frequencies need be altered and which frequencies would 

be affected to the greatest extent. 

Two independent lines of thought were pursued in turn 

and each will now be briefly outlined. 

i'odel I 

is a highly symmetric molecule belonging to the 

point group 0.0Altogether 70 electrons are accommodated 

in molecular orbitals but 48 of these electrons are associated 

with the valence or outermost orbitals of the molecule 

leaving 22 electrons virtually in atomic orbitals of the 

corresponding atoms i.e. the S atom possesses 16 electrons 
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and the atomic configuration is 1 2  252  2p6 32  3p4 
------ 

sulphur core valence electrons 
electrons 

while the F atom possesses 9 electrons, the atomic 

configuration being 	 i 2 	2c2  2p5  

fluorine core 	valence electrons 
electrons 

Because of the high symmetry of the molecule, several molecular 

orbital levels are degenerate. Six are triply degenerate, 

two are doubly degenerate while only two are non-degenerate. 

Of these ten different energy levels, only four have been 

observed in U.V. excited photoelectron spectroscopy and 

they are concluded to be very closely spaced. Both ab initio 

and CNIDO type calculations have been performed to provide 

orbital ordering and energy and agreement with the experimentally 

observed energies has proved to be quite good. 29  However, 

ab initio calculations are concluded' to be the most 

favourable so far and the ordering of the orbitals has been 

confirmed by another type of calculation known as 'multiple 

scattering X-calculation'. 

The orbital ordering and energy are shown in Fig. 5.9 

according to the technique used in the calculation. 

From the figure, if 5F were formed, the additional 

electron would be accommodated in the 3alg  orbital and the 

overall Alg symmetry of the neutral molecule would be retained. 

Before proceeding with the discussion on 5F directly, 

the geometry of the molecule XeF6  is briefly reviewed as this 

molecule contains one more valence electron than the SF ion. 

The molecular orbital ordering and energies of the various 
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orbitals have been oalculated13  according to the Self-

Consistent-Field method. The ordering of the outermost 

levels is given below: 

78lg  

ENERGY 	 6tLu  

I 	5t2g 

1t2u  

ltlg  

50 9 

ANTIBONMNQ ORBITAL 

FIRST UNOCCUPIED ORBITAL 

The calculations were based on the assumption that 

XeF6 has a regular octahedral geometry and the calculated 

energies agree well with those measured from photoelectron 

spectroscopy.132  

XeF6  vapor has been proposed133  to be a mixture of three 

molecular isomers differing in electronic state and nuclear 

geometry. Such a possibility arises because the first 

unoccupied orbital of XeF6  is sufficiently near enough in 

energy to the 8a 
is 

 orbital to allow electron promotion into 

the higher energy orbital. For an octahedral geometry, this 

produces a hlu electronic state which by virtue of its 

orbital degeneracy will be subject to distortion forces 

leading to a D 3 symmetry and two separate electronic states 

namely 3A and 3EU. The 3A state is ..'40cn71  and the 

3E 	'"1200crif above the 1 Alg  ground state of the XeF6  

molecule, but at the temperatures usually employed in making 

physical measurements, these excited states are well populated. 
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Interpretation of Raman, Visible and U.V. spectra of 

XeF6  has been based on the assumption of the electronic 

isomer model for £eF6 and evidence from matrix isolated 

AeF6 134  supports this suggestion. 

however the geometry of Xe16  has also been deduced 

from electron-diffraction studies 135  and the distortion from 

pure Oh  symmetry has been attributed to the effect of the 

lone pair of electrons situated around the Xe atom. The 

small distortion is interpreted as being due to the molecule 

undergoing dynamic inversions. The t bending modes, v4, 

and their linear combinations are the symmetry modes which 

beat express a distortion towards C3, symmetry and they 

correspond to an extremely low force constant. The electron-

diffraction pattern seems to suggest that XeF6  is not 

characterised by either pure 0h  or pure C3, symmetry but by 

a combination of the two. These configurations may be 

described by the t1  and t2g  deformations correlated in 

phase (i.e. the 	and v5 vibrational modes illustrated in 

Fig. 5.10) 

From the molecular orbital theory a distortion to a 

symmetry is possible since the lowest vacant orbital 

(8t1) is close to the highest occupied orbital (8a) and 

the molecule may be distorted in a t, direction. 

The interpretation of the I.R. and Raman data 134  is  

based on the theory of electronic isomers subject to 

Jahn-Teller type of distortions. At 75°C it is concluded133 
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that about 3094 of the molecules are in the octahedral 

ground state while about 55% are in the ablate top state of 

D 3 symmetry (i.e. &2u  state) 450cm7l  above the ground 

state and about 15% are in the prolate top state of D3d 

symmetry (i.e. 	state) 1230cm  above the ground state. 

The \)5  (i.e. t2g) vibrational mode is held responsible for 

a distortion leading to the two 1)3d  forms and the unusually 

low frequency of this mode (69cm 1) is believed to be related 

to the presence of the distorted states. 

The electronic isomer model seems to be preferable 

in the interpretation of the spectra observed for XeF6. 

However the dynamically inverting model proposed from the 

electron diffraction studies, or a similar model may be 

applicable in the case of SF where there is a suggestion of 

low vibrational frequencies. Since SF6  possesses a positive 

electron affinity, the total orbital energy of the SF 

molecule must be more negative than that of SF6. From 

Fig. 5.9 listing the orbital assignment and corresponding 

energies, it can be seen that if the energies of the orbitals 

remain unchanged for the ion, then the CNDO calculation 

automatically renders SF more negative in energy than "30 F60 

while the ab initlo calculation implies the reverse. Of 

course it is most unlikely that the orbital energies will 

remain unaltered for the ion since there is another electron 

present in an antibonding orbital and this will almost in—

evitably act as a perturbation affecting the orbital energies 

slightly. However the actual ordering of the levels may 

remain unaltered if the perturbation is not too large. Since 

the 3alg  orbital is at least 19eV above the itig orbital, it 
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would require quite a large perturbation indeed, to alter the 

ordering of these levels. Therefore it seems reasonable to 

assume that the extra electron present in SF will be found 

in the 3a orbital but that the energies of all the orbitals 

involved will be somewhat different. For the sF6  molecule, 

ab initio calculations place the 4tlu  orbital 5.6eV above 

the 3alg  orbital. On the basis of XeF6 where the lowest 

excited states, i.e, 	and 	lie only 0.05eV and 0.15eV 

respectively above the ground state, it seems unlikely that 

exists as a mixture of independent electronic isomers 

since the energy separation of the orbitals concerned prevents 

electron promotion at the temperatures used experimentally. 

However this r a ° S a 	hich will be referred to as 

possibility (@ in the text, however alight, will not be ignored 

in later calculations. 

A second possibility, namely possibility(@t  which could 

account for lower frequency modes for the SF ion, arises from 

a further analogy with XeF6  where the distortion from an oh 

symmetry could be accounted for from the fact that the t1  

orbital was energetically near to the highest occupied aig  

orbital and perturbing forces favoured distortion towards 

a C 	symmetry. Again for SF near—degeneracy of the 

corresponding orbitals is highly improbable. 
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Possibility ( and the one which is more applicable to 

SF, is that pertaining to an °h  symmetry with extremely low 

resistance to certain fundamental modes namely the v5(t2g) 

and (t) bending modes which have unusually large 

amplitudes and are coupled in phase through aitharrnonic 

potential constants. 

For the Sre ion, since the added electron goes into an 

antibonding orbital, certain bonds may be weakened i.ee possess 

a low restoring force constant and even although the overall 

symmetry, A, 'gq  is retained, certain fundamental frequencies 

of the 6F6  neutral molecule may be lowered in compliance 

with this model and the ion as a result, may even experience 

small distortions from pure °h  symmetry. 

In accordance with the three different interpretations 

for the deviations from pure °h  geometry for Xe?6, the 

vibrational modes held responsible for the deformation 

namely v501  v4 and  v4and v coupled together, were empirically 

lowered for Sr,-and the electron affinities resulting from 

the alterations were evaluated in the usual manner. 

Such results for the electron affinities are tabulated 

in Tables 5.IVg  V and VI and of all the three possibilities, 

the underlying theory of possibility © in my opinion, 

renders this possibility as being the most likely in the 

case of the SF ion. 
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4ode1 ii: 

This model again provides only a very approximate form 

of reasoning as to why the vibrational frequencies may be 

different for the SF ion but the approach is slightly 

different from that of model I. All the thermodynamic data 

used in this approach are among the most recently reported32  

but if it is assumed that the electron affinity of 6F  
exceeds or equals that of the F atom and this does not seem 

an unrealistic assumption since both SF and F are observed 

at virtually the same appearance potentiais,4  then the 

electron affinity of F which equals 3.I+eV,1  requires that 

D0(SF..F) is at least 3.9ev which is higher than the value 

used by the authors of reference 32. 

Apart from the dissociation energy of 6F 5
-F and the 

electron affinity of the 6F  species, values used in 

Fig. 5.11 are those most recently reported. 

From the figure where the SF5 -F and 5ç..F stretches 

are represented in two dimensions, it is concluded that 

tF..F)ztb(SF,E.F) —1'1:39. 

For a diatomic molecule there exists a relationship 

between 	the force constant for a given bond, re, the 

equilibrium distance between the atoms, and De  the bond 

dissociation energy. According to the Lippincott function, 

this may be expressed as:— 
D 

ke o& 	where 1e' re and 	are the parameters 
a mentioned above, 

and the frequency, v, of the bond is proportional to k. 
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It is assumed at this point that each vibrational mode 

involving an SF.F stretch can be described by such a 

representation and for simplicity that each of the stretching 

frequencies of the neutral SF6  is affected to the same extent. 

Since a bond (or bonds) in Sr--is weakened, it is not 

unreasonable to assume that the internuclear distance in 

is greater than that of SF6. As a first approximation 

r(3F: r 	is empirically assumed to be 3:2 although this 
6 	o 

ratio is probably an exaggeration. Vibrational modes 

involving an 5.-F stretch are v1  V2 	and v4 which are 

illustrated in Fig. 5.12. 

D (E.F '-F) 	 D (SF--F) 
NUW 'bF6 ° r(7 5-V) and similarly ksç 

Therefore 	kF 	D e  (5F-F) 	re  (SF -F) 
r, 'i' t' .1. ! 	 / 	 I T F. C 

The ratio above is equal in a first approximation to 

Also 	 -(1,C6FZ)V" - 2)
1  

Therefore 	VSF 01 0.46 "SF6 

In accordance with the assumptions stated, v1, v20  v3  and 

Of SF6  were multiplied by a factor of 0.46 and the 

electron affinity of SF6  evaluated in the usual manner but 

assuming slightly different frequencies for SF as shown 

in Table 5.VII. 
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TABLE 5.VII 

,Lcm 1) STRETCHING MODES LORED 

vi 356 (aig) 

"2 266 (eg) 

432 (t1) 

282 (t1) 

V5 525 (t2g) 

"6 347 (t) 

E.A.(eV) 

Further reduction of the stretching modes e.g. "SF 	038VSF6  

and vç F6 	F6  0. 	resulted in electron affinity values of 

0.70eV and u. 4eV respectively. On the basis of the 

previously mentioned assumptions, this very simple model 

yields values for the electron affinity which are remarkably 

near to those reported. 

If a change of molecular symmetry is involved in 

then perhaps all of the vibrational modes should be lowered 

and not only the stretching modes. As has been shown earlier 

lowering all of the vibrational modes inevitably leads to the 

desired effect. 

ince 	(i.e. the density of negative ion states to the 

density of neutral plus free electron states) must be of the 

order of 7 x 10" 2cm (using suitable values for a, V and i), 

p is effectively defined in magnitude and must be oi the 
C 

order of 1 x 10 states (cm) . In all of the previous 

calculations using the same values for a, v and rp this is 

what p is assumed to be and the electron affinity associated 



with such a density of states was then evaluated for 

differing vibrational frequencies. 

A computer program was written with the aim of 

evaluating 	given the electron affinity and the vibrational 

frequencies involved. 	D(;,tei1 of thi. program are included 

in 	Appendix L. 

Essentially the computation solved the equation for p 

exreseed 	
0 	

rc + (1 8W) 	]N_l/ r(N)1h1 

where the parameters have their usul meaning. 

Substitution of the latest value of 0.6eV for the 

electron affinity of SF6  into the above formula along with 

the original S frequencies, yielded a value for P of 
-1 

4 x 10 states (cm) and hence a ratio Th°  3 x l0 4cm 

Comparing the latter with the ratio calculated from 

'i v 	7 x 10 2cm3, it would appear that p is too
Po 
small by at least two orders of magnitude. 

Substitution of the stretching modes for SF5  deduced 

from considering dissociation energies and internuclear 

distances in the above formula song with an electron affinity 

equal to 0.6eV9  yielded p 	i x 10  states (cm) . it 

might be noted that alteration of 	to 200 car' and v5to 

150 cm7l  simultaneously (on the basis of the XeF6  model) and 

substitution into the same formula with the value of 0.6eV 

for the electron affinity, also yielded p et 1 x 106  states 

(cm ) 
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As the discussion has illustrated, use of the most 

reliable values for the electron attachment cross-section 

and autoionisation lifetime at thermal energies, require 

that the negative ion density of states is of the 
-1 

magnitude -1 x 100  states (cm) . Assuming that the 

most recently reported values for the electron affinity of 

F5  are correct, in order to reconcile a high density of 

states, the vibrational frequencies of the 4re ion must 

inevitably be different from those of the neutral molecule. 

Although the work done in this thesis has not established 

conclusively how raway frequencies need be altered and to what 

extent, at least, it has shown that there is indeed logical 

reason to assume that the frequencies differ, and by 'semi-

empirical' alterations, it has been possible to evaluate an 

electron affinity which is in agreement with the latest 

experimental values. 

Work on the Sr,ion was perhaps the most extensive 

study undertaken in this thesis but in view of the unusual 

or rather non-immediately explicable properties exhibited, 

the research was adequately justified. The deductions, 

rather than conclusions, made in both Parts I and II, are 

subject to improvement on the basis of more complex models 

and further experimental data, but in the first instance it 

is necessary to keep models as elementary as possible when 

such models show a tendency towards explanation or 

confirmation of the experimentally observed results. 
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CHAPTER VI 

COLLISIONAL EFFCTS FOR SFr 

The work done on SF in the previous chapters 

involved using very low pressures of the gas so that any 

undesirable collisions could be avoided. The study under-

taken here however is based on observing collisional 

effects occurring in the flight-tube at high gas pressures 

and an attempt is made to interpret these effects 

qualitatively. 

It is first of all necessary to establish that the 

collisional effects observed are due to the ion's and 

neutral's traversal down the flight-tube and that these 

effects should not be attributed to any energy quenching 

processes which might occur in the ionization source. 

Intuitively, this statement may be justified as the 

SF 4  ion when formed in the source chamber, possesses 

virtually no kinetic energy and is therefore unable to move 

any significant distance before it is pulsed out into the 

flight-tube by a large positive potential (3000 v). There-

fore, very few 'stabilising' collisions should result in 

the ionisation chamber as a result of increasing the gas 

pressure. 

Qualitatively, the assumption was justified by varying 

the residence time of the ion in the source region. Experi-

mentally this was achieved by alteration of the time lag 

focus control according to the method previously described, 

and measuring the separate ion and neutral signals as a 
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function of the residence time. From such signals measured 

for a particular time lag, the lifetime of the ion was deter-

mined in the usual manner assuming an exponential decay for 

electron autodetachment. Experimentally, increasing the 

time lag resulted in an increase in lifetime and since the 

magnitude of the lifetime increase was the same for very high 

gas pressures ( 10 torr), it is evident that such an 

increase is due to the increased residence time and is not 

due to the pressure in the source. Had this qualification 

not been satisfied, the gradient of the plots of the function 

(where ta  is the autodetachment lifetime), versus residence 
Ir

a   
time (Fig. 6.1) would have inevitably varied for different gas 

pressures and from the figure there is no evidence of any 

significant change in the gradient for increasing pressures. 

The increase in lifetime with time lag has been inter-

preted as being due to the larger fraction of the short-

lived Sr,-species decaying in the source and hence leaving 

only long-lived ions to be subsequently pulsed out into the 

flight-tube where they may undergo electron autodetachment 

or experience attenuation if high background gas pressures 

are involved. 

Therefore assuming the effects observed arise primarily 

in the flight-tube, an interpretation was made on the basis 

that the Sr,ion initially formed in a high vibrational 

level, collides with other molecules in the flight-tube so 

that typical effects briefly outlined below, may result. 
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1) Siznl attenuation. in such a case, the SF collides 

with a molecule, M, and an energy transfer ensues. As well 

as losing vibrational energy, the Sr,-* ion may also be 

kinetically stabilised 1.9, lose momentum. As a result of 

a change in the ion velocity, the Sr,will take longer in 

reaching the electron-multiplier. Consequently, the measured 

signal intensity will not steadily increase with pressure 

but it will go through a maximum after which it will decrease 

as the background pressure is increased. The extent of signal 

attenuation: will depend on the nature of the background gas 

molecules as will be discussed later. 

ii) Electron detachment. Since the electron is so much 

lighter in comparison with the SF6  molecule, the ion may 

simply collide with a molecule of the background gas, 'lose' 

its additional electron, and continue to move down the 

flight-tuba with unchanged velocity. Electron detachment is 

a destabilising effect, its occurrence being manifest only 

in a lifetime measurement of the ion. Increasing the gas 

pressure increases the probability for electron detachment 

and hence leads to a decrease in the negative ion lifetime. 

Another process namely nuclear stabilisation of the Sr,*  

ion may occur so that in effect, SF becomes longer-lived. 

However, as nuclear stabilisation probably inevitably 

involves kinetic energy loss of the ion, such stabilised 

ions are not observed at the usual flight-times for the SF 
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ion. The effect of nuclear stabilisation is inherently 

included in processes generally leading to signal 

attenuation where the neutral molecule SF6  may be attenuated 

to a different extent from the 5F ion. 

Experimental outline 

With the time-of-flight adjust switched off and all 

other operating conditions as per normal, the total 

(Sr--+ SF6) signal was monitored as a function of pressure 

where the pressure was that of a gaseous mixture of SF6  and 

gas, M, where M represents molecules such as 02,  N20  CH49  CF4  

and CC14. The amount of SF6  gas actually present in the 

mixture was always in the region of 'l%. Fig. 6.2 shows a 

typical example where the total (SF + SF6) signal was 

recorded as a function of the total pressure of the gas mix 

5F6/CC14. Total gas pressures were read from the Penning 

gauge and as such a gauge exhibits different sensitivities 

towards different species, it was necessary to calibrate the 

gauge in terms of sensitivities. This was achieved in the 

following way: - 

Gas C was admitted into the sample volume of the inlet system 

and the deflection (referred to as D) on the Baratron 

noted. The corresponding pressure reading, 1, but recorded 

on the Penning ionisation gauge was also noted (for a fixed 

leak setting) for the gas in the flight-tube. Several 

readings for both Dc  and P were taken over a wide range in 

pressure. Gas C was pumped out of the inlet system and a 

calibrant gas, x, (in this case air) was then admitted to the 





:1.74 

sample volume to provide the same deflection on the Baratron 

(i.e. rD).  Similarly the pressure of gas X, P, for the 

same leak setting was noted from the Penning gauge and in the 

same way as for gas C, several readings covering a wide 

range in pressure were obtained. 

Since values for Dx -Dci, Px and Pc  were recorded in 

this manner and since P o SD where S is the Penning gauge 

sensitivity towards species X. values for S could be 
S 	S 

obtained relative to S, i.ee 	 for similar Baratron 

deflections and constant leak settings. 

In the present work, S, where X represents 02  and N2, 

was taken to be unity and values for S
c

where C represents 

SF6, CH40' CF4  and Cd 4  were deduced according to the method 

outlined above. Plots of P versus P (for the same Baratron 

deflection) were performed in each case and, over a wide 

range in pressure, values for S were very consistent, S. 

values for the various gases of interest are given below:- 

S (Relative to SAIR-  1) 

SF6 	 0.81 

CH4 	 1.75 

CF4 	 1.68 

CC14 	1.21 

Assuming these estimated sensitivity values are correct, the 

total pressure, T'  as read from the gauge must be divided 

by the appropriate factor so that a fair comparison of the 

effects resulting from different 5F6/M mixes may be obtained. 
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With the time-of-flight adjust switched on, the ion 

optics were adjusted if necessary so that well resolved ion 

and neutral signals were obtained. With the usual 

adjustments necessary for taking lifetime readings having 

been made, the lifetime (determined from the ion to neutral 

signal ratio) of the Sr,ion was measured as a function of gas 

pressure, PT,  and Fig. 6.3 illustrates the effect of pressure 

on such an autoionisation lifetime for the gas mix SF6/CC14. 

Both experiments,where in the one ease (sF + SF 

signal is measured as a function of P and in the other 

where the SP:SF6  signal is measured as a function of TO 

were repeated for different gas mixes (these being SF6/02, 

5F6/N2, SF6/CH4  and SF6/CF4) under the same operating 

conditions. 

The results which display a change in autoionisation 

lifetime with increasing pressure are first of all inter-

preted on the basis that the ion and resulting neutral are 

attenuated to differing extents. This statement may be 

qualitatively justified since the interaction force between 

the high energy ion and background molecule is probably that 

of a charge-induced dipole type being longer range than the 

dispersion force resulting between a neutral and background 

molecule. The neutral, SF6, involved in a collision with 

molecule, M. (both molecules being essentially in their 

ground states) will lose mainly kinetic energy to molecule M 

while the ion (which is vibrationilly excited) will also 

lose vibrational energy through the long-range ion-molecule 
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interaction. For the neutral, the collision is typical 

of a collision resulting from a Lernard-Jones interaction 

and the implications of this will be outlined at the end of 

the chapter. 

Molecules, M, most suitable therefore for exhibiting 

large attenuation effects are in general heavy, polarisable, 

polyatom.tcs so that both the kinetic and vibrational energy 

of the SF ion may be efficiently absorbed. 

A brief semi mathematical-kinetic description of the 

processes typically involved in the attenuation model will 

now be presented but it must be remembered that this model 

assumes that the variation in the attenuating factors, i.e* 

for the ion and neutral, account for the different relative 

amounts of £F and 5F6  (and hence different 'a  measured as 

a function of increasing total pressure. This model may 

only perhaps be strictly true as an extreme case as other 

processes such as electron detachment can Lso contribute to the 

observations obtained. 

Lot the initial number of Sr,ions, n3y.(0) equal 

Kl P1,F6 where K1  is a constant and? 	is the pressure of the 

gas. This is strictly true only at low pressures, i.e. 

where the sample is optically thin. However it may be 

justified from an analogy with the Beer-Lambert law which 

states that for a parallel beam of light incident on a 

homogeneous medium, 

IT - 10  exp (-ukCL) 

where IT is the transmitted light flux, 10  is the incident 

light flux, C is the molar concentration of the species, L 

is the thickness of the homogeneous medium and Ic is a constant. 
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For a beam of electrons the equivalent expression 

is:-137  

IT  a I0 exp (—flax) 

where IT and 10  are the transmitted and incident electron 

beams respectively, x is the path length, n (proportional 

to the pressure) is the number of molecules per cm3  and a is 

the electron attachment cross—section. 

Typically, for a pressure of 	tori' at room 

temperature n is in the order of 3 x 1011  molecules cm73, 
o10 4Cm for thermal electron attachment to SF6, and 

X "2cm for the source in question. Therefore flax = 6 x 10 

which is l, and, 1A  where 'A  represents the number of 

electrons which actually attach to the molecules may be 

expressed as;— 

'A - '0 IT 

- I(3. - exp(.mnax)) and for nax 41, 

- I0(l(]'ncyx 	Waal' 	)) 
2! 

IfltyX 

Therefore the initial number of ions, (IA)  is proportional 

to the gas pressure, (n) 

i.e. n,-(0) - K1PSF 

and by virtue of our particular method of gas mixing the 

pressure of SF6  was directly proportional to the total gas 

pressure i.e. PTO 

.'. 	(o) - CPT where C is a constant. 

Now, the number of Sr,ions remaining after a flight-time Tf  

may be expressed as:— 
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nsF; 	(0)exp(a'. 	exp(- naL) ........eqn. 6.1 

where the first exponential term accounts for electron 

mutodetacbment for the SF ion when the lifetime 

and the second exponential term is invoked from consideration 

of attenuation effects. 

In equation 6.10  n is the number of background molecules 

cm 3, a is the scattering cross-section for the ion and L is 

the flighttube length. 

xi a L may be equated to K(ION)PT  where K(ION) is the 

attenuation factor for the ion and PT is the total pressure. 

Since 	 C PTO 

C exp (- 	exp(K(ION)PT) 
a 

therefore ln( 	6) in(!".' exp(-f4) K(ION)PT 7r7- a 

= In B K(ION)PT  where B is a constant* 

and a plot of ln(6) versus PT  would yield a straight line 

with gradient 

However, experimentally, we obtained data only for the ratio 

:n SF 
as a function of PT  and for the total signal 

(n.. + n3  ) as a function of pressure. F6  

For the neutral species the situation is more complex 

as at the beginning of the flight-tube the species enters 

as an SF ion. On the way down the flight-tube this ionic 

species will suffer attenuation, and at a certain time, the 

electron will, be aitodetached. The resulting neutral will 

suffer a different amount of attenuation and a suggested 
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approximate equation expressing the number of neutral 

species remaining after a time T is:- 

{1_OXP (:T)} exp 	 PT,) ... eqn. 6.2 

where 	RA K( ,) represents a weighted average attenuation 

constant which  is the combination of K(ION) and K(NEUTRAL) and 

is the result of attenuation before the ion ejects the 

electron, and attenuation after the neutral has been formed. 

From equations 6.1 and 6.2, the total signal 

(nor + fl( ,) may be written as:-. 

+ n.F
6) 	 Ira 

* C PT [e (_) 	[-K(I)PT) 

exr-K(
ION
NTYJ $)PTJ) 

+ exp K)Pj ......... eqn. 6.3* NEUTRAL  

so that when It(ION)*) is not too different from ION+ NEUTRAL 

ION+ 	i (ri< - + n) -IV  C P exp rx(NEUTRAL ).T J 

+ 6) 	ION 
+ 	p 

and a plot of ln( 	+ 215F6 	
P hold yield a 

) 
straight line with a gradient -w 

(ION +  ~NBUTRAL) 
This however is an approximation and is really only valid 

when Ic(IoN) at K
( NZ. UT 

~").ION If rc(IoN) i 	x ( ION + 

a) 
then the difference of first two terms in equation 6.3 is 

ION non-negligible and K 	 estimated from the described 

method will be an upper limit. 



/( +fl \ 
From equations 6.2 and 6.1,( 

fl 
 '6 	6 \ may be written as:* 

SF 	,J 

SF6 	
sF6) 1 + ex(ç K ( ION) - K 	

) ) 

  exP((K(ION) - (ION + 
- K NEUTRAL) 

in 	is proportional to K(ION) 
we 	

\nc,&- 	
(NMR.AL) 

PT 

 

\ 
.. 	a plot of ln( 

(fl '( 
6 versus 	will yield a traight line 

with a gradient equal to the difference between K(ION) and 
.(ION+ \\ 
C .NEUTRAL)s 

Now 	is actually weighted in favour of the ion 

as the species monitored at the detector even although it 

finally exists as a neutral molecule, begins its path down 

the flight-tube as an ion and in general, the total signal 

will be due more to the ionic nature of the species, i.e. 

* Vi-EUT;4)  - I  ON  z ( I oN) + 	K(NEUTRAL)... . eqn. 6.4 

where 3ZI.,is  the 'time average' mole fraction for the ion 

and represents the fraction of the initial number of ions 

which remain after time T f. Z).zch a weighting may be taken 

as a measure of the probability that the species undergoes 

attenuation while it exists in its ionic form. 

is the equivalent mole fraction for the neutral species. 
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XION and xNEUTRAL may be evaluated in the following way: 

Let 'tsr (t) - SF6 (0) 
axp (.t/T.) 

and 	n 3F6 (t) a ni.. (0) 	- ecP(*t/era)) 

where fli (t) for example is the number of ions remaining 

at time t (for low pressures whore there is no signal 

attenuation) assuming an exponential decay as usual. 

The mean number of SF ions p 1(Tf) may beepressed as:- 

flSF(T:t) 	flr'F(.) dt 

dt 
0 

and likewise for SF6 neutrals, 
T 

- 	 F (t)dt 
n5F6(Tf) 	6 

Sdt  

i.e. 

¶ n(o) ( +exp( 	)) a 

( 	[T 
F * - 

(_~a 	(_ Taf 

Ir
a 

is the average autoionisation lifetime of 5F and is 

estimated to be ..54 wsecs. For a flight-time Tf a 35 .taecs, 

S 

+ 
S 6 is found to equal '2.78 

• SF6 	6 
- 3.78 ESF6 S  

113F6 
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ns 	
2.78 

Then ZION a 
SF + 	

a 
3.78 

a 0.735 

and 7jjrUTRAL so 3 JMF - 0.265 

If these values are substituted in equation 6.4, then a 

value for 1C(NEUTRAL) can be found. 

Experimentally for gas mixes such as SF6/N2, SF6/02, 

S'6/CH4, SF6/CF4 and SP/CCl49 the total signal 	
+ 

nSF 

and the ion-neutral ratio n F , -6 : nr.F6 were monitored as 

functions of pressure. Plots of 

(n,r + n 
in 	 versus P,were 

constructed for each gas mix, thus rendering a value for 
(ION + 

Plots of in ( 	6 versus PT were likewise constructed 

ION for each gas mix and values for K(ION) - K ()MUT 
+ ) obtained. 
aa 

Figs. 6.4(a) and (b) illustrate such plots constructed from 

the data obtained experimentally for the gas mix SF6/CC14. 

In this way values for x X( X(ION) and 
qlm~a) 

K(NEUTRAL) were estimated for each gas mix and the rsu1ts 

are tabulated in Table 6.1. 

BLE 6.1 

BACKGROUND GAS K ONTL )  (torr)K (ION) (torf1) K( NEUTRA 

02 2.83 x 10 2.55x 10 3.62 x 10 
N2 3.42 x 10 5.04 x 10 - 

CR4 2.69 x 10 3.85 x 10 - 

CF4 3.91 x iO 4.85 z 10 1.98 x 10 4 

CC14 10.04x 10 12.40 x 10 10L 





I 	X to Tarr 
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For the background gases, N2  and CH 49  K(NEUTRAL) 

evaluated from the approximation appears to be <V. This is 

of course non—realistic and it may be explained by the fact 

that for the above named gases, K) and K(ION) were 

small quantities themselves and since K(NEUTRAL) is derived 

from a small difference in these small quantities, any error 

10" in 	 and K(ION) will greatly affect the value of IEUT 
K(NEUTRAL) as this latter quantity depends heavily on the 

exact magnitudes of 'ON and K(ION). For the gases N2  NEUM
and CMLI,  the precision of our data was inadequate so that 

unreasonable values of K(NEUTRAL) were obtained. 

Values of K(NEUTRAL) will be discussed further at the 

end of this chapter where the neutral—background molecule 

collision is regarded as one resulting from a Lennard—Jones 

potential. 

A second method of estimating comes from 

making a direct comparison of the Sr,signal from pure SF 

gas, and the corresponding SF signal from a gas mix of SF6  

and M (SF6  pressure being "l% of the total pressure) in the 

following way:- 

Over a very low pressure range of pure SF6  gas, the 

(SF + SF6) signal, S, may be equated to C 	where C is 

a constant depending on the attachment cross—section and the 

spectrometer sensitivity to name only two influencing factors. 

which represents the total (SF '6 SF6) signal resulting 

from the gas mix 5F6/M may be expressed as:— 



* C x exp (ION ~a) 
T) 

whore the exponential term accounts for signal attenuation 

due to the high pressures of the background gas involved. 

Therefore S 2 a oxp (-K (ION 
T~a) PT) 

i.e. it signals s, and S, (shown diagrammatically in Fig. 6.5) 

are measured at the sameSF6 pressure, then their ratio will 

yield an approximate value for K,). In practice, this 

was carried out for the background gases involved and it 

provided a check on the method adopted and previously outlined. 

The consistency in the values derived from the two different 

methods illustrated this fact. 

Determination gL I5F&' 	ssections 

qorimentaUy, values for K, where K is an attenuation 

factor, were determined for several gas mixes, 5F6/M. Such 

K values may be related to a scattering cross-section through 

the equation:- 

KPT a flL where n is the number of molecules cm 39 PT 

is the total pressure, y is-the scattering cross-section 

and L is the length of the flight-tube. 

Now n may be written as:- 

n - V x L' 

and from the perfect gas l*w, 
	PL' 

where P is the gas pressure, L' is Avogadro's muaber, R is 

the gas constant2 'T is the temperature5 c,,8 N 

flD€r o- 



b.5 
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LxL'xa 	• 
	

le A,* 
'a 	 R'i 	 C' 	L xik! 

Therefore for values of K(ION), 	 and K(NEUTRAL), 

the corresponding scattering cross-sections may be evaluated. 

The results are tabulated below in Table 6.11. 

TABLE 6.11 

BACKGROUNr - 

cy(IONcrna) (10 	+ a  £11 C'~NEUTRAL~  
(NEUTRAL 	m) 

GA 

02 3.98 x 10r15 4.41 x 1O' 5.60 x 10715 

N2 7.98 x 10-15  5.34 x 10 

CH   6.01 x 3.0 15 -15 4.19 x 10 

7.15 x lO 6.11 x 10715 3.09 x l0.15 

CC14 19.36 x 10' 15.63 x 	-15 5.21 x 10715  

Values of c 	hkch are quoted in the above table are of course 

subject to the same limitations which have been briefly 

discussed for values of the individual K's. what is obvious 

from the table is that when separate values of c, i.e.  a(ION) 

and 4NIzONUTF+W.)  are small, the difference between two such 

small quantities (which determines a (NEUTRAL)) is inevitably 

so much in error that precise values for (NEUTRAL) are 

precluded by this approximation method. 

A second interpretation of the results can be made if 

at the other extreme, it is assumed that both SF and SF6 

experience similar attenuation with increasing gas pressure 

but that the observed change in the relative amounts of 

these species is actually due to lifetime variation resulting 



from electron detachment being the dominant process at 

high pressures. Further, if no change in the velocity of 

the species is invoked by electron detachment, both species, 

namely ion and neutral, will have the same flight-time when 

the time—of-.flight adjust is switched off. When this 

latter control is switched on, species discrimination occurs 

in the usual way and for various gas mixes of 3F6/N where N 

represents gases such as 02,  N21  CM49  CF4, CC].I  and where 

the pressure of SF6  is l% of the total pressure, a variation 

in the lifetime may be recorded as a function of pressure. 

Experimentally, the results of ion to neutral signal ratios 

as used previously, are applicable here but a different 

interpretation is suggested as follows:- 

cheznatically, typical processes which occur are:—' 

S+:4 k 

3-'-* + M 	 + 14-  

or SF6  + N + 

where Ca  is the autodetacbxnent rate constant at vex'y low 

pressures and is independent of gas, N. kV[41 is the 

first order autodetacbment rate constant being a function 

of the pressure of N. 

Therefore, ignoring attenuation effects which are 

assumed identical for both ion and neutral 

dfSF 'J 
dt 	kar 3Fr] + c..rN]rSFi (as both processes 

probably occur at high 
+ k8)isF* ] 	gas pressures) 
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tat 	 tat 

$ 	
a 

t=o 	 too 

(kfvii + ka)dt 

/tnt 
:. 	(\\\lfl rs' ) 

two 

	(iç,IMI + ka)t 

:. rsi+ * fSF1t 0  exp ( .(krM) + ke)t) 

Since Ira the autoionisation lifetilne) ia expressed as 

Ica+ 	j, It is evident that for k[M] non-negligible, 

the lifetime measured at high pressure is less than that 

measured at low pressure where T.in  81 P 1 Y 

Experimentally for the gas mix, SF6/CC14, a lifetime 

decrease was obvious as the total pressure was increased. 

This is illustrated in Fig. 6.3. Since thb total auto- 

ionisation rate constant, kt  equals  ka  + kVrM], if kt  is 

plotted as a function of the pressure of gas, M, kv  may be 

evaluated. Such a plot was in fact constructed for tIiit 

particular gas mix and the gradient, which equals kv  was 

found to equal -9.7 x 10s 1cmJ,.Now kv  may be equated to 

adv here  ad  is the electron detachment cross-section and v 

is the ion velocity. For the SF ion where an electric 

potential of 3000 volts is experienced, the resulting ion 

velocity is '5.7 x 
10 6C 

s. Therefore Od results in 

having a value '..1.7 x lO 5cm which is slightly smaller in 

magnitude than the scattering cross-section derived from the 

first interpretation of the data. However electron detachment 



with no signal attenuation is unlikely since only a very 

slight change in the velocity of the species is necessary 

to cause a decrease in signal intensity, e.g. in the time-

of-flight mass spectrometer, the time it takes for an ion 

ale a 146 (Sr_ ) to travel down the flight-'tube is 35 psecs 

when the ion accelerating voltage is 3000 volts, i.e. 

4 mv 	eV where imvs  is the ion kinetic energy, 

e is the charge of the electron 

and V is the drift-tube voltage. 

Now the flight-time, T, 	where L is the length of the 

drift-tube arid since J. ions but of different mass experience 

the same potential; their velocity is inversely proportional 

to the square root of their mass 

i.e. 

Tc's.m4  
i.e. 	1im4  where k is a proportionality 

constant. 

For V - 3000 volts ad a/e = 146, T - k(146)1  - 3.50 x 10-5  s 

nientally 
determined 

Therefore k 3.50 
(146)t 

Similarly for m/e - 1450  P 	
x (145)1 

(146)t  

3.488 x 1r5  

.. T(146) T(145) - 1.2 x 10 s * AT f 

PTf  
' çc146) - 3.4 x 1073 

i.e. a change in the flight-time by 0.3% will change the 

peak position by 1 am  .u. Since we experimentally measure 
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the peak height at the centre of the ion (or neutral) peek, 

a slight change in velocity (<0.3%) will alter the signal 

size in such a way as to illustrate the importance of 

attenuation. 

Therefore the effect of electron detachment (if occurring) 

will probably be incorporated in the general effect referred 

to as attenuation in this text. 

JUJMARY 

Since by the simple approximation equations proposed 

for attenuation effects, we failed to establish accurate 

values for K(NEUTRAL), we were obliged to assume that for 

the neutral SF6 molecule, a collision with a background 

neutral molecule would be typical of a collision resulting 

from a Lenrard-Jones (6.12) potential. The colliion 

diameters (for collisions involving species A and ) using the 

Lerrnard-Jones (6...12) potential are given by:- 
- 	+ GB) 

(ç)(22) 
()) 	where a (L ") is  

JONES 	 JOtM 

the collision diameter for species A and B as a function of 

temperature and may be evaluated since (2. 2)* ()is 

tabulated'38  as a function of temperature (e used in this 

context represents the depth of the potential well). 

Using the tabulated values for the parameters above at 

arbitrary temperatures of 3000K and 10,0000K, G(L])  for JONES 

the various background gases involved in the SF6/N mix are 

tabulated below in Table 6.111. 



TABLE 6.111 

Ti? 	300°K 	GASaA.B.W sf2'24( 	) 
D (L))  

02 4.407 1.153 4,73 

Na 4.521 1.122 4.80 

CH4  4.567 1.223 5.05 

CF4  5.013 1.243 5.59 

CC14  5.604 1.467 6.80 

Thi'tP 	10.0U00K 	02 4.407 0.6194 3.46 

N2  4.521 0.6117 3.54 

CH  4.567 0.6335 3.64 

CF4  5.013 0.6374 4.00 

CC14  5.604 0.6502 4.52 

Since from kinetic theory for interactions of constant 

relative velocity (in this case the velocity of the 

species), the temperature is proportional to the reduced mass, 

i, for reactions involving heavier M molecules, a higher 

temperature value should be used in the evaluation of 
LENN " 

a( 	 i ould t. ro fore reduce the difference 

between 	coil, diameter ctennined for a light and heavy 

species as ci Zererally decreases with temperature (see Table 

6.111). Taking an avore viuo ofLMARD as being 

representative of tie coil, diameter for all the observed 

5F6-M collisions is prob'biy iot ur&rcasonable. 

From the results obtained experimentally and tabulated 

in Table 6.11, an vverage c(NEUTRAL) was obtained in the 

following way. 

Since smell effects (i.e. differences in attenuation 

factors for ion and neutral species) were observed for gas 
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mixes SF6/02, 5F6/N2  and SF6/CH40 	
ON + 	 values were taken NEUTRAL 

for these mixes along with a(NEUTRAL) values for SF6/CF4  and 

5F6/CC14  and an average y(NEUTRALL) evaluated to be 

' 4.45 x 10 5cm. This would correspond to a collision 

diameter of ' 3.76 A which is not out of keeping with values 

quoted in Table 6.111. 

Assuming the average value for a(NEUTRAL))  would 

illustrate the difference in ,(ION) and (7(NEUTRAL). This is 

especially marked for background molecules CH49  CF4  and CC14  

where the differences in the cross-sections are as shown in 

Table 6. IV. 

WLE 6.X?V' 

(N:uTPJ1X cm!) 

Ch4 	 1.56 x 10 -15 

CF4 	 2.70 x 10 -15 

CC14 	 14.91 x 10-15 

The observed trend is probably consistent with the fact that 

for the heavier species, it would be expected that an SF 	M 

impact would be more effective in transferring kinetic and 

vibrational energy ct theion into energy associated with 

14 and, as the polarisability of the larger, heavier molecules 

increases, so also does the long-range interaction between 

the ion and background molecule, this interaction being 

proportional to the polarisability. 

Further)  CC14  is recogri.ised70  to be an efficient zero-

energy electron scavenger (aDA = 10 5cm) therefore it 

seems reasonable to assume a strong SF 	Cd 4  interaction. 

Such an interaction, effective over a long range, could 
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result in electron detachment for Sr,and the velocity of 

the species would almost invariably be altered to such an 

extent that attenuation effects would be manifest for the 

ion. The neutral, SF6) would of course be unaffected and 

hence a change in the ion-.neutral ratio could be interpreted 

as arising from a change in the autoionisation lifetime. 

The fact that the interaction potential is basically 

different for SF7 and S76  colliding with a background 

molecule M is probably the main reason why the species 

suffer different attenuation. Variation in these different 

attenuation effects with differing background gases probably 

arises because: a) there is an increase in polarisability 

as the size of the background species increases. This also 

increases the interaction force, and, b) a molecule such as 

Cd 4  has a strong affinity for capturing zero energy electrons 

and such effectiveness in electron scavenging would lead to 

an increase in electron detachment. 

Further, since the Sr,ion is vibrationally excited 

whereas the SF6  neutral is not, vibrational relaxation is a 

possibility, the resulting 'stabilised' ion being attenuated 

in such a process. 

With a typical collision diameter of 4 x lO cm, and 

an ion velocity of 5.7 x 106  cm s, the period of inter—

action of an Sre ion with a background molecule is 7 x 

1lèrdnfdetachment probably involves times of the order of 
3.6r15 8, while for SP, vibrational relaxation times are 

greater than l0". It would seem therefore that both 

electron detachment and vibrational relaxation of the ion 

contribute to the general attenuation of the ion signal and 
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since these processes do not occur for the neutral species, 

its corresponding signal will fterefore be attenuated to a 

different extent. The resulting ion to neutral signal ratio 

will therefore vary with background pressure as both species 

are attenuated but to differing degrees, several possible 

reasons for the different attenuation effects being 

suggested asove. Owing to the amount and precision of our 

data, we were very limited in offering an explanation to the 

results, and the interpretations made, were therefore based 

on the most elementary ideas. 
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Observations can be made to corroborate a concept 

but the interpretations may be such that they are a direct 

product of the choice of the ab initio concept. Altering 

the concept almost invariably alters the perception but if 

the perceptions remain unchanged then perhaps different 

interpretations may be assigned to different concepts. 
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APPEITIDL. I 

The programs given here in detail are those referred 

to in the text. The program language is FORTRAN and the 

data was processed using the Ldinburgh Regional Computing 

Centre (.R.c.c.) IBM 370/158 computer and the E.R.C.C. 

GR1PHPACK when graph plotting was necessary. 

PROGRAM 1. 

INTEGER DEN 
REAL LT,J 
DIMENSION VF(80) 
COMMON EZ 
DATA KARr,LINE/5,6/ 
141.373846E26 
PILf. O'ATAN(l. 0) 
CONALOG(L.OPI)+ALOG(M) 
READ (KAIW, 101) J 
DO 51 Kal,J 
REAT) (cARD9101) N 
WRITE (LINE9151) N 
PROD=l. 0 
EVF=0.0 
EEuiO.O 
READ (KARD101) (vF(I),I=1,N) 
DO 52 I=1,N 
X=VF(I)/350. 0 
WRITE (LINE,152) VF(I),x 
PRONPROD"X 
EVFaEVF+X 

52 EE=EE+2 
BETAuEE(N-1) /EVF* 
EZO. 5EVF 
waxm (LINE9153) PR0DBETAEZ 
READ (KARD,101) LT,C., 
LT=ILT1. OE.-6 
WRITE (LINE,154) LT,CS 
GL=ALGAMA(FLOAT(N)) 
E)EXP(GL+ALOG(PR0D)+CON+ALOG(LT'CS))/(14-1)) 
IF (Ex.LT.Ez) GO TO 20 
ATEEX-E 
XATE/23. 06 
RITE (LINE9155) x 

2]. DEN-0 
11 OM-OM-MA(ATE) 

FN=DEN+l 
EA-EX--(1. O-.BETA*OM)EZ 
X-EA/23. 06 
WRITE (LINE,156) OM,x 
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IF (A*A-).LE.0.o5)  GO TO 10 
ATE EA 
GO TO 1]. 

10 ,'RITE (LINE9157) x,tN 
GO TO 51 

20 ATE=O.1 
WRITE (LINE,158) 
GO TO 21 

51 CONTINUE 
r,,,=(N-1)ALOG(Ex)-GL-ALOG(PR0D) 
EIEXP(DS) 
WRITE(LINE, 159) ED 

159 FORMAT ('ODENSITY OF STATE. 	',E12.59' KCAL-].NOLE') 
STOP 

101 FORMAT (1008.0) 
151 FORMAT ('-NUMBER OF VIBRATION FREQUENCIES = 

FRE(-UENCIE6 OF MOLECULE'/' CM-]. KCALEMOLE-1'/) 
152 FORMAT (lx,F6.1,6x,F6.4) 
153 FORMAT ('OPROLUCT OF FJLCUENCIES 	',1PGI2.5/' BETA 

= ',1PG12.5/' ZERO POINT ENERGY = 1 91PG12.5) 
154 	FORMAT ('OLIFETIME OF MOLECULE ',1P012. 5,' EC' / 

'OCROSS SECTION OF MOLECULE = ',1PG12.5,' CM2') 
155 FORMAT ('OFIRST VALUE FOR ELECTRON AFFINITY = 

1PG12.5,' EV') 
156 	FORMAT (' OMEGA 	', 1PGI2. 5,' 	EA 	', 1PG12. s) 
157 FORMAT ('-CORRECTED VALUE FOR ELECTRON AFFINITY 

1PG12.5/'ONO OF ITERATIONS 	',13) 
158 FORMAT ( 10THE FIRST APPROX. FOR THE ELECTRON AFFINITY 

IS ASSUMED TO BE 0.11 ) 

END 

FUNCTION OMEGA () 
COMMON EZ 
IF (.GT.Ez) GO TO 12 
OMEGA=1.0/(5.0(W/EZ)+2.73"SQRT(W/EZ)+3.51) 
RETURN 

12 0EGA=P(-2.419112(W/EZ) O.25) 
RETURN 
END 

FUNCTION ALGAMA (x) 
C 	THIS FUNCTION IS LIBRARY-SUPPLIED 

iF (x.LE.o.o) GO TO 1 
IF çx.LE.1.Or10 GO TO 
IF X.LE.1.0E7O) GO TO 5 
ALGA14A=1.0E75 
RETURN 

3. ALGAI4A-1.0E75 
RETURN  

BY SOME FORTRAN COMPILERS 
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2 Y=X 
T-1.0 

3 CONTINUE 
IF (Y.GT.18.0) GO TO 4 
T=TY 
Y_Y+l. 0 
GO TO 3 

4 Rz1.O/Y2 
ALGAMAa(Y-.O. 5)ALOG(Y)-Y+O. 9189385-ALOG(T)+(].. o/Y)' 

(R(.595238l:3))))) )) 
RETURN 

5 	ALGAMA=X' (ALoG()-1. o) 
RETURN 

Program 1 essentially calculates an electron affinity for a 

molecule whore the vibrational frequencies are known and 

are used in evaluating the density of states at a particular 

energy. 

The data required are:- 

I) The number of set;:•: of data, J. 

The number of vibrational frequencies, N. 

The actual vibrational frequencies, VF(I), expressed 

in cm 1. 

Lifetime, LT, of negative ion expressed in rnicrosecs. 

The attachment cross-section, CS, expressed in cm3. 

The program assumes a constant density of states, which 

Is printed out, and since the vibrational frequencies are 

known, the electron affinity can therefore be evaluated 

in eV. 

2. 
CRESULTANT POTENTIALS 

INTEGER Z,S 
INTEGER4 NINT,P,C,V 
REAL13 PJIN(i0O), B(lOO) ,b(loo cREP(loo), ATTN(100) 0  

'ENATT(1OO),REPN(l0O),EREPN(1OO, SUM (1OO),TSUN(lOO), 
R(lOO),ROR,SOR,C, D 
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DATA iL/6.6E-34/,1 /9.1E--31/,PI/3.14/,RNA/l.E+20/0 
.tTj/1. 6E-19/ 

Va]. 
Pal 
La]. 
READ(5,99)N 
CALL O?ENGR(96) 
CALL LRSTRG( 'P.S. CHEMISTRY.' 35) 
DO 7 I=l,N 
REAIJ(59100) Z,EE,EA,LMAX 
WRITE(,10l) 
DO 6 Ka1,2 
EAa A.-O • 2 
WRITE(6t103)EA 
ILMAX+1 
DO 3  14=1,4 
tO 1 La]., LMAX 
CALL GRAREA(O.rx),o.rxJ,lo.2D0,40.DO,o) 
ROR-EA+13 • 5 
CALL scAGR(O.2T),a,l.Lo,1.Doto.DO) 
CLL AIGRO.TO,O.tL),1,1.tO,].0) 
SOREA-18. 5 
CALL AISGR(O.f),),2,l.LO,4O) 
SaL 
READ(5, 106 )Rr!IN(s) 
IF(RI4IN(S).LT.0) GO TO 2 
NINT=(1O-(RMIN(S)-1))/O.l+1 
L=L-1 
WRITE (6,, 200)L 
WRITE(6, 107)R14IN(s) 

Jul
B(k`:1!)-DSLR NO)) 
R(J)=RNIN(S)1.0 

11 CREP(J)=EE(B(S)/R(J))2 
WRITE( 6, 110)CREP(J) 
IF(CREP(J).GT.(2O.O+k)) v=J+]. 
UM(J)=0 
ATTN(J)=-1/R(J)4 
C=-9 4wEAHMIN(S)4/5 
NATT(J)aCATTN(J) RE 
PN(J)=1/R(J)9 

£-4EARMIN(s) 9/5 
iflJjP(J)ajDREPN(J) 
Si(J)aENATT(J)+EREPN(J) 
IF(SU1A(J).GT.(20.O+EA)) PaJ+]. 
WRITE (6, 108)SU14(J) 
T1JN(J)=tJN(J)+CREP(J) 
IF(TsUN(J).GT. (2O.O+I)) Q=J+]. 
WRITE(6, 109 )TSUM(J) 

R(J)=R(J-1)+O. 1 
IF(R(J).GT.10.0) GO TO 10 
GO TO 11 
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10 CALL CURVGR(R CRE?,V,NINT,R(V1O.DO90.lDO,O.1LX),1.EO, 
'O.to,1090.lDO5 

CALL CURVGR(RJM,P,NINT,R(P),lO.D0,O.lDO,O.liX,1.I)O, 
O. JX)9100 0.lLO) 
CALL CURVGR(R,L M,C,NIN 	 ]X T,R(C),1O.D0,O.1D0,0.lDO,1., 
O. LO,1O,O.lrO) 
LsL+]. 

1 CONTINUE 
3 ilN()RMDI(5)+0.2 
6 CONTINUE 
7 CONTIiUE 

CALL CLOSGR 
2 STOP 

99 FOFNAi 12) 
100 FORMA 12,?3.11,F4.19 Il) 
101 FORMAT L '9129 3X,' FLcON ENERGY 	9F3.1,' EV'93X9 

103 FORMAT ' ELECTRON AFFINITY.-  ', F4. 1,' ar') 
106 FORMAT FL. 2) 
107 FORMAT ' VALUE OF RMIN ( s) ', F4. 2,' A') 
108 i0R11AT ' RULTANT POTENTIAL ',F7.3,' EV') 
109 FORMAT ' C0113INATION OF POTENTIAL= ',F7. 3,' E'f') 
110 FORMAT 'OcREP(J) ',F7.3,' EV') 
200 FORMAT 'OL= ',il) 

END 

Program 2 is used in Chapter IV where certain potential 

barriers were calculated and plotted by the graph-plotter. 

The program calculates a) the repulsive potential ORE? 

as a function of R and b) the 	- 	potential, 
R R 

associated with the neutral molecule. The latter potential 

is plotted as well as the combination of CREP and 6UM namely 

TSUM which is calculated as a function of R. Double 

precision is used throughout. 

Input data required are:- 

j) 	The number of sets of data, N. 

The atomic number, 2, of X in the molecule H2X. 

The electron energy, EE (this is equivalent to the 

appearance potential of a given ion). 

The maximum value of L, namely, L1AX, where L is the 

orbital angular momentum quantum number. 



v) 	The electron affinity, EA, of the neutral molecule. 

This is put in as a negative quantity. 

vi) 	Various R values (i.e. RMIN( )) where D 	C 
,77 - 77 

e$sentially equals the electron affinity of the molecule. An 

RNIN(S) value is quoted for each L value, the data being 

terminated by a negative number (RNIN() is equivalent to R 

discussed in the text). 

PROGRAM 3. 

CtNSXTY OF STATES 
REAL KE 
Ffl'ENSION VF(20),STVF(10) 
C0,1-40N EZ 
P1=3.142 

1 RAD(5,1oo)EA,KE 
ETL+KE 
IF(ET.LT.0.0) GOTO 4 
iRITE(6, 101 )ET 
READ(5,102)N 
JRITE(69  103)N 

PROP=1.0 
£i1V(). 

EE0. C 
LPOS=lO 
tO 2 K=l,1 
IF(LPO5.NE.10) GOTO 3 
READ(, 104)STVF 
LP0SO 

3 LPOS=LPO+l 
VF(K)=STvF(LPos) 
X=VF(K)/350. 0 
WRITE(69105)VF(K),X 
PR0t1R0DX 
EVF=EVF+X 

2 EE=EE+X4 2 
BETA=EE4(N-]. )/E1TF "2 
EZaO. 54EVF 
WRITE (6,106 )PROD, BETA, EZ 
GL=ALGAI (FLOAT (N)) 
T=T 23.Ob 

OM= OMEGA (ATE) 
WRITE (6,107)OM 
Ex= (ATE+(1-BETAoM) Ez) 
r= (N-]. ) ALOG ( EX)-GL--ALOG (PROD) 
TL=EXP(fl) 
TTLzTDS/350. 0 
1iRITE(6, lOe)TDS 
WRITE (6, 109 )TTDS 
CONTINUE 
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GOT  1 
100 FORMAT(F4.2,

-
1X,F5.3) 

101 FORMAT ' ET 	,F5.3,' Ev') 
102 FORMAT 12) 
103 FORMAT 'ONUMBER OF VIBRATIONAL FREQUENCIES= '.12/' 

FREQUENCIES OF MOLECULE' /' CM-1 1KCALS140LE-1' I) 
104 FORMAT(1OGEs.0) 
105 FORMAT1X,F6.1,6X,F6.4) 
106 FORMAT 'OPR0DUCT OF FRECtJENCIES= ',1P012. 5/' BETA 

',.PG12.5/' ZERO POINT ENE Ys ',1PG12.5,' 
}CCALiOLE-1' I) 

107 FORMAT('OOMEGA- ',1PG12.5) 
108 FORT 'OENITY OF STATES ',E12. 5,' KcAL-1MoLE') 
109 FORMAT('OLENSITY OF STATES- ',E12.5 9' CM') 

4 STOP 
END 

FUNCTION OMEGA (w) 
COMMON E 
IF (.GT.:2) GO TO 12 

12 

FUNCTION ALGA!'IA (x) 
C 	THIS FUNCTION IS LIBRARY-SUPPLIED BY SOME FORTRAN COMPILERS 

IF x.LE.o.o) GO TO 1 
IF X.LE.1.Oli10 GO TO 2 
IF X.L.1.0170) GO TO 5 
ALGAMA=1. 0E75 
RETURN 

1 ALAAMA=-1 • 0E75 
RETURN 

2 Y=X 
T=1.0 

3 CONTINUE 
IF (Y.GT.18.0) GO TO 4 
T=TY 
Y=Y+1•O 
GO TO 3 

4 R=1.O/Y'2 
AW.MA(Y-0.5)ALOG(y)-Y+0.9189385-ALOG(T)+(i.O/Y) 
(o.833333i-(R(.2777778E-2+(R(.79365o5E-3-(R 
(.5952381B-3))))))) 
RETURN 

5 A1SA14A-x(ALOG(x)-1.o) 
RETURN 
EN E 
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Program 3 calculates density of states but is based on 

a floating density of states where the electron affinity of 

the molecule is known in this case. This program differs 

from program ]. where the density of states was assumed 

fixed and the electron affinity was allowed to vary. 

The data required are:- 

1) 	The electron affinity of the molecule plus its average 

energy above the zero 	rf•r:y.  

expressed as E.A. In eV. 

The kinetic energy, L. of the incident electron 

expressed in eV. 

The number of vibrational frequencies, N. 

The actual vibrational frequencies of the molecular-

ion, UTVF, oxpreseed in cm. 

The density of states, evaluated in this manner is 

expressed both in mole kcal and in cm. 
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APPENDIX II 

TABLE 4.XV 

Species A.P. (ev) 
+ 0.2 

a 	A (EXPERIMENTAL) (cm') 
D 	(AVERAGE) ' 	(cm2 ) 

2.0 (1.4,1.4,1.3,1.6)x1020  1.4+0.1 x io_20 

(a) 	S 5.1 (2.7,3.7)xlO 20 3,2+0.5 x 10-20  

7.7 (4.4,5.8)xl0 9  5.1+0.7 x 1019 

HSe 1.5 (1.3,1.3,1.4)x107  1.3±0.1 x 10 17  

Se 1.5 (2.3,3.2,3.8)xlO 19 3.1+0.6 x  10-19  

4.5 (0.4,0.9,1.5)xlO 19 0.9+0.4 x 10-19  

7.8 (1.3,1.3,1.4)xlU W 1.3+0.1 x 10 18 

HTe 1.8 (4.3,9.0,2.05.l)x10 1) 5.1+2.5 x lu 

Te 2.2 (1.1,2.210.5,1.3)xlO 15 1.310.6 -15 x 10 

0.9 

--------------------------------- 

SbW
-17  (1.9,1.9,1.8)x10 7  1.9+0.]. x l0 

(b)SbH 	5.0 (3.6,3.7,3.0)xlO 17 3.70.1 x 10 17 

0.9 (1.t,1.5,1.o)x10 1.' 1.6+0.1 x 10 

	

1.6 	 4.9+1.8 x 10 
(c) 

	

2.0 	(5.3,7.1,84. 98.1,8.8,4.2, 
8.1)x10 19  7.1+1.c' x 10 19 

The values of aDA  quoted above do not take into account the 

multiplier sensitivity. 

These values are based on "DA(H5) = 1.7x0cm 

These values are based on aDA (PH  2 ) 4,0x108cm2 

independent values determined from aDA  (0/co) 2. 2x109crn 
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Airing the research period various instructive 

courses, d,partinental seminars and lectures of interest 

were attended when possible. Several of such lecture 

topics were as follows:- 

LEIIENTAFtY (FORTRAN) COMPUTING COURSE 

BASIC PRINCIPL&O OF NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE 

I3WIRONMENTAL CUE1ISTRY 

SHORT-LIVED SPECIES 

ANTI&OTICS 

and the seminars dealt with a wide variety of usually 

specialised subjects and techniques all of which served 

the purpose of maintaining my interest in and making me 

aware of general research in other fields of science. 




